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Preface 

The International Conference on Informatics in Schools: Situation, Evolution, and 
Perspectives (ISSEP) is a forum for researchers and practitioners in Informatics education in 
both primary and secondary schools. The conference provides an opportunity for educators and 
researchers to reflect upon the goals and objectives of this subject matter, its curricula, various 
teaching and learning paradigms, and topics, as well as the connections to everyday life — 
including the various ways of developing Informatics Education in schools. 

The ISSEP conference started in Klagenfurt, Austria, in 2005. It was followed by meetings 
in Vilnius (2006), Torun (2008), Zürich (2010), Bratislava (2011), Oldenburg (2013), Istanbul 
(2014), Ljubljana (2015), Münster (2016), Helsinki (2017), Saint Petersburg (2018), Larnaca 
(2019), Tallinn (2020), and Nijmegen (2021). This year the conference took place in Vienna, 
Austria, from Sep. 26th to Sep. 28th, 2022, and it was combined with a Doctoral Consortium 
on Sep. 25th, 2022.  

In this volume, we are pleased to collect the papers that were accepted for presentation 
during the 15th International Conference on Informatics in Schools (ISSEP 2022) and that were 
not selected for the Springer LNCS proceedings. ISSEP 2022 had 24 full and four short paper 
submissions, and 12 full papers were selected for inclusion in Springer LNCS. Six other full 
papers and a short paper were accepted for presentation at the conference and are included here 
in the local proceedings. Additionally, the conference offered three invited presentations, eight 
different workshops in two parallel workshop sessions, and a poster session with seven poster 
presentations. Their abstracts are also included in these proceedings. The Doctoral Consortium 
attracted 10 Ph.D. students who presented and intensively discussed their work at the 
consortium with five international professors in the field of informatics didactics. Their work 
is included as extended abstracts in these proceedings, too. All submissions (including those 
of the Doctoral Consortium and the workshops) have been reviewed by at least three 
international reviewers in a double-blind peer review process using EasyChair.  

We want to thank all the authors and presenters for their qualitative contributions and the 
Program Committee, who invested a lot of effort in reviewing and discussing the papers 
presented at the conference. We also would like to express our deepest thanks to the three 
keynote speakers, Torsten Brinda, Enrico Nardelli, and Sue Sentance, for their availability and 
talks, and all the local organizers and their team for making this event possible. 

Andreas Bollin 
Gerald Futschek 

Klagenfurt/Vienna, 2022 
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What all teachers should know about Informatics
(Abstract)
Torsten Brinda

University of Duisburg-Essen: Essen, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany

1. Abstract

In recent years, the digital transformation of our everyday lives has increasingly led to a cor-
responding transformation in the education system to prepare students best possible for the
digitalization-related requirements. During this process, numerous international, national, and
federal competence frameworks were developed that describe which digitalization-related com-
petences students and teachers will need in the future. Many of these frameworks set priorities
in the area of teaching and learning with digital media, but the role of dealing with digitization
as a learning object and thus the role of computer science was also increasingly emphasized. The
required anchoring of teaching and learning with and about digital technologies in all school
subjects leads to the question, which competences teachers will need for their work in the future
across various recommendations in this area. At the University of Duisburg-Essen in Germany,
a competence framework was developed as part of the work of an interdisciplinary working
group, which wants to be understood as an attempt to integrate various existing frameworks
and models in the broader field. A key sub-question is which computing competences teachers
need for their digitalization and profession-related activities. For this purpose, an approach is
presented that was developed by a working group of the German Informatics association with
the aim of developing recommendations for computing education of non-computer science
teachers. Closely related to this is the question of curricular anchoring in teacher education.
For this purpose, the procedure and first results of a large joint project funded by the German
Ministry of Education and Research are presented, in which a modular approach to computing
education of non-computer science teachers was developed and tested with participants from
all phases of teacher education.

2. CV

Torsten Brinda is a Professor for Computing Education Research at the University of Duisburg-
Essen in Germany. His current research focusses on programming competency modelling,

Informatics in Schools. A step beyond digital education. 15th International Conference on Informatics in Schools:
Situation, Evolution, and Perspectives, ISSEP 2022, Vienna, Austria, September 26-28, 2022
$ torsten.brinda@uni-due.de (T. Brinda)
� https://www.ddi.wiwi.uni-due.de/team/torsten-brinda (T. Brinda)
� 0000-0001-6137-4258 (T. Brinda)
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students’ conceptions and interests, as well as on the contribution of informatics in the digital
transformation of education. He has published about 150 papers in journals and conference
proceedings. He is the current chair of IFIP working group 3.1 “Informatics and digital tech-
nologies in school education” and the past chair of the technical committee “Informatics and
Education / Didactics of Informatics” within the German Informatics association (GI).
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Informatics Education: the grand challenge for a XXI
century school (Abstract)
Enrico Nardelli

Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Rome, Italy

1. Abstract

Advances in Informatics, the scientific discipline behind digital technologies, are radically
transforming society, affecting both professional and personal life. For the first time in the
history of humanity, cognitive functions - once the exclusive privilege of people - are carried out
by machines. Education is a key element to deal with this disruptive scenario but, unfortunately,
the general level of Informatics education is rather shallow, and usually stops at the operational
level of digital competencies. Instead, a science based approach, focused on understanding the
principles of Informatics early in school, is needed to enable all citizens to actively contribute
to the development of an economic and social prosperity for all.

2. CV

Enrico Nardelli is full professor of Informatics at University of Rome “Tor Vergata” and the
President of Informatics Europe, the association representing Informatics university departments
and research labs in Europe (https://informatics-europe.org). He is also member of the ACM
Europe Council.

Since 2014 he coordinates “Programma il Futuro” (https://programmailfuturo.it), a project run
by CINI (National Interuniversity Consortium in Informatics), in accordance with the Italian
Ministry of Education, to introduce in Italian schools the basic concepts of Informatics as a
scientific discipline. The project is present in 80% of the Italian schools and is followed by 3
million students.

He is the director of the national laboratory “Informatics and School” of CINI (where he
has served as Management Board member from 2013 to 2021) and member of the Steering
Committee of the “Informatics for All” coalition (https://informaticsforall.org), advocating the
introduction of Informatics as component of fundamental education in all schools in Europe.

Informatics in Schools. A step beyond digital education. 15th International Conference on Informatics in Schools:
Situation, Evolution, and Perspectives, ISSEP 2022, Vienna, Austria, September 26-28, 2022
$ nardelli@mat.uniroma2.it (E. Nardelli)
� https://www.mat.uniroma2.it/~nardelli/ (E. Nardelli)
� 0000-0001-9451-2899 (E. Nardelli)
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His current research activity is Informatics Education and interdisciplinary study of Infor-
matics systems and their social impact, within the Link&Think Research Lab (https://link-and-
think.blogspot.com) and the CINI National laboratory “Informatics and Society”.

Previously he did research in various fields of Informatics, from algorithms to databases, from
geographical information systems to man-machine interaction and cooperative information
systems.

He also carries out dissemination activity towards the general public regarding Informatics
education and the role of Informatics in the digital society.
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Addressing gender balance: the need for a
multi-faceted approach (Abstract)
Sue Sentance

Raspberry Pi Computing Education Research Centre, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom

1. Abstract

Gender balance in computing education in most countries has long been a well-documented
problem, along with the universal desire to broaden participation in computing more generally.
Barriers identified in research that impact on gender include a lack of belonging, lack of relevance,
lack of encouragement and teaching approach. Introducing mandatory computing into the
school curriculum is one way of ensuring that all children have access to the same opportunities,
especially at an early age when they may be less influenced by stereotypes existing in society
and the media.

In this keynote, I will look at some of the research that has been carried out in this area to
establish what we already know. I will then share details of a 3-year research project, consisting
of a number of randomised-controlled trials and other interventions, that we have been running
in England since 2019 with the aim of finding out what approaches might improve gender
balance in computing in school. The results from this study are just emerging (but should all be
available by the time I’m speaking at ISSEP!) but point to the need of a multi-faceted approach
to addressing gender balance, including whole-school as well as subject-specific approaches.

2. CV

Sue Sentance is Chief Learning Officer at the Raspberry Pi Foundation and Director of the
Raspberry Pi Computing Education Research Centre at the University of Cambridge, UK. She
received her PhD in Artificial Intelligence from Edinburgh University in 1993, and since then
has worked as a secondary teacher, teacher trainer, university lecturer and researcher, before
joining the Raspberry Pi Foundation in 2018. At the Raspberry Pi Foundation, Sue’s role is to
advise on teaching and learning, and lead on research on computing education for young people.
She has played a leading role in the DfE-funded National Centre for Computing Education,
particularly around the development of the Teach Computing Curriculum, Isaac Computer

Informatics in Schools. A step beyond digital education. 15th International Conference on Informatics in Schools:
Situation, Evolution, and Perspectives, ISSEP 2022, Vienna, Austria, September 26-28, 2022
$ sue@raspberrypi.org (S. Sentance)
� https://www.mat.uniroma2.it/~nardelli/ (S. Sentance)
� 0000-0002-0259-7408 (S. Sentance)
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Science, and online teacher professional development courses. She also leads the Gender Balance
in Computing research programme. In 2020 Sue was awarded a Suffrage Science award for
Maths and Computing and in 2017 the BERA Public Engagement and Impact Award for her
services to computing education.
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An Exploration of High School Students’
Self-Confidence while Analysing Iterative Code
Claudio Mirolo*, Emanuele Scapin

University of Udine, 33100 Udine, Italy

Abstract
A number of studies on novice programming report that loops and conditionals can be potential sources
of errors and misconceptions. We then felt the need to engage in a more systematic and in-depth
investigation about the teaching and learning of iteration in some representative high schools of our
regional area. As a medium-term outcome of this endeavour we expect to get fine-grained insights about
the nature of students’ difficulties, on the one hand, as well as to identify possible pedagogical approaches
to be adopted by teachers, on the other. As a step of this project, we designed and administered a
survey composed of a set of small tasks, addressing students’ understanding of iteration in terms of code
reading abilities. After summarising the motivations underlying the choice of the tasklets and the overall
structure of the instrument, in this paper we will focus on a particular aspect which has not yet received
extensive attention in the computer science education literature. Specifically, we will consider students’
perception of self-confidence, in connection with their actual performance in each task, the specific
program features, the cognitive demands (procedural vs. higher-level thinking skills), and the use of
code vs. flow-charts. A noteworthy result of this analysis is that students’ perception of self-confidence
is poorly correlated to actual performance in the task at hand. The main implications of our study are
twofold, pertaining our understanding of less conspicuous facets of the learning of iteration as well as
possible pedagogical strategies to strengthen metacognitive skills.

Keywords
Informatics education, Program comprehension, High school, Iteration constructs, Novice programmers,
Metacognition

1. Introduction

Learning to program is a complex, “slow and gradual process” [1]. Students’ difficulties are
well known and have been extensively investigated for tertiary education (e.g. [2, 3, 4]). Also
such basic flow-control constructs as conditionals and loops turn out to be potential sources of
several mistakes and misconceptions for novice learners [5, 6]. However, the overall picture as
to the teaching and learning of iteration at the upper secondary level is still a bit fragmentary
and calls for more systematic study.

In the attempt to make some progress in this direction, focusing on the high school context in
our regional area, we are collecting teachers’ and learners’ insights from a range of perspectives,

Informatics in Schools. A step beyond digital education. 15th International Conference on Informatics in Schools:
Situation, Evolution, and Perspectives, ISSEP 2022, Vienna, Austria, September 26–28, 2022
*Corresponding author.
$ claudio.mirolo@uniud.it (C. Mirolo); emanuele.scapin@uniud.it (E. Scapin)
� 0000-0002-1462-8304 (C. Mirolo); 0000-0001-8384-8231 (E. Scapin)
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including subjective perception, instructional practice, ability and challenges to achieve program-
related tasks. In particular, we have used an instrument designed to investigate students’ ability
and perception of self-confidence when analysing small programs based on iteration constructs.
In accordance with Izu’s et al. program comprehension perspective [7], the proposed test is
based on a set of small code reading tasks, or tasklets.

After summarising the rationale behind the chosen tasklets and the structure of the instrument,
in this paper we will mainly focus on a particular aspect which has not yet been deeply
investigated in computing education, and particularly at pre-tertiary level. Specifically, we will
consider students’ perception of self-confidence in connection with their actual performance,
the program features, the implied cognitive demands and the use of textual code vs. flow-charts.

Being able to monitor one’s “current level of mastery and understanding” while trying to
accomplish a task is indeed an important metacognitive competence [8], which appears to be
particularly crucial in computer science [9]. As pointed out by Brown and Harris [10], “from
both psychometric and learning theory perspectives, the accuracy of self-assessment [...] is
critical. If self-assessment processes lead students to conclude wrongly that they are good or
weak in some domain and they base personal decisions on such false interpretations, harm
could be done, even in classroom settings.”

The design of the tasklets and of the related questions was guided by the outcome of some
preliminary work, namely; (i) A number of interviews asking experienced high-school teachers
about the role of iteration in their practice and the related learning issues [11]; (ii) A “pilot”
survey addressed to students, including questions about their subjective perception of difficulties
as well as three short exercises on basic iteration constructs [12].

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. After mentioning in Sect. 2 some relevant
background, Sect. 3 outlines scope, main features and organisation of the developed instrument.
Then, Sect. 4 summarises the major findings concerning high school students’ perception of
self-confidence. Finally, in Sect. 5 we conclude with a few remarks and future perspectives.

2. Background

Starting from the pioneering work on the cognitive implications of programming tasks in the
early 1980s, e.g. [13, 2], empirical research has persistently shown that flow-control constructs
such as conditionals and loops are frequent sources of errors and misconceptions for novice
learners [5, 6, 14], especially when combined into nested constructs [15]. The reasons may be
manifold, ranging from lack of problem solving skills to the need for accuracy and strenuous
practice. According to Perkins et al. [16] programming is indeed “problem-solving intensive,”
in fact it requires multiple skills [17], and students may fail to develop a viable model of the
underlying notional machine [18] or may not be able to see code execution at higher levels of
abstraction to infer a program’s purpose [19]. Moreover, part of the students’ difficulties may
also be related to the habits and expectations of both teachers and learners [17].

Here the focus is on students’ perceived self-confidence while achieving a task, in fact one
of the issues raised by our previous pilot study [12]. Being able to fairly assess the degree
of self-confidence in the devised solution is connected to metacognitive skills, that can be
generally meant as “one’s knowledge about one’s cognitive processes” [20]. While extensively
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investigated in other fields, e.g. [21], metacognition is recently receiving wider attention also
for programming education [22, 23]. Most often metacognitive skills have been explored
in connection with students’ success in tasks or exams [24, 25, 26] and some educators see
pedagogical value in providing learners with opportunities to reflect on their metacognitive
awareness under the guidance of the teacher [24, 20]

3. Characterisation of the instrument

The results of our pilot studies focused on iteration involving teachers [11] and students [12],
also in light of the issues discussed in the literature on novice programming, raised a number of
questions that seemed to us worth further investigation, in particular:

Q1. To what extent are students at ease with a range of features implied by iteration? (E.g.,
loop conditions, nesting of flow-control constructs, . . . )

Q2. How does the effort to trace code execution impact on the analysis of more abstract program
properties?

Q3. Are students more at ease when using flow-chart or textual code representations of pro-
grams?

Q4. To what extent does students’ perception of self-confidence correspond to their actual
achievement in a task?

It is precisely around the above questions that our investigation instrument has been designed.
To this aim, we have first identified the general areas and topics outlined in Table 1, where
each area is labeled with the questions Q1–4 it pertains to. Then, we have defined two sets of
6 tasklets, whose scope covers the areas and topics listed in Table 1 in as balanced a way as
possible. The size and complexity of a taskset are chosen in such a way that students could
reasonably complete their work on it in about one hour — i.e. before losing concentration.

Each individual tasklet presents a program based on iteration constructs and asks one or
two multiple-choice questions about its related properties. When the question brings into play
high-level thinking skills (area A in Table 1), the student is also required to assess in a 4-grade
Likert scale her/his perceived level of self-confidence on the provided answer. In addition, the
programs of three tasklets may be shown either as textual code or as flow-charts (line FC in
Table 1). Finally, this instrument has been made accessible as an online survey, the taskset and
the code/flow-chart format of selected tasklets being assigned randomly.

To accommodate for the common practice in the considered high schools, the textual code
is Java-like. In the following we will elaborate a little more on each of the areas reported in
Table 1. For more details about the individual tasklets, English translations of the four versions
(two tasksets × code/flow-chart modes) of the test-survey are available via the links provided
in the online appendix http://nid.dimi.uniud.it/additional_material/iteration_tasksets.pdf .

A. Tasklets addressing higher-order thinking skills. This is a central area for our in-
vestigation and each tasklet includes at least a question of this type. It covers two broad
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Table 1
Areas and topics addressed by the tasklets.

A. Tasklets addressing higher-order thinking skills (Q2, Q4)

1. Abstraction on the computational model

a. Equivalence (nested constructs, for/while,
do-while/while . . . )

b. Reversibility

2. Relationships with the application domain

a. Completion (condition, expression, statement . . . )

b. Functional purpose

B. Tasklets addressing code features (Q1, Q3)

1. Structural features

a. Plain loop
b. Nested conditional
c. Nested loop

2. Processing plan

a. Exit condition
b. Loop control variable
c. Downward for loop

B. (continued)

3. Conditions

a. Simple condition
b. Composite condition
c. Boolean expression/variable

C. Tasklets addressing code execution,
conceivably via tracing (Q1, Q2)

1. Output/final state
2. Number of iterations

D. Tasklets addressing data types (Q1)

1. Numerical data (only)
2. Non-numerical data
3. Array data

SC. Perception of self-confidence (Q4)

FC. Flow-chart versus code (Q3)

categories, concerning abstraction over the computation structure and functional abstraction
in connection with some problem domain. To test students’ abilities in the former category
we ask equivalence [27] and reversibility [28] questions. The tasklets in the latter include more
common types of questions which ask either to choose an appropriate item (e.g., a condition, an
arithmetic expression, a statement) to complete a program with a given purpose or to identify
the intended purpose of a given program — in fact an instance of the recurrent “Explain in Plain
English” theme [19]. As an example, Figure 1 shows an equivalence question with four answer
options. Both equivalence and reversibility tasks require students to reason about program
behaviour comprehensively, generalising what could be ascertained by tracing code execution
for specific input data. The role of reversibility in learning, in particular, dates back to Piaget’s
work on cognitive development, where it is considered as an indicator of achievement of the
concrete operational stage, and according to a neo-Piagetian perspective the learning stages
apply regardless of age when approaching new knowledge domains [29]. Thus, reversibility
seems to be an appropriate instrument to assess their comprehension in the early stages of
learning to program.

B. Tasklets addressing specific code features. The code features listed in Table 1 are easily
recognisable in a tasklet by program inspection and are connected with the findings of our pilot
work [11, 12], indicating loop conditions and nested constructs as major sources of difficulties
— nested loops being seen as the hardest challenge in the learners’ subjective perception.
Widespread issues and misconceptions regarding nested constructs, in particular, have also been
identified in a number of studies [30, 31, 32, 15]. Additional difficulties worth consideration that
can be ascribed to loop structures arise in the treatment of loop-control variables, see e.g. [2],
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reference option 1 option 2
program

option 3 option 4

T1.4 (ii) – Which option is equivalent to the reference program? The input requirements are that both the values
of m and n are positive (> 0) integers and two programs are meant to be equivalent if the final states of their executions are always
the same, whenever the initial states are the same — and provided the initial states comply with the given input requirements.

Figure 1: Example of equivalence question.

and while dealing with down-counting loops as opposed to more stereotypical up-counting
loops, as pointed out in [33].

C. Tasklets addressing code execution. Small problems that can be solved at a low opera-
tional level by tracing the code execution are quite common, since tracing is deemed to be a
basic ability “to build [...] higher-level comprehension skills upon” it [34]. In any case such
ability should not be taken for granted; many students struggle, for instance, with tracing loops,
especially while-loops [35]. Here, however, our main purpose is to address the investigation
question Q2: whether code tracing can to some extent support higher-order thinking in the task
at hand. In [12] we found indeed some cues suggesting that students’ performance on more
abstract tasks may improve when they are actually led to engage in some careful tracing, but
that they tend to elude this effort to check their conjectures about program behaviour. Thus, the
idea is to ask questions pertaining to the “abstract” area A, either including or not a previous
question that can be answered via tracing, in particular to determine the program output or the
overall number of iterations for given input data.

D. Tasklets addressing data types. The covered data types are essentially numbers, booleans,
characters, strings, and arrays. The indexed access to arrays, in particular, can be problematic
for novices, especially in connection with iteration — see e.g. the recent work [36, 37].

SC. Perception of self-confidence. Each tasklet requires to reason about a given program by
asking at least one question in the area A, and after answering this question students must also
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indicate their perceived level of self-confidence in a Likert scale ranging from 1 (not confident
at all) to 4 (fully confident). Besides the reasons mentioned in the introduction and the potential
pedagogical implications [24, 20], we included this feature since our study [12] suggested that
students’ perception of difficulty and actual performance in a task tend not to be consistent.

FC. Flow-chart versus code. According to [38], “flowcharts support novice programmers
[...] and give guidance to what they need to do next, similar to a road-map.” They may also help
to identify difficulties and misconceptions [14]. On the other hand, Ramsey’s et al. findings [39]
seem to indicate that the use of flow-charts may not be natural for students and that working
with code often gives rise to better performances. Thus, we tried to investigate more broadly
on this topic: the impact of using flow charts should result from comparing the outcomes for
two randomly assigned versions of the same tasklet, where the program is presented as flow
chart vs. textual code.

4. Data collection and analysis of the results

The test-survey has been administered to 225 students from 16 high schools disseminated in
the considered geographical area. 76% of the students followed a technical program, 15% a
scientific one and 9% other types of curricula. Their age range was 15–18; more specifically 18%
were attending the 2nd year, 54% the 3rd and 28% the 4th year (over 5 years of upper secondary
instruction). All the students have engaged in the test in controlled situations, either during
classwork (166) or at the beginning of a summer workshop (59). The data provided through the
survey have been collected and processed in anonymous form.1

Of the investigation questions introduced in Section 3, Q4 has an explicit focus on students’
perception of self-confidence, whereas Q1–3 may be addressed both in terms of performance
and self-confidence. As mentioned earlier, here we will take the latter perspective and consider
students’ performance only in order to answer Q4. In the following analysis, we will refer to the
tasklets (available online — see section 3) by labels in the format T𝑆.𝐾, where 𝑆 = 1|2 denotes
the taskset and 𝐾 = 1 ÷ 6 the 𝐾-th tasklet in that taskset, possibly followed by the specific
question, either (i) or (ii), when two multiple choice questions are asked.

Q1 – Self-confidence for different code features. The bar diagram reported in Figure 2
shows the distribution of students’ perceived levels of self-confidence on their answers concern-
ing abstract properties of the programs occurring in the tasklets. In summary, we can make the
following observations:

• Both tasklets requiring to deal with boolean variables (T1.3 and T2.1) have been perceived
as especially challenging.

• Most students feel not self-confident with string-processing code (T1.6, T2.3, T2.5); the
only possible exception is tasklet T2.6, but only about 20% of the subjects is fully confident
on their achievement and this is in fact the tasklet that registered the worst performance.

1Since no personal information was shared with any third party, and neither the students nor their institutions could
be identified through the presented data, the research policies of our country do not require the approval by an
ethics commission.
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Figure 2: Students’ perception of self-confidence for each question addressing higher-order thinking
skills — sorted by decreasing “positive” level of self-confidence (Likert levels 3 and 4).

• Programs that carry out purely numerical (hence mathematical) computations, on the
other hand, are perceived as easier to understand (T1.1, T1.2, T1.4); an exception in
this respect is tasklet T2.2, which however requires to master the equivalence between
different iteration constructs (for, while and do-while).

• Other code features, including nested constructs, seem to be perceived as more or less
troublesome, depending on the context in which they occur.

For the sake of exemplification, the question shown in Figure 1 (T1.4) received the highest
level of overall self-confidence. At the other extreme, of lowest self-confidence, the tasklet T2.5
includes a reversibility question for a string-processing program based on a plain loop.

It may be worth noting that most figures of our analysis do not distinguish between hetero-
geneous subgroups of students since we intend to convey a general idea about their perceived
self-confidence, independently of specific contexts. However, the average overall level of self-
confidence turned out to be essentially the same for technical (2.56) and scientific schools (2.55),
and just a little lower for other types of schools (2.42). The differences appear more pronounced,
on the other hand, over subsequent years of instruction, indicating an increase from the 2nd
(2.20) to the 3rd year (2.70) and, unexpectedly, a decrease from the 3rd to the 4th year (2.46).

Q2 – Self-confidence in connection with tracing. We found no evidence that previous
effort to trace code execution can increase the perceived level of self-confidence while analysing
a program at a more abstract level. In particular, we may contrast the self-confidence bars in
Figure 2 for T1.3(ii) and T2.4(ii). Both questions ask to identify a program’s functional purpose:
in the former case after tracing the program to count the iterations for a given input; in the
latter after answering a more abstract reversibility question. The impact of tracing on program
comprehension should however be investigated more accurately by means of a specifically
designed instrument.
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Figure 3: Students’ self-confidence while analysing flow charts vs. textual code for all the tasklets
whose programs could be presented in both forms; dashed green line: average percentages of “positive”
levels of self-confidence (3 + 4).

Q3 – Impact of flow charts on self-confidence. As clearly illustrated by the bar diagram
in Figure 3, students’ self-confidence does not appear to be affected by reasoning on flow charts
rather than on textual code — and in fact their performance does not either. Also in terms of
average levels of self-confidence when using flow charts vs. textual code, the outcomes are
hardly distinguishable: 2.76 vs. 2.69 for the first taskset and 2.26 vs. 2.25 for the second one.

Q4 – Self-confidence vs. performance. The most significant insight of the investigation,
from a pedagogical perspective, is that students’ perception of self-confidence on the provided
solution is very poorly correlated with their actual performance in the task. To devise a
quantitative measure, the options of the multiple-choice questions have been subdivided into
three groups: correct answers, incorrect answers and severely incorrect answers.2

To begin with, after collecting the data the instrument turned out to be very well calibrated
for the sake of the intended analysis, since it resulted into a balanced tripartition of the answers:
35% correct, 30% incorrect and 35% severely incorrect (more specifically, 37%, 29% and 34% for
taskset 1; 33%, 31% and 36% for taskset 2).

Then, in order to establish a reasonable correspondence with the Likert range 1–4, these
three groups have been assigned weights 4, 2 and 1, respectively. On this basis, Pearson’s
correlation coefficient between self-confidence and performance is only 0.235 for taskset 1
and 0.208 for taskset 2 (less than, for example, the correlation measured in similar tests in
university courses [25, 26]). The correlation is low for most tasklets, the only exception being
the 0.598 level for T2.4(ii), and it is not statistically significant for five items of the second taskset
(𝑝 > 0.05); moreover, for three items of the first taskset 0.02 < 𝑝 < 0.05.

Alternatively, things can also be seen from a complementary standpoint by looking at
individual subjects: in this respect the correlation between self-confidence and performance

2Refer to the online appendix to see how the options provided for each task have been classified in these terms.
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survey1 4 3 2 1
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Figure 4: Visualisation of the poor correlation between self-confidence on the proposed solution and
actual achievement in the tasklets.

is negative for 35% of the students. The general situation is probably better illustrated by the
diagram in Figure 4, where we can see that, on the whole, about half of the incorrect answers
as well as more than 40% of the severely incorrect answers are nevertheless associated with a
positive perception of self-confidence on the provided solution. Conversely, more than 1/3 of
the correct answers are paired with a negative perception of self-confidence.

In particular, remarkably high rates of positive self-confidence (Likert levels 3 and 4) for
incorrect and severely incorrect answers have been registered for tasklet T1.2 (72%), for the
equivalence question T1.4(ii) reported in Figure 1 (63%), for tasklet T1.1 (62%) and for T2.6(ii)
(57%). Just to give a rough idea of the scope of these tasks, T1.2 asks a reversibility question
about a while loop with a composite condition and a nested if-else. In T1.1 the student is
required to identify the appropriate condition of a plain loop carrying out a simple numerical
computation. Finally, T2.6 asks again to assess equivalence between simple do-while and
while constructs used in string-processing programs.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have attempted to analyse high school students’ perception of self-confidence
while engaging in small program comprehension tasks. In Section 3 we have outlined the main
motivations underlying the choice of the tasks and the overall structure of the used instrument.
In Section 4 we have then summarised a range of findings concerning high school students’
perception of self-confidence. This will hopefully help to build a more detailed picture about
the understanding of iteration in the high school context.

In a nutshell, the major results of our analysis can be stated as follows. First, students seem to
be more at ease with mathematical computations than with string-processing tasks (what may
be partly a consequence of the examples customarily presented in class), but boolean variables
are probably troublesome to them. Second, being required to trace code execution does not
appear to have a significant impact on the understanding of more abstract program properties.
Third, our results do not support previous findings [39] that flow-charts may not be natural for
students: the levels of self-confidence when using flow charts or textual code are essentially the
same. The most salient outcome is, however, that students’ perception of self-confidence is very
poorly correlated to their actual performance in a task, what is likely to indicate weakness of
metacognitive skills.
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In light of the last observation as well as of the role of metacognitive skills in effective learning
[40], the main implications of our study pertain to devising pedagogical strategies to strengthen
learners’ awareness in this respect. According to Schraw [21], indeed, metacognitive awareness
can be taught. Thus, a more ambitious project could aim to elicit the reasons why students feel
more or less confident about the provided solutions, from their own perspective, and to explore
the impact of teaching metacognitive skills explicitly — in particular, if the type of tasks used in
our present study could also be exploited for these purposes.

Currently, the test-survey has been administered to more than 200 students, but we are trying
to broaden the scope of this empirical investigation, if possible by involving other interested
educators working in different contexts. It would be especially interesting to compare the
perception of self-confidence of girls versus boys. Indeed, besides noting that — unsurprisingly
— their average level of self-confidence is slightly lower, we are unable to draw statistically
significant insight from our present sample since the girls are only about 8% (19). It may also
be worth elaborating on and extending the tasksets outlined here for instructional purposes.
Indeed, we think that teachers could use them both as examples to illustrate different aspects
connected to iteration and as instruments to assess students’ understanding of this topic.
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Abstract
Computational thinking becomes more and more important in society and teaching, as it is often part of
digital literacy. In Austrian lower secondary education, "basic digital education" is implemented to cover
these topics. Its curriculum includes a section for computational thinking, even though the included
competencies are vaguely formulated and loosely connected to those promoted by literature. Another
issue is that the specific competencies that characterize computational thinking are not clearly defined in
literature either. This contribution presents a competency model for computational thinking to determine
which topics are part of computational thinking. This model is then used to check to what extent the
micro:bit units designed by the Informatics Lab at our university teach computational thinking and
which areas are covered. For a meaningful comparison, the competencies of the learning materials are
defined and then compared to the developed model of computational thinking. The results answer the
question of which areas of computational thinking these micro:bit learning materials are covering and
they make visible what is possible with the BBC micro:bit in this context.
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1. Introduction

Although it is often associated with programming, computational thinking is a really broad
field and goes back to early work of Seymour Papert [1]. It became more important for society
and teaching informatics in the last years, as it is often part of digital literacy. This situation
was leading us to the Question: "How could the amount of computational thinking in learning
materials be measured and improved?" In order to solve this question we had to start at the
beginning, asking the question: "What is computational thinking?" However, there are quite
some definitions, best known is the one formulated by Jeanette Wing [3]. Based on it this work
aims to systematically collect all the necessary competencies and maps them to a competency
model. This can be used on the one hand to get specific competencies, for example for curriculum
developers, and on the other hand to find out how much computational thinking can be found
in individual materials and how they can be improved in this area. For testing its applicability
we created another competency model of the micro:bit materials designed by the Informatics
Lab at our University for Students between the ages of 10 and 14. We then compared the
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models asking the Question: "How much computational thinking do the materials contain?" and
finally formulated some recommendations to improve the amount of computational thinking
of the materials. In the following chapter computational thinking is defined and related work
and "basic digital education" are discussed, then, in chapter three, a competency model for
computational thinking is created. In chapter four we create another competency model based
on the materials for the micro:bit, which we compare to the first model in chapter five, where
we also formulate some recommendations to improve the materials. In the final chapter we talk
about conclusions and future work.

2. Computational thinking

2.1. Definition and related work

When talking about computational thinking, there is no way around the paper of Jeanette
Wing with the title "Computational Thinking" [2]. In her article she writes: "It represents a
universally applicable attitude and skill set everyone, not just computer scientists, would be
eager to learn and use." and "Thinking like a computer scientist means more than being able
to program a computer. It requires thinking at multiple levels of abstraction." [2]. For Wing,
computational thinking is conceptualizing, not programming, there are used fundamental,
not rote skills, and it is a way that humans, not computers think. This means, computational
thinking is about representing a real-world problem in an abstract way, not about the ability to
program, even though this is of course very important for implementing the idea.

Another important point that is often misunderstood is, that computational thinking
means thinking like a human. Computational thinking represents the way people solve
problems. It does not aim at making people think or act like computers. The goal is to use
computers to solve problems that probably could not be solved without them.

In her paper "Computational thinking. What and why?" published in 2010, Jeanette
Wing answers the question what is computational thinking and she defines it as follows [3]:

"Computational thinking is the thought processes involved in formulating problems
and their solutions so that the solutions are represented in a form that can be
effectively carried out by an information-processing agent.“

Informally, a problem should be formulated in a way it can be processed by humans, computers,
or more generally, combinations of humans and computers.

Most definitions of computational thinking found in literature are related to the one
of Wing. For example David Barr, a K12-Teacher, says [4] that computational thinking is a
problem solving process including:

• Formulating problems in a way that enables us to use a computer and other tools to help
solve them.

• Logically organizing and analyzing data,
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• Representing data through abstractions, such as models and simulations,
• Automating solutions through algorithmic thinking (a series of ordered steps),
• Identifying, analyzing, and implementing possible solutions with the goal of achieving

the most efficient and effective combination of steps and resources,
• Generalizing and transferring this problem-solving process to a wide variety of problems.

As one can see, a lot of skills are necessary to achieve the goal of formulating a problem in a
way, humans and machines are able to process it. Thus we are using the definition of Jeanette
Wing for our paper and further explanations.

The definition of computational thinking is only the first step. Based on it, we will define a
competency model. In literature there are many papers defining competencies of computational
thinking like David Barr. These are for example Grover and Pea [5], Weintrop et al. [6],
Computational thinking for professionals [7] and Jeanette Wing herself [3]. The competencies
are very similar to each other. The main difference is that Jeanette Wing defined two sets of
computational thinking skills. One basic skill set for everyone and one set of advanced skills for
scientists, engineers, and other professionals.

David Barr [4] defined another set of meta skills, which support the learning and us-
ing of computational thinking, but are not necessary for achieving it. These are: confidence in
dealing with complexity, persistence in working with difficult problems, tolerance for ambiguity,
the ability to deal with open-ended problems, and the ability to communicate and work with
others to achieve a common goal or solution. As these skills can be seen as requirements for
computational thinking they are not considered in the process of the development of our
competency model.

Apart from papers about computational thinking competencies there are also many
tests and surveys for testing computational thinking skills, like CTT [8], BCTT [9], the Callysto
CTi [10] or the Bebras Test [11]. We used these tests as base for creating the competency model
first, but then learned, these tests mostly just check competencies related to algorithmisation
and computational thinking is a lot more than just that.

2.2. Computational thinking in "basic digital education"

Taking a look into education, computational thinking appears in different curricula all around
the world. One example for it is the current curriculum for "basic digital education" in Austria’s
first four years of secondary education [14]. The curriculum is competency-oriented and
contains learning outcomes for different areas. It is structured into eight topics including one
called "computational thinking". This topic consists of all together ten competencies, which are
categorised into the subtopics "Working with algorithms" and "Creative use of programming
languages". Sample competencies for the first subtopic are "Students formulate clear instructions
for action (algorithms) verbally and in writing." or "Students discover similarities and rules
(patterns) in action instructions." The second subtopic focuses with competencies like "Students
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know different programming languages and production processes." or "Students master basic
programming structures (branching, loops, procedures)." on programming. This shows that in
this sample curriculum computational thinking is limited to algorithms and simple programming.
The new competency model is intended to change this one-sided view of computational thinking.

3. Competency Model for Computational Thinking

The approach of creating a competency model of computational thinking based on the available
tests was not as successful as we thought at the beginning, because it only covered a small part
of computational thinking. Thus we decided to create our model based on the definition of
computational thinking by Jeanette Wing [3] using a top-down approach. Starting from the
definition she defined two sets of computational thinking skills. One for everyone and one for
experts. Computational thinking for everyone means being able to:

• (WB1) Understand which aspects of a problem are amenable to computation
• (WB2) Evaluate the match between computational tools and techniques and a problem
• (WB3) Understand the limitations and power of computational tools and techniques
• (WB4) Apply or adapt a computational tool or technique to a new use
• (WB5) Recognize an opportunity to use computation in a new way
• (WB6) Apply computational strategies such divide and conquer in any domain

Computational thinking for scientists, engineers, and other professionals further means being
able to:

• Apply new computational methods to their problems
• Reformulate problems to be amenable to computational strategies
• Discover new science through analysis of large data
• Ask new questions that were not thought of or dared to ask because of scale, but which

are easily addressed computationally
• Explain problems and solutions in computational terms

Starting with these two sets of high level competencies, following our top-down approach, we
had to break them down into lower level ones. In this step we found two types of competencies.
Some could be derived semantically, others only syntactically. For example: If we want to
split the competency "(WB3) Understand the limitations and power of computational tools
and techniques" we could create the competencies "(WB3-1) Understand the limitations of
computational tools and techniques" and "(WB3-2) Understand the power of computational
tools and techniques" by splitting them analyzing the syntax of (WB3). Both are obviously child
competencies of the first one. Deriving semantically on the other hand is not that simple. In
order to create child competencies from "Understand which aspects of a problem are amenable to
computation" one has to understand the meaning of the competency. First one has to understand
a problem. This could be done by using models, diagrams or graphs. Then one has to decompose
the now understood problem into smaller problems or aspects in order to find out which parts
are amenable to computation. The next step is to understand computation. This is not as easy
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Figure 1: Workflow for deriving competencies

as it seems, but anyway it will be another competency. Based on this, one has to evaluate, if
a problem is amenable to computation and how much power or time is required for the algorithm.

Now we created four new child competencies based on the competency "(WB1) Un-
derstand which aspects of a problem are amenable to computation". These are: "(WB1-1)
Understand a problem using modelling, diagrams and graphs", "(WB1-2) Decompose a problem
into smaller problems", "(WB1-3) Understand amenable to computation" and "(WB1-4) Evaluate,
if a problem is amenable to computation and how much power or time is required for the
algorithm". In Fig. 1 one can find the workflow for the derivation of the competencies.

If we look at the skill set, we learn, that the second competency (WB2), additionally depends
on the first competency (WB1). "Understand which aspects of a problem are amenable to
computation" is needed to achieve "Evaluate the match between computational tools and
techniques and a problem". Based on the first competency (WB1) we get the structure seen in
Fig. 2. The parent competencies are located in "Layer 0", the child competencies in "Layer 1".
Each of these competencies could be derived and new child competencies could be created and
the child competencies also could be derived again. To keep it as small as possible, we decided
to limit the model to three layers, so each main competency is derived two times. The first
layer competencies (Layer 0) are those defined by Jeanette Wing [3]. The main competencies
also depend on each other and the basic ones are necessary to achieve the expert competencies.
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Figure 2: The competencies directly depending on WB1

In total, the competency model created consists of 130 competencies derived from the sets
above. In this paper we will only show selected parts, the whole competency model could be
found here [12].

The workflow described above has been applied to all the competencies of the basics
set leading to the following competencies on "Layer 1":
Child Competencies of WB1:

• (WB1-1) Understand a problem using modelling, diagrams and graphs
• (WB1-2) Decompose a problem into smaller problems
• (WB1-3) Understand amenable to computation
• (WB1-4) Evaluate, if a problem is amenable to computation and how much power or time

is required for the algorithm

Child competencies of WB2:

• (WB2-1) Understand and select computational tools and techniques
• (WB2-2) Validate whether a computational tool or technique is suitable for solving a

problem.
• (WB2-3) Apply given computational tools and techniques to solve a problem.
• (WB2-4) Evaluate which computational tools and techniques are most appropriate for a

problem.
• (WB2-5) Apply computer science tools and techniques to a problem

Child competencies of WB3:

• (WB3-1) Understand the limitations of computational tools and techniques
• (WB3-2) Understand the power of computational tools and techniques
• (WB3-3) Understanding computer architecture
• (WB3-4) Understand the concept and operation of register machines
• (WB3-5) Understand and apply basic algorithms and data structures

Child competencies of WB4:

• (WB4-1) Applying a computational tool for a new purpose
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Figure 3: Overview of the structure of the basic skill set competency model in two layers

• (WB4-2) Adapting a computational tool to other requirements

Child competencies of WB5:

• (WB5-1) Identify commonalities between problems
• (WB5-2) Transferring a problem solving process to a different problem.
• (WB5-3) Generalization of a problem solving process to a class of problems.
• (WB5-4) Find similarities and differences between computational tools and techniques

Child competencies of WB6:

• (WB6-1) Divide problems into categories and assign a problem to a category
• (WB6-2) Apply design paradigms, such as Divide & Conquer or the Greedy Method, in

any domain
• (WB6-3) Apply programming concepts, such as alternative or recursion in any domain

This leads to the competency model shown in Fig. 3.

4. Competencies achievable using the BBC micro:bit

After the creation of the competency model of computational thinking we created another com-
petency model from the materials of the Informatics Lab to test what amount of computational
thinking is covered by them. The materials were designed to teach programming to children
between the ages of 10 and 14, using the BBC micro:bit. We decided to use the materials,
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Figure 4: The competencies related to MB3-2

because they are designed for teaching programming, which requires algorithmization. This is
part of computational thinking and therefore seems to be a good base for comparison. The
materials are split into six parts, covering six different topics. They are: "Basics", "Inputs and
random numbers", "Branches", "Variables", "Advanced Branching" and "Loops". Each topic
contains tasks for practicing and builds on the previous ones. The materials can be found on
the website of the Informatics Lab [13].

However, this time we have different requirements for creating the competency model.
In the model of computational thinking we started from the definition and some high level
competencies, now our source are the practicing tasks and the information given in the
materials. So we had to use a different approach. Instead of top down, which was used to
create the competency model of computational thinking, we now use a bottom up approach,
starting with the practicing tasks and given information. We formulated competencies for
every task and information found in the materials and listed them. For example, for the task
"If the micro:bit is shaken, it should display a symbol of your choice, otherwise a question
mark. If both keys (A + B) are pressed at the same time, it should randomly decide whether a
large or a small heart is displayed." We have two possibilities in the second part, either a small
heart or a large heart. This only can be resolved using branching and random numbers,l so we
created the competency "Applying branching and random numbers". After the formulating
process, we grouped the list into three categories: micro:bit specific competencies like "Use the
programming environment", computational thinking competencies and math competencies
like "Understand random numbers". This is due to the fact we had one main category about
using the micro:bit environment and another one based on computational thinking. In the
third category we put the competencies which could not be assigned to any of the previous ones.

After that, we categorized the competencies of computational thinking and formulated
parent competencies for them. For example, the competencies "(MB-3-2-1) Be able to write
programs sequentially", "(MB3-2-2) Understanding and applying branching", "(MB3-2-3)
Understanding and applying variables" and "(MB3-2-4) Understanding and applying loops"
are being merged to the parent competency "(MB3-2) Understand and master programming
concepts such as branching, variables, and loops". This leads to the structure seen in Fig. 4.

Following the path to the top we get the following main competencies:

• Understanding and using the micro:bit user environment
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• Apply (new) computational methods to known problems
• Reformulate problems to make them amenable to computational strategies
• Decompose a problem into individual sub problems, solve them, and combine the partial

solutions
• Understanding and applying basic mathematics

The competencies MB2, MB3 and MB4 are connected to computational thinking, the other
two are not. Sure one could argue without basic mathematics it is not possible to achieve
computational thinking, but again basic mathematics are seen as requirement for computational
thinking and for this reason not taken into account.

The whole competency model of micro:bit contains 81 competencies on 4 Layers. 39
of these are child competencies of "Understand and master programming concepts such as
branching, variables, and loops". This shows that the main purpose of the materials, teaching
basic programming concepts to children, is achieved in those areas. Another property of the
micro:bit competency model is the fact that opposite to the computational thinking model, the
main competencies are mostly independent.

5. Comparison and Recommendations

After creating both models, we compared them to each other by comparing the competencies.
Competencies which are occurring in both competency models are:

• Reformulating problems to make them amenable to computational strategies
• Apply new calculation methods to known problems
• Adapting a computational tool to other requirements
• Recognize a way to use computational methods in a new way
• Finding a specific solution to a problem using appropriate computational tools and

techniques
• Understand and master programming concepts such as branching, variables, and loops

As mentioned before, the materials for the micro:bit are designed for students between
10 and 14, so the competencies have to be adapted to the age level. Thus we decided
to distinguish between fully achieved competencies and partly achieved ones. In a next
step we matched the micro:bit competencies to their suitable counterpart in the computa-
tional thinking model. The result on the first two layers can be found in Fig. 5. The framed
are competencies of computational thinking which are partly achieved by the micro:bit materials.

After the comparison we analyzed the merged model and the micro:bit materials
again, focusing on optimization. With the help of the competency models we found some areas
of computational thinking which could easily be covered by the micro:bit materials just with a
few modifications. These areas could be:

• A higher focus on understanding and explaining in the tasks
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Figure 5: Partly achieved competencies of computational thinking by the micro:bit materials

• Selection of methods and techniques
• Consider debugging
• Discuss classifying problems
• Optimize solutions
• Add basic algorithms and data structures

All these recommendations could easily be applied to the materials with just a few modifications
except for the basic algorithms and data structures, which should be added as an extension.
These recommendations have a great impact on the coverage of the computational thinking
competency model as can be seen in Fig. 6. The black competencies are the ones, which would
be additionally covered by applying the recommendations.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Out of the 49 Competencies of the first two layers of the computational thinking model, there
are 15 at least partly achieved by the micro:bit materials of the Informatics Lab. If we apply
the recommendations, we talk about 12 added and 27 in total. So we have an initial coverage
of 30.6% and after applying the recommendations, which are covering 24.5%, we have a total
coverage of 55.1% of at least partly achieved competencies of computational thinking in the
micro:bit materials.

Although it is only weakly represented in the some approaches like for instance the
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Figure 6: Additionally covered competencies by applying the recommendations

curriculum of "basic digital education" in Austria, computational thinking is a really
broad field. Our competency model breaks it down into smaller parts that are easier for
curriculum writers, for example, to work with. The model can also be used to check how
much computational thinking is found in certain documents. However, this assumes that
a competency model of the materials exists. Based on the comparison, recommendations
can be made as to what extent the amount of computational thinking could be increased.
Our computational thinking model is therefore a good way to analyze, which competencies
are covered by some learning materials and to what extent this coverage still could be optimized.

To make it even more usable, an extension by using Bloom’s taxonomy would proba-
bly be desirable. This would make the future model even more extensive, but the improved
structure would make it easier to use, which in turn could encourage more curriculum authors
to use the model. This could also lead to an even stronger anchoring of computational thinking
in the curricula, which would be a very welcome development.

The competency model of computational thinking could also be relevant for the Infor-
matics Lab at our university. This makes it possible to check all materials of the lab for their
content of computational thinking and to determine which competencies are covered and
which are missing. For the missing competences, new materials could be developed or existing
ones could be extended in order to cover as much of computational thinking as possible.
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Abstract

Nowadays, computer scientists and pedagogues recommend that citizens shall acquire, since childhood,

a set of skills required to properly solve problems using a computer. That set of skills is usually referred

to as Computational Thinking. However, the acquisition of mental abilities can not be only studied on

books or classes. Skills to efficiently execute complex tasks shall be trained doing appropriated exercises

repeatedly. This paper is concerned with that topic, the design of adequate Learning Resources (LR) to

help young people train their Computational Thinking. The contribution that we intend to introduce,

and illustrate with some examples, is the design of such resources based on concepts used in computer

sciences like annotation or text markup, and finite automata or regular expressions. We believe that the

approach can lead to original resources, promote the creativity of their authors, and be twofold for

practitioners — training their Computational Thinking capabilities, and smoothly introducing important

concepts for knowledge structuring and modelling.

Keywords

Computational Thinking, Learning Resources, OntoCnE

1. Introduction

Learning is changing the brain. We are always learning because the brain is always changing.

However, in the beginning of our life, between Childhood and Adolescence, this changing

process has its biggest impact. As Computing teachers, the statement — It is at young ages
that we can make big differences — motivated us to prepare young people to solve problems by

computer.

This intention can be achieved by resorting to Computational Thinking (CT) principles that

advocate the acquisition of a set of reasoning abilities.

In that context, we started years ago by characterizing the concept of Computational Thinking

and formalizing its relationship with the Computer Programming (CP) discipline
1
. That research

came out with an ontology for Computing at School, called OntoCnE. Although many others
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are working on CT and Computing at School subjects, to the best of our knowledge we do not

know any effort to create an ontology to describe that domain. In the light of OntoCnE we

can identify the thinking skills that students need to learn programming. At the same time,

OntoCnE enables us to identify Learning Resources (LR) to train the referred skills. This new

network of connections, linking resources to CT skills, is being worked out at moment and is

leading to a richer ontology.

To disseminate our beliefs and pave the way to prepare primary and secondary school students

according to the referred ideology, we are working with IT
2

and CP Teachers, engaged in a

Master’s course in the areas of Education and Computing. Those Master’s Students are creating

nice LR resorting to original approaches that in our opinion sound promising and we intend

to introduce in the present paper. By the moment, the goal is not to discuss quantitative or

qualitative insights concerning experiences in classrooms, but to present the approach. For that

purpose we selected from that set just a few samples that are more illustrative.

This article is structured in four sections. Section 2 presents the concept of Computational

Thinking and an ontology that describes the interception of two domains: Computational

Thinking and Computer Programming. Section 3 presents the design of Learning Resources to

train Computational Thinking. Finally, Section 4 discusses the conclusions and future work.

2. Computational Thinking

Computational Thinking (CT) is not a new topic, but over the years it has increasingly attracted

the attention of many researchers.

Jeannette Wing was the first to utter the concept of Computational Thinking (CT). Wing

defined Computational Thinking as “a method for solving problems, or designing systems and

understanding human behavior, based on the fundamental concepts of computer science” [1, 2].

According to her, CT is a key skill for all people, and should be trained from the earliest years.

Since then, several definitions have emerged in the literature. Syslo and Kwiatkowska

defined Computational Thinking as a set of thinking skills that may not necessarily result

in computer programming. For him, CT should focus on computing principles rather than

computer programming skills [3].

The key purpose of Computational Thinking is to be a way to reinforce concepts and com-

plement education in coding or programming; and is not an alternative to learning to code.

It is intended that, through CT, students develop stronger mental models to help them solve

problems and lastly make them better software engineers. The challenge is to use the CT

approach to be useful and effective in all disciplines [4].

The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) and the Computer Science

Teachers Association (CSTA)
3

presented a Operational Definition of Computational Thinking

for K–12 Education. Computational Thinking is a problem-solving process that includes at

least these six characteristics [5]: formulate problems in a way that makes it possible to use a

computer and other tools to help solve them; logically organizing and analyzing data; represent

data through abstractions (models and simulations); automate solutions through algorithmic

2

Information Technologies

3

Accessible at: https://www.iste.org/explore/computational-thinking/computational-thinking-all
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thinking (using ordered steps); identify, analyze and implement possible solutions with the aim

of achieving the most efficient and effective combination of steps and resources; and generalize

and transfer this this problem solving process to any problem.

These skills are supported and enhanced by various attitudes that are essential dimensions

of Computational Thinking, namely: confidence in dealing with complexity; persistence in

working with complicated problems to solve; tolerance for ambiguities; the ability to deal with

open ended problems; and the ability to communicate and work with others to reach a common

solution [5].

The organization Computing At School [6] have a definition very similar to ISTE and CSTA.

Over the years, several initiatives have been carried out to promote CT in the educational field.

In 2016, a report was published by the European Commission that presents a comprehensive

view: of Computational Thinking skills; the main trends in the integration of CT in compulsory

education in Europe and in the World; and examples of initiatives to promote CT [7]. Very

recently, in 2022, a review report was published that updates and expands on the findings

presented in the report published in 2016 [8].

In the following subsection we will present an ontology developed by us that aims to describe

the domain of Computational Thinking and the domain of Computer Programming.

2.1. OntoCnE – Ontology for Computing at School

OntoCnE (Ontology for Computing at School) is an ontology that aims at providing a detailed

and rigorous description of two knowledge domains and their interception: Computational

Thinking (CT), and Computer Programming (CP). We decided to structure this ontology in three

layers in order to accurately state [9, 10]: what concepts are needed to train Computational

Thinking (layer 1); what to train at each level of education and how deep to go (layer 2); what

material to use to train Computational Thinking at the various levels of education (layer 3).

To build the ontology, a set of concepts that describe the domains of CT and CP were collected.

In Listing 1, a fragment of the concept list is displayed.

1 Concepts{
2 Algorithm, Abstraction, Automaton, Array, Assignment, Block, Collaboration,

Computational_Thinking, Debug, Data_Structure, Decomposition, Generalization,
Instruction, Logical_Reasoning, Machine_States, Operation, Pattern,
Pattern_Recognition, Perseverance, Program, Problem, Programming, Read,
Regular_Expression, Repetition, Resolution, Tree, Write, ...

3 }

Listing 1: Concepts that describe the domains of CT and CP (fragment)

To associate or link two concepts it is necessary to have a relationship between them. Listing 2

shows some of the relationships defined in the ontology.

1 Relations{
2 defines, divides, detects, equivalent, guides, has, is_composed_of, is_used, involves,

manipulates, materialized_by, models, may_be, may_have, requires, solved_by, validates
, ...

3 }

Listing 2: Relationships to relate the concepts that describe the domains of CT and CP (fragment)
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The connection of two concepts through a relationship is called a triple. A triple is composed

of ’(Subject, Predicate, Object)’ where Subject and Object are concepts and Predicate is a relation.

In Listing 3 a fragment of the set of triples is presented. Note that all fragments shown are

described in a formal language, OntoDL [11, 12] a DSL specifically designed to facilitate the

process of defining and instantiating an ontology.

1 Triples {
2 Algorithm=[
3 requires=> Computational_Thinking;
4 is_composed_of=> Block;
5 manipulates=> Data_Structure;
6 materialized_by=> Program ];
7 Array=[ is-a=> Data_Structure];
8 Tree=[ is-a=> Data_Structure];
9 Block=[ is_composed_of=> Instruction ];

10 Computational_Thinking=[
11 requires=> Decomposition, Abstraction,
12 Pattern_Recognition, Logical_Reasoning, Perseverance;
13 involves=> Collaboration ];
14 Decomposition =[ divides=> Problem];
15 Problem=[
16 requires=> Resolution;
17 solved_by=> Programming ];
18 Automaton=[
19 guides=> Program;
20 models=> Machine_States;
21 equivalent=> Regular_Expression];
22 Regular_Expression=[
23 is_used=> Pattern_Recognition;
24 defines=> Pattern]
25 }.

Listing 3: Triples of the ontology that describes the Computational Thinking and Computer

Programming domains

When reading the triples, displayed in Listing 3, it is possible to see that the concepts are linked

together, creating an understandable discourse. Let’s look at a concrete example: Algorithm
=requires=> Computational_Thinking (line 3), Computational_Thinking =requires=>
Decomposition (line 11), Computational_Thinking =requires=> Perseverance (line

12), and Algorithm =materialized_by=> Program (line 6), Automaton =guides=>
Program (line 19), Automaton =equivalent=> Regular_Expression (line 21), and

Regular_Expression =is_used=> Pattern_Recognition (line 23).

Figure 1 displays an excerpt (formally defined in Listings 1–3) of layer 1 of OntoCnE.

As mentioned before, layer 2 of OntoCnE indicates the concepts that are trained at each level

of teaching and to which level of depth. In this layer, relationships play a very important role,

as they determine the level of depth with which concepts are approached each year, that is,

relationships are the unit of measurement. In addition to these new relationships, concepts

are also added that will represent each school year (Ano1/1st Year, Ano2/2nd Year, etc.) An

example of the depth to which a concept is taught in different grades is shown below: 1st
Year =introduce=> Algorithm and 2nd Year =reinforces=> Algorithm.
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Figure 1: OntoCnE: Ontology for Computing at School – layer 1 (fragment)

But to train and teach the concepts of CT and CP present in the ontology, it is necessary

to have adequate Learning Resources (LR). These LRs will populate layer 3 of OntoCnE. Each

resource will be associated with the layer 1 concepts that it allows to train and in which school

years it can be applied. In this way, it is possible to find adequate resources for training the CT

and teaching the concepts of PC.

In the following subsection, the concept and type of Learning Resource and its role in CT

training are presented.

2.2. The role of Learning Resources for Training Computational Thinking

Learning Resource is “a device used for educational purposes in any format, real or virtual, that

illustrates or supports one or more elements of a course of study; and may enrich the learning

experience of the pupil or teacher” [13]. The Learning Resource aims to: put in practice or

train previous knowledge; develop new knowledge; encourage the process of understanding,

organization and synthesis of educational content, logical reasoning, communication and

interaction; and contribute to the development of different skills and acquisition of student

values, as well as the retention of desirable knowledge, and attitudes [14]. To train Computational

Thinking, two types of resources can be used: plugged (need electronic devices) and unplugged
(do not need any kind of electronic devices).

The resources must be adequate to the training of CT so that the students can attain the

different abilities and acquire the attitudes required. Interdisciplinarity is a key aspect that must

be promoted through LR. This allows the training of Computational Thinking to be transversal

to the various subjects of the students’ curriculum.

It is important to take into account that the challenges presented in LR have more impact on

learning if they are similar to the real day-to-day context. Our brain more easily remembers

facts and skills that are integrated into real scenarios. This is due to the fact that memories are

processed in the hippocampus, and this has the function of labeling the context in the memories.

This tagging allows the brain to remember faster when that context comes up [15].

In addition, it is also important that each Learning Resource, besides its description and usage
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rules, has a guide on how to apply it so that the training is effective. This guide is similar to a

prescription for a medication [10].

In the next section we will present a template for designing LR and several examples of

features.

3. Designing Learning Resources

We decided some time ago to create a template that gathers the main characteristics of a LR, so

that teachers can appropriately select a resource adequate to teach a given subject to a given

class. Such a template is composed of the following attributes: Title; Author Learning Objective;

Category (eg: game, video, slides, worksheet, etc.); Type (unplugged or plugged); Education
level (K0-K12) or Age; Computational Thinking Skills & Attitudes trained; Description; Usage
rules; Material (eg: computer, robot, paper and pencil, etc.); Subjects involved (eg: Math, History,

English, Natural Science, Programming, etc.); Language; Duration4
; and Requirements5

. Notice

that the field Computational Thinking Skills & Attitudes trained shall be fulfilled with concepts

belonging to OntoCnE (layer 1) introduced in the previous section. In this way, as a side effect,

doing the characterization of new LR we populate layer 3 of OntoCnE linking CT and CP

concepts to Learning Resources.

The set of attributes listed above is relevant to choose one LR, however it shall also be used

by any author to propose a new LR, creating it from scratch or adapting an old one, as those

that will be discussed in this section. It will also guide the LR presentation in the following

subsections.

3.1. Using Annotation

The LRs presented in this subsection are inspired by document annotation. This annotation

is performed in Computer Programming, using Markup languages such as XML. In Markup

languages, Tags are defined that allow marking text in order to associate with it some structural

role in the document or some interpretation (assigning meaning to the tagged term). Annotation

preserves completely the original document but adds meta-data that allows computers to process

it. Markup is also usual nowadays in Software Engineering as an agnostic data description

language to assure interoperability and allow different applications share databases. The goal

of annotation using markup languages is to enable the automatic extraction of structured data

from text files, making that information available for further processing by different programs

aiming at knowledge exploration [16].

Below, two LR will be presented: Recycle Annotation, a worksheet to markup a text

about recycling; Riskatintas, a completely different worksheet to annotate the source code of

programming exercises to emphasize the relevant concepts involved in a program.

Recycle Annotation

4

Average time necessary to complete the activity.

5

Topics or skills necessary to execute that activity.
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Author: Joana Leitão;

Learning Objective: develop Computational Thinking, identify and apply concepts associated

with Environmental Education (recycling bins and their colors, organic vs inorganic materials,

correct separation of garbage by the different recycling bins), analyze and interpret texts, and

identify and apply tags in text;

Subjects involved: Natural Sciences & Environmental Education, Natural Language interpre-

tation (in the case, Portuguese), Programming (document annotation);

Category: Worksheet;

Type: unplugged;

Age: >8;

Computational Thinking Skills & Attitudes trained: Abstraction, Pattern Recognition,

Decomposition, Perseverance;

Description: Students receive the worksheet that contains a text about daily life materials,

garbage and their recycling and a set of tags (marks or labels) previously defined by the teacher

in order to emphasize the most important concepts present in the given text. Tags are provided

with a short explanation so that students can understand their meaning. The objective is to

annotate all the given text using the given tags.

Listing 4 exhibits a fragment of the annotated text.

1 %%Predefined TAGs%%
2 <DEFINITION concept=""> => Definition of a concept
3 <CONCEPT> => Identification of a concept
4 <MATERIAL organic="SIM|NAO" type="material" recyclingBin="Amarelo|Verde|Azul"> =>

Characterization of a material
5 %%TEXT ANNOTATED%%
6 <CONCEPT>Materiais inorganicos</CONCEPT><DEFINITION concept="Materiais inorganicos">e tudo

o que nao possui origem biologica, ele e produzido por meios nao-naturais, ou seja,
produzidos pelo homem, como o <MATERIAL organic="NAO" type="Plastico" recyclingBin="
Amarelo">plastico</MATERIAL>, <MATERIAL organic="NAO" type="metal" recyclingBin="
Amarelo">aluminio</MATERIAL>, <MATERIAL organic="NAO" type="Vidro" recyclingBin="Verde
">vidro</MATERIAL>, MATERIAL organic="NAO" type="Papel" recyclingBin="Azul">jornais</
MATERIAL> e outros materiais.</DEFINITION> ....

Listing 4: Recycle Annotation Example – TAGS and Markup Text

The next LR aims highlight variables, statements and expressions on a program using a similar

annotate technique.

Riskatintas

Author: Pedro Ferreira;

Learning Objective: develop Computational Thinking, analyze and interpret source code in

programming languages, and identify and apply tags in texts;

Subjects involved: Programming and ICT (analyze and interpret source code in high-level pro-

gramming languages; document annotation), and Natural Language interpretation (Portuguese,

in that example);

Category: Worksheet;

Type: unplugged;
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Age: >15;

Computational Thinking Skills & Attitudes trained: Decomposition, Abstraction, Pattern

Recognition, (detailed) Analysis, Perseverance;

Description: Students receive the worksheet containing the source code to be annotated, and

instructions on how to complete the challenge, i.e., the concrete set of tags and their attributes

to used in the annotation. Students shall use colored pens/pencils or markers to highlight the

text fragments to associate with each tag. The first task is to assign a unique color to each tag. In

the example tags are: consola (input/output statements), variables (attr: data type), constants(attr:

data type), literals (attr: data type), operators (attr: operator type), expressions (attr: expression

type and data type), control structures (i.e., selections) and repeating structures (i.e, cycles). The

annotation of the program elements, according to the concepts referred above, must respect

the list of attributes. Data types considered in the example are: (i)nt, (c)har, (s)tring, (f)loat,

(b)ool, and (a)rray. Expression types are: (b)oolean and (a)rithmetic. Operator types considered:

(a)rithmetic, (r)elational, (l)ogical, (c)oncatenation, (d)shift, (at)assigment. The repetition can be:

(f)finite, (d)dependent, (p)cycle stop, (c)cycle continuity. It is important to point out that the

marks chosen for this exercise can be used to annotate any source code, that is, they are generic

for imperative languages.

Figures 2a, 2b and 2c illustrate Riskatintas challenge.

(a) Tags and Colors Map and a

markup example

(b) A program fragment being

annotated

(c) Another example of a

markup exercise

Figure 2: Riskatintas, some illustrative photos

This annotation feature is very important in Programming subjects because many of the stu-

dents have difficulties reading and interpreting the source code in any programming language[17,

18, 19].

In the next section we will describe LR to train Computational Thinking through automata

and regular expressions.

3.2. Using Automata and ER

Finite Deterministic Automata (FDA) are mathematical objects used as formal definitions

(models) for the behavior of state-machines defining the transition function which associates

to each state and each stimulus
6

a new state. A FDA defines all the valid paths (sequences of

6

A token that triggers the system and forces it to react.
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stimuli or tokens) from the start state to the final states. On the other hand, Regular Expressions

(RE) are also mathematical models that use a simple set of algebraic operators
7

to write compact

formulas that describe a valid set of sentences, i.e., sequences of tokens. For a given set of tokens

(alphabet), FDA and RE are equivalent in the sense that they can describe precisely the same set

of paths or sentences. The conversion of a RE into a FDA is always possible and systematic.

In this subsection we introduced two LR inspired by the referred concepts (Automata & RE):

the first, Computational Tourist, aims to describe a short story (namely a visit program

suggested to a tourist just arrived at a town) through an automaton and an ER; the second,

Colored Automata, a kind of a labyrinth traversal, aims to interpret given Automata or ER

using colored plastic bottle caps.

Computational Tourist

Author: Nelson Vaz and João Paulo Vasconcelos;

Learning Objective: develop Computational Thinking, introduce Programming and Math

concepts like automata, and regular expressions, and also cultural heritage;

Subjects involved: Programming and Math;

Category: game plus worksheet;

Type: unplugged;

Age: >14;

Computational Thinking Skills & Attitudes trained: Decomposition, Abstraction, Pattern

Recognition, Logic Reasoning, Algorithmic approach, Perseverance;

Description: This game consists of magnetic pieces that represent touristic sites in a town

(monuments, cultural or gastronomic points) and a worksheet that introduces the theme and

guides the game. In this specific case, the theme is the city of Porto but the idea can be adapted

to any location; also the magnetic pieces proposed
8

can be replaced by images printed on sheets

of paper. Students are given a simple story and they have to build an automaton or a regular

expression that represents the story.

Let’s look at an example: The tourist wakes up and decides to leave the HOTEL and explore the city
of Porto. On the first day morning, he can choose to visit CLÉRIGOS TOWER or visit the MUSIC
HOUSE. After choosing Clérigos or Music House he can enter there ONE OR MORE TIMES. After
the visit, the tourist will have a FRANCESINHA for lunch. After lunch, he goes straight to RIBEIRA
neighborhood. At RIBEIRA he can choose to GO or NOT GO to the BARS.
With the magnetic symbols given, the student’s task is to construct the regular expression and the
automaton that represents this day of the Tourist.

Figures 3a and 3b show the regular expression and the automaton that describe the previous

example, respectively. Figure 3c presents another example solved by the students, placing the

magnetic pieces on the whiteboard in the classroom.

The following LR is also based on a story but uses plastic caps to interpret the automata and

RE given.

Colored Automata

7

Concatenation, Union/alternative, Exponentiation, Transitive and Kleene closures.

8

To be easily attached to the classroom whiteboard.
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(a) Regular Expression that rep-

resents the story
(b) Automaton that represents

the story

(c) Another example solved in

the classroom

Figure 3: Computational Tourist, some illustrative pictures

Author: Francisco Borges, Miguel Tinoco and Mónica Oliveira;

Learning Objective: develop Computational Thinking, introduce Programming and Math

concepts like automata, and regular expressions;

Subjects involved: Programming and Math, and Natural Language (in the case, classic fairy

tale in Portuguese);

Category: worksheet;

Type: unplugged;

Age: >13;

Computational Thinking Skills & Attitudes trained: Decomposition, Abstraction, Pattern

Recognition, Logic Reasoning, Algorithmic approach, Perseverance;

Description: Students receive a worksheet that contains several exercises based on the fairy

tale “Little Red Hood”. As in the previous one, this LR can be adapted to any story. A story scene

is told and a Automata with colored edges is displayed over the forest to represent possible

paths of the tale’s actors. The objective is to find paths on the given graph (network) using

colored plastic bottle caps observing the colors code. Alternatively some possible paths are

described by a colored-caps ER and the students are asked to find a valid way according to the

pattern exhibited.

Let’s look at an example: The Bad Wolf heard the hunter approaching. Help Bad Wolf choose
the shortest path from point 2 to point 7, so that he can hide on the other side of the forest. Each
yellow paw indicates a step the Wolf has to walk to go from one place (state) to the next place (state)
allowing to associate weights with each edge. Choose the correct colored caps and place them in the
right order to build the shortest path.

Figures 4a illustrates the use of an automaton to represent possible paths and the choice

of one built up from the caps given; Figure 4b shows the resolution of the exercise described

above which goal is to find the shortest path. In Figure 4c an alternative exercise using an ER is

presented.

In the following section we will present the conclusions and future work.
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(a) Build a valid path from point

1 to 8 using the 4 caps

(b) Build the shortest path from

point 2 to 7

(c) Write a valid sequence of

caps according to the RE

Figure 4: Colored Automata, some illustrative images

4. Conclusion

In this paper, some Learning Resources to train Computational Thinking with K0-K12 students

were presented. Those games, built specifically for that purpose by future teachers of primary or

secondary schools
9
, illustrate how simple and adequate resources can be built with imagination

guided by an ontology that formalizes the concepts involved in Programming and Computational

Thinking. Moreover, we emphasized the possibility of create LR that complementary to the

train of abstraction, algorithms, strategic and logic thinking, can smoothly introduce students

to important concepts used in Computer Programming like annotation (or markup languages),

automata and regular expressions.

As future work, we intend to populate OntoCnE-layer3 with all the resources developed

by the students, and of course any other found meanwhile. For this we are already building

a web platform that will store and grant access to that repository of LR to train CT. We also

intend to test these resources with students, in schools, in order to measure their impact on CT

training. The definition of strategies and exercises to assess the impact of training CT skills

in the easiness of learning CP is under development in the context of a Ph.D. project. The

outcomes of the desired experiments will be the subject of a future publication.
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The pioneers of introducing informatics in K-12 education – Do 
not fall into the same hole, we did 
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University of Debrecen, Kassai út 26., Debrecen, 4028, Hungary 

Abstract 
Hungary was one of the first countries to introduce informatics education at all levels of school 

education, from as early as 1995. However, since their first appearance, the newly designed 

curricula clearly show both the changes in the requirements and the lack of clear concepts 

behind the newer versions. The present paper provides details of the new National Base 

Curriculum 2020, its connection to the frame curricula and course books, and some of the 

consequences of its introduction, which other countries can take into consideration in advance 

when introducing their own curriculum and its ac-companying materials. 

Keywords: national base curriculum, informatics curricula, knowledge transfer, teacher 

education. 
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1. The introduction of Digital Culture 2020
1.1. Scheduling

A new National Base Curriculum (NBC 2020) [1] and its accompanying frame curricula (FC) [2, 3, 

4] were introduced in Hungary in the academic year of 2020/2021, with a renamed informatics

(computer science) subject, entitled Digital Culture. The subject is compulsory in Grades 3–11 with 1

or 2 classes per week (Table 1).

Table 1 
The number of classes per week in NBC 2012 and 2020. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

2012 1 1 1 1 1 

2020 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 

According to NBC 2020 [1], the first grades who study Digital Culture are 5 and 9 in 2020, while 

the others do not (Grades 3–4 and 11), or continue their studies according to NBC 2012 [5] (Grades 6–

8, 10). Consequently, the introduction will only affect all grades in the academic year 2023/2024. The 

number of classes and the years of introduction are presented in Table 2. It is not clear from either NBC 

2020 [1] or FC [2, 3, 4] how students in Grades 5 and 9 in 2020, and in Grades 6 and 10 in 2021 etc., 

can learn the contents of the missing years. There is no continuity since they must study the new content 

without completing the requirements of the previous grades [6, 7, 8, 9]. Furthermore, they must take 

the maturation exam in Digital Culture instead of Informatics [10]. The most serious is the situation in 

Grade 9 in 2020 with students who did not study Digital Culture in Grades 3–8 but Informatics in 

Grades 6–8 [5]. They will leave K-12 education in 2024. The last year when students will leave K-12 
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with this mixed schedule will be 2028. Instead of introducing Digital Culture as early as possible in 

Grade 3 to avoid this knowledge gap for many years, the system presents a false view of digitally 

educated students. 

Table 2 
The schedule of the introduction of Digital Culture and the publication of course books in the 
consecutive academic years in Hungary. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

2020 × × 

2021 × × 

2022 × × × 

2023 × × 

1.2. The content of the frame curricula and the course books 

Considering the content of NBC 2020 [1], it is in complete accordance with the Informatics 

Reference Framework for Schools [11][11]: “Compulsory informatics education should not only 

prepare pupils for the present and the future, but also provide a fascinating and useful insight into the 

connections of informatics to other subjects.” [11]. The publishing dates of the two documents might 

suggest that the Hungarian NBC is way ahead of others and would serve as an example for those 

countries who want to introduce informatics in the following years. 

Table 3 
The topics and the number of classes assigned to the topics in Grades 5–6. 

Topic suggested classes number of years suggested per year reality per year 
algorithms, block programming 14 2 7 6 

online communication 5 2 2.5 1.5 
Robotics 11 2 5.5 4.5 

word processing 12 1 12 11 
creating presentations 8 1 8 7 

creating multimedia elements 8 2 4 3 
information society, e-world 6 2 3 2 

using digital tools 4 2 2 1 
Total 68 2 7 6 

However, NBC is a base curriculum, based on which the frame curricula (FC), based on which the 

course books are written which reach students and teachers.  

Table 4 
The topics and the number of classes assigned to the topics in Grades 9–10. 

Topic suggested classes number of years suggested per year reality per year 
algorithms, use of formal 
programming language 25 2 12.5 11.5 

information society, e-world 3 2 1.5 0.5 
mobile technology skills 4 1 4 3 

word processing 11 1 11 10 
computer graphics 14 2 7 6 

creating multimedia documents 4 1 4 3 
online communication 4 2 2 1 

publishing on the Internet 14 2 7 6 
spreadsheet management 12 2 6 5 

database management 5 1 5 4 
using digital tools 6 2 3 2 

total 102 
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The number of subjects dealt in FC and in the published course books are presented in Table 3 and 

Table 4. Officially, there are 34 weeks in a school year; however, 30–31 is a reasonable total. All the 

topics must be evaluated with a mark, which in most cases means testing, further reducing the number 

of classes assigned to the topics. To demonstrate the huge amount of content, we can sample the 36 

pages of programming in Grade 9, assigned to 11 classes [12]. Similarly, to this chapter all the other 

topics are overloaded. 

2. Course books – The realization of NBC

The course books of Digital Culture matching the requirements of NBC 2020 are not ready [1]. Each 

year since 2020 only those Digital Culture books have been published, including two in 2020 [6, 7] and 

another two in 2021 [8, 9]. This scheduling of course book publishing means that for the grades in 

between the later published contents are not available. The chance to catch up, even for the most 

interested and motivated students is almost impossible. One further negative effect of this scheduling 

is that books are published without knowing what is taught in the previous classes. For example, this 

belated publishing of the Grade 6 book [8] caused the repetition of word-processing materials in the 

Grade 9 book, and programming is introduced in the Grade 9 book [7] without knowing what should 

have been taught in the previous grades. 

2.1. Examples of tool-centered tasks 

Word processing. Word processing is taught both in Grades 6 and 9 (and according to FC, also in 

Grade 7–8, although we do not know this yet). The Grade 9 course book does not mention that this 

topic is not new but starts everything from the very beginning. It provides examples of decontextualized 

tasks (Figure 1) or tasks paying no attention to the content, styles (usually Normal style is ignored and 

over-formatted), and typography rules [15, 17] (typographic errors in Figure 2: underline, mixture of 

font types and font styles; there is no connection to the content). The focus is on tools only. 

Figure 1: Random, decontextualized text and task in Grade 9 course book. 

Figure 2: Text for typing and formatting with typographic errors. 
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Figure 3: The result of incorrect font type used in a word processing task in the Grade 9 course book. 
The word ház is changed to vízerőmű which contains ő and ű letters. 

There is one further problem with text formatting tasks in the related topics, namely the selection of 

font type. In the Hungarian language, there are letters which are not included in most of the font types. 

The course books simply ignore this fact and provide examples with incorrect font types. In this case, 

the characters are replaced with characters of the Normal style (Figure 3). 

Programming. Programming is taught in all grades; however, we only have access to Grades 5–6 

and 9–10. What is obvious in the programming chapters of the Grades 5–6 course books is that they 

rather serve as glossaries or dictionaries (Figure 4) than teaching-learning materials. The definitions 

and the descriptions are usually accompanied with lists of tasks; however, there are no solutions or 

guidance provided with the presented tasks. Full guidance to novice programmers should be extremely 

important [13] but both teachers and students have to solve these problems on their own without any 

help. Furthermore, there is no continuity or knowledge transfer between the different programming 

chapters, which further deepens the problem we are faced with (Figure 5). Along with this, it is never 

mentioned that spreadsheeting is functional programming, and the algorithms behind the functions are 

never discussed. 

Figure 4: The introduction of loops in Grade 5. Three types of loops are listed without tasks to 
understand and practice them. Furthermore, the fourth paragraph talks about the exit of loops, which 
students without firm programming background would not understand. 

Figure 5: The three types of loops introduced in Grade 5 (left), and the two in Grade 9 (right). However, 
it is not mentioned that all the listed loops are conditional, nor are the connections between the listed 
types are given. 
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2.2. The quality of figures 

The quality of figures in Grades 5 and 9 course books is extremely low [6, 7] (Figure 1, Figure 2). 

In general, figures must be presented in excellent quality in any course book. However, in books where 

the quality of images and editing pictures are handled as topics, this shortcoming of the books is 

extremely annoying (Figure 6). 

Figure 6: An illegible figure in Grade 9 course book explaining the window of Inkscape. 

The frustration caused by the low quality of pictures does not decrease when tasks should be solved 

based on illegible figures (Figure 7). 

Figure 7: Illegible figures in Grade 5 course book giving codes which students have to understand and 
try out (the size of pictures is similar to their size in the printed book). 
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2.3. Handling files 

Saving files might seem to be a minor issue, but this is not so. Without a firm knowledge of handling 

files, students cannot facilitate fast thinking [18] when the sharing/uploading/downloading of their or 

others’ work is required. This knowledge is also fundamental when classes other than informatics 

require file sharing and downloading [1]. 

Actually, saving is hardly mentioned in the Digital literature course books. Programming topics are 

exceptions, where it is emphasized that “usually one-word names are used without accents as program 

names” [7]. However, in other cases, saving is not practiced, and the examples carry accented filenames 

of several words or meaningless filenames (e.g., first.py). Students must learn and practice how to name 

a file not only in a programming context but also in various circumstances to build up firm schemata 

[18, 19] and help communication between the sender and the receiver. 

The source files added to the course books only occasionally follow the suggested “one-word 

filename without accented and special characters”. Good examples might help students to learn how to 

name files correctly, which might lead to good practice. 

In connection with sharing files, compression of folders is first mentioned in Grade 9 [7] and the 

whole chapter is repeated verbatim in Grade 10 [9]. Compression must be taught a lot earlier, since 

students must upload their digital products to the school’s learning platform. 

2.4. General view 

Consistency. There is no agreement between the authors of the course books on how to spell 

fundamental expressions (e.g., Clipboard vs. clipboard, Ctrl + S vs. Ctrl S, Ctrl + C vs. Ctrl C, domain 

vs. domén). These expressions must be written in the same way in all the course books, according to 

the grammar of the language and the terminology of the subject. There are various contents which are 

presented from different points of view in the different books and chapters without connections being 

built between them. 

Continuity. As mentioned in Section 2.1, Grade 9 word processing ignores anything taught in 

previous grades. However, it is not only previously taught contents which are ignored but also materials 

from the same course books (Figure 8). 

Figure 8: Students are requested to type both the numbers and days (Hétfő, Kedd, Szerda, Csütörtök, 
Péntek, in English: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday) after studying one- and multi-
level automated numbering in the previous chapter of the Grade 9 book. 

In a similar way, after studying six years of programming in Grades 4–8, the Grade 9 course book 

starts programming as something completely new. The book ignores that studying programming in 

Python is connected to previously learned programming languages, including spreadsheeting, block 

programing, robotics. The title of the programming chapter in the Grade 9 course book is “Our first 

programs” and one of its subtitles is “Our very first program”, which is not the case. It seems that the 

previous programming knowledge is not brought into programming classes in Grade 9, which is sad. 

Not one imperative code of the block programming codes is checked, compared, or analyzed. 
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Knowledge connected to data types is also ignored, taught as something completely new. Furthermore, 

algorithms are not mentioned in connection to programming, only to coding. 

The publishing order of course books and the lack of continuity have undesired effects on students’ 

attitudes towards the subject. 

 No one, either students or teachers, cares what is taught or should have been taught in the

previous years.

 The contents of the higher-level classes can be taught without any previous knowledge being

brought into class, which questions the quality of the teaching-learning materials.

 There is no continuity between the classes and the contents. The contents are taught separately,

without building up knowledge-transfer elements and connections between the pieces, which makes

the teaching-learning process less effective.

 If Grade 9 can be taught without the knowledge brought into the class from Grades 3–8, then

what is the purpose of these classes?

Confusing information specialists (computer scientists) with school students. It is obvious that

both the frame curricula and the course books want to teach too much in the assigned number of classes. 

Another problem with the course books is that they do not focus on the simplest tool, thus allowing 

space for real problem-solving, but want to show the tools in their historical development or to provide 

full descriptions (e.g. the 4th paragraph in Figure 4). For a novice, not necessarily motivated student 

– of which we have many, we cannot deny –, a simple tool would serve better than three more old-

fashioned, obsolete, or comprehensive descriptions of tools.

For example, in the introductory section in Grade 9, ways to run programs are shown in command 

lines and explained on long pages. This method of running programs should not be the focus of a course 

book designed for general studies in informatics. It might fit in the discussion section later when 

students have a general idea of programming. In a similar way, word processing is introduced in Grade 

6 with boring typing and copying, and decontextualized searching tasks in Notepad. The Grade 9 book 

explains the tabulator of typewriters, which is completely out of context, and one of the major sources 

of the erroneous use of default tabulator positions. 

3. Knowledge transfer and guidance
3.1. Knowledge transfer between school subjects 

One of the most valuable aspects of the course books is that – apart from the meaningless, 

decontextualized tasks –, the contents derive from other school subjects. With this concept, the subject 

Digital culture tries to fulfill the requirements of Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge 

(TCPK) [20]. This can be a first step to integrate computational thinking skills into the 3Rs [21]. We 

must call attention, however to two issues in connection to content transfer. Teachers of informatics are 

not the polyhistors of the 21st century; consequently, there might be topics where teachers do not have 

the appropriate content knowledge. The other consideration is that there are teachers of other subjects 

who have the content knowledge but do not have the technological knowledge, a shortcoming which 

does not allow them to complete the presented tasks in other classes. To develop students’ 

computational thinking skills effectively, first the computational thinking skills of the non-informatics 

schoolteachers must also be developed (and not infrequently, the skills of teachers of informatics also). 

In the case of the 3Rs, this is obvious. The 3Rs skills are not only developed in the reading, writing, 

and maths classes but in all the classes. Those who cannot read, write, and do fundamental arithmetic 

cannot be teachers. However, having fundamental computational thinking skills – and fundamental  

ECDL – is not a requirement, which is something which must be changed. However, no knowledge 

transfer links are built up from informatics to other subjects. It is never mentioned that informatics 

would bring new points of view or new solutions to other sciences, which is one further shortcoming 

of the subject in the way it is presented. 
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3.2. Knowledge transfer within informatics 

While the obvious presence of knowledge transfer between informatics and the other subjects 

increases the quality of the course books, one of their gravest shortcomings is that the informatics topics 

(computer sciences) are taught in isolation. We are faced with various forms of this problem. 

 Topics are repeated without using and relying on knowledge officially built up in previous

grades and chapters (Section 2.4). For example, text formatting is taught in word processing,

presentation, and spreadsheeting, instead of being taught once, and the built up knowledge applied

in the other contexts.

 Topics are introduced late without considering their use and necessity (Section 2.3).

 Topics are introduced early without considering students’ age and background knowledge (e.g.,

presentation in Grade 5, and never again).

 Topics and book chapters are repeated verbatim in upper grades.

 There is no connection between statements, and sometimes they are contradictory. For example,

spreadsheeting is taught as an office application without mentioning that it is functional

programming which would serve novice and end-user programmers better than imperative

languages.

 The presented tasks should be accompanied with source files to reduce typing load, allow work

with real/adapted data, and to practice handling files.

However, the biggest burden of this material is that algorithms and handling data are only mentioned

in the programming and database management chapters. It is completely ignored that other applications 

are also algorithm- and data-based, and activities in these applications should also be algorithm- and 

data-driven. Without seeing the algorithms and data behind computer activities problem-solving is 

reduced to handling tools and interfaces with low efficiency. 

4. Teacher education

According to NBC 2012 and 2020, the number of classes of informatics increased from 5 to 11 

(Table 1). The subject has a new name and content, and the requirements of the maturation exam have 

also changed. At present, teachers of informatics use the widely accepted tool-centered low-mathability 

approaches [22, 23] which are well presented in the course books mentioned. These teachers and the 

authors of the course books are experienced but mostly folk-teachers, according to the definition of 

Lister [24]. We need more; we need expert teachers and authors [25, 26] who are able to implement the 

results of computing education research [27] into their work to improve the effectiveness of the 

teaching-learning process [24]. 

Furthermore, we must calculate. At present, we do not have enough teachers of informatics to fill 

all the positions according to NBC 2012. The number of classes will more than double when all grades 

reach their time for the introduction of Digital culture. Both in primary and secondary education schools 

will not have qualified teachers who can teach informatics. Who is going to teach? 

As mentioned, one of the shortcomings of the course books is that solutions and solution guidelines 

are not added to them. Without solutions and guidelines, neither students nor teachers (who do not 

necessarily have firm background knowledge) can decide whether their results are correct or not. This 

negligence of developing teaching-learning material is dangerous since it might lead to misconceptions 

and false assessment (e.g., from parents and unqualified teachers) and self-assessment. 

5. Conclusions

It seems that it is easier to write a good National Base Curriculum than to prepare good teaching 

materials. The ideas of the NBC support the idea that computational thinking should be the fourth 

fundamental skill along with the 3Rs. Knowledge gained in classes of informatics (computer sciences, 

digital culture, etc.) should be used in other classes, for real-world problem-solving. 

The analysis of the frame curricula and the available course books clearly reveals that an extremely 

high number of topics are presented with an extremely low number of classes, and not infrequently with 
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details which do not match the requirements and the background knowledge of the target population. 

Consequently, there is no time for practice, building up schemata, or solving problems. No connections 

are built up between the topics of the subject. All the chapters are taught separately, ignoring the 

contents of previous years, and often with repetition and verbatim copying. Primarily, it is the interface 

and the tools of the programs which are explained. The course books are rather glossaries than teacher-

learning materials. If there are any, tasks are not accompanied by solutions. Both the teachers and the 

students must solve these tasks without any help from the course books. 

When tasks and their solutions are presented, the tools are focused on instead of the problem-solving 

process. The solutions are primarily computer cooking without giving thought to the problems, their 

algorithms, and without discussion or debugging, and without teaching how to approach digital 

problems. It seems that the results of computing education research have not reached the authors of 

these course books. 

One further problem is the lack of qualified teachers. There is no post-graduate teacher program 

which can support in-service teachers of informatics. With the increased number of classes of 

informatics, we do not have enough teachers. The same is true in the case of pre-service teachers which 

foreshadows a tragic outcome. There will not be qualified teachers to teach these classes. We must find 

solutions as soon as possible so that teachers can learn informatics. If any country is thinking of 

introducing informatics as a school subject, their teacher education should be prepared first. Pre-service 

teachers must be convinced to select this subject, professional computer scientists must be persuaded 

to learn pedagogy and didactics so as to be able to teach, and in-service teachers of various subjects 

should learn informatics. The tools are in the schools, but to be successful, we are in great need of 

qualified teachers and teaching materials. 
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Abstract
The concept of life-long learning has become progressively important over the last few decades. As
part of this development the European Digital Competence Framework for the Digital Competence of
Educators (DigCompEdu), a scientifically sound framework, responds to the need that every European
citizen should gain necessary competences for enhancing and using digital technologies in a critical,
innovative, and creative way. As long ago as 1985, Austria introduced the subject “Computer Science” in
grade 9. Quite a long time there was solely this one year of mandatory IT-education during school career.
When Austria implemented the mandatory curriculum “Digital Education” (Digitale Grundbildung) in
September 2018 for all students in lower secondary education, 21st century skills finally found their
formal way into additional grades. School administration could determine if they offer “Digital Education”
as a stand-alone subject or if they implement the curriculum in an integrative way in several other
subjects. Finally, in the school year 2022/23, “Digital Education” will be installed as compulsory subject
in regular Austrian timetables. This paper reports on the journey of digital education in the Austrian
school system – from the beginning with solely computer science topics to a stand-alone subject covering
digital competences, media competences, as well as civic education.

Keywords
Digital Education, Digital Literacy, STEM, Computer Science

1. Introduction

Digitization is changing our working world drastically. New professions are emerging and
adults will need new skills and qualifications in the future. Therefore, there is an urgent demand
to react in the educational world in order to optimally prepare today’s children for the challenges
of the digital future. In addition to the requirements of the forthcoming professional life, the
COVID-19 pandemic has also shown the importance of being equipped with digital skills and the
need to intensively promote them. The rapid global development of the pandemic has presented
educators with major challenges in continuing to teach regularly. With no preparation time,
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schools had to switch to Emergency Remote Teaching (ERT), meaning that lessons are taught
online instead of face-to-face [1]. Besides technical challenges educators and students were
faced with, ERT also carries the stigma that it is less valuable for academic success [1].

However, the elimination of fixed structures in everyday school life due to the pandemic has
not only brought disadvantages, but also led to an enormous boost in innovation and digitization
and confirmed the importance of digital education.

After the subject of computer science was introduced for the 9th grade in 1985, the next big
change only came in 2018 with the introduction of “Digital Education” as an independent subject
or integrated into other subjects of the lower secondary school. In the school year 2022/23, the
subject “Digital Education” should finally be anchored in 5th - 7th grade as a compulsory subject
in the timetable and teachers should receive intensive further training. Grade 8 will follow in
the consecutive year.

This paper presents an overview of the journey of digital education in the Austrian school
system and provides an insight into the most important topics covered in this subject. The
remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the subject
computer science in the Austrian school system, whereas sections 3.1 and 3.2 give an insight
into the background and first integration of the subject “Digital Education” in lower secondary
schools from 2018-2022. Finally, section 3.3 presents an outlook for the implementation of
“Digital Education” as a compulsory subject starting in autumn 2022.

2. Computer Science in Austrian Schools

In 1985, computer science was introduced as a separate subject in the Austrian school system.
Up to now, the Austrian curriculum only implements two hours computer science lessons a
week in the 9th school level of Academic Secondary Schools. Even though Austria can look back
on 37 years of computer science education in school, it has merely changed over the centuries.
As a “newly” introduced subject, it had to compete with long-established subjects and justify
the considerable costs for the necessary infrastructure and additional space requirements. The
continuing rapid progress of information and communication technologies repeatedly tempted
teachers to focus on technologies and products rather than on the underlying educational
content and concepts [2]. In addition, computer science has neither a long tradition nor a lobby
in the form of a long-established professional association [2, 3].

Another aspect that still is part of a heated debate is about the content of the subject. Al-
though there is a curriculum, the content is described vaguely and leaves space for individual
interpretation. Accordingly, Academic Secondary Schools, focusing on general education, had
to decide what constitutes as general education content. Focusing on a device, the computer,
typing skills or operating a computer are rather skills than education. Nevertheless, compulsory
computer science classes at Academic Secondary Schools are largely reduced to the basics of
computer-use as described in the European Computer Driving Licence (ECDL) curriculum,
for example. However, they present young people with a distorted picture of the subject of
computer science and can hardly convey higher educational values for an information society.
Computer science as a school subject should do both – convey fascination of the subject, but
also show that general educational content can be taught in this subject that has nothing to do
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with a later career perspective as a computer scientist, but rather prepares for life in a modern
society in which information plays a dominant role [4].

3. Digital Education in Austria

As long ago as 1985, Austria introduced the subject “Computer Science” in grade 9. Quite a
long time there was solely this one year of mandatory IT-education during school career. When
Austria implemented the mandatory curriculum “Digital Education” (Digitale Grundbildung)
in September 2018 for all students in lower secondary education, 21st century skills finally
found their formal way into additional grades. Over the past two decades the idea of life-long
learning has become increasingly important. Back in 2006 “digi.komp”, a model for digital
competences, was introduced in Austria. It is divided into four groups depending on the
school grade. Digi.komp4 describes the model until grade four, digi.komp8 states examples from
grade five until grade eight, digi.komp12 puts forward competences for grades nine to twelve,
and further digi.kompP characterizes the model for teachers [5]. The Austrian “digi.kompP”
competence model strongly relates to the European DigCompEdu framework.

The Joint Research Centre of the European Union defines “Digital Competence” as the
following [6]:

Digital Competence is the set of knowledge, skills, attitudes (thus including abilities,
strategies, values, and awareness) that are required when using ICT and digital
media to perform tasks; solve problems; communicate; manage information; col-
laborate; create and share content; and build knowledge effectively, efficiently,
appropriately, critically, creatively, autonomously, flexibly, ethically, reflectively for
work, leisure, participation, learning, socialising, consuming, and empowerment.

The European Framework for the Digital Competence of Educators (DigCompEdu) responds
to the – due to the COVID-19 pandemic especially required – need that every European citizen
should gain these necessary competences (as defined in [6]) to use digital technologies in a
critical, innovative, and creative way. DigCompEdu provides a structure to understand what it
means to be digitally competent in particular for an European educator. The scientific framework
provides a sound background that can guide policies in different countries [7].

3.1. Masterplan for Digitalization

In 2018 the Austrian government published a master-plan for digitalization in which three sub-
projects were presented. The first partial project “teaching and learning content” concentrates on
revision of existing curricula, whereas digital content must be integrated. Moreover, it introduces
the new subject “Digital Education” and furthermore demands the development and purchase
of digital teaching and learning tools and materials for classrooms. Sub-project two defines
“teacher training and teacher education”. “Infrastructure and modern school administration”
forms the third part of the Austrian master-plan and focuses on the expansion of technical
infrastructure, installation of digital devices (technical & administrative), and simplifying school
administration throughout the deployment of practice-oriented programs and tools [8].
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3.2. 8-Point-Concept

The master-plan also presented an 8-point-concept to foster digital education. With its thematic
setting, the concept includes all central areas of the education system that are inevitable for
high-quality, future-oriented school operations.

Firstly, the objective of “Portal Digital School” (PoDS) was installed to bundle existing applica-
tions in order to provide consolidated and clear information that is easy to use, and additionally,
support everyday school life in different ways. PoDS offers a uniformed online platform with
essential applications for pedagogy and administration, for the technical support of the digitized
learning process of students, and for support by educators. The portal has been available for
federal schools since September 2020 and one year later for compulsory schools [9].

To support the implementation of the recommendations for standardization of the platforms,
instructions and assistance are provided on the distance learning service portal of the BMBWF
(Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft und Forschung – Federal Ministry of Education,
Science, and Research). School administration is supported in initiating and accompanying the
process of standardizing the platforms at the school location [10].

Next, as part of a “Massive Open Online Course” (MOOC), educators are well prepared for
teaching in blended- and distance learning settings by implementing information and communi-
cation technologies. As a virtual format, MOOC is a supplement and extension of the offerings
at teacher training colleges, where educators acquire basic knowledge for teaching in digital
classrooms using mobile devices. The BMBWF recommended participation in preparation for
the roll-out of digital devices at secondary level I. More than 11,000 Austrian teachers took part
in the first accompanied round starting in August 2020 [11].

As a digital platform, the “Eduthek” provides in-depth materials for all types of schools and
subjects from elementary up to secondary education. In the still ongoing expansion of the
Eduthek, all digital teaching and learning resources are linked with the respective Austrian
curricula [12].

Next, the installation of standardized qualification marks in the evaluation and certification
of learning applications for mobile, blended, and distance learning is planned. The qualification
mark is intended to provide orientation and assistance in the selection of innovative learning
tools that are already available in Austria. The “Education Agency OeAD” developed and piloted
the certification procedure, which started in September 2021 [13].

In order to be able to fully exhaust all possibilities of digitization in education and to promote
the use of IT in schools, basic IT infrastructure (e.g. fiber optic broadband connection, powerful
and sufficient WIFI coverage) is an absolute prerequisite. As part of the 8-point-concept the
framework conditions for digitally supported teaching at federal schools will be significantly
improved by 2023. All federal schools should provide a high-performance broadband connection
in individual classrooms [14].

For the purpose of ensuring that each Austrian secondary school student and teacher has
access to their own learning and teaching device, it was planned to fund digital devices in
the 5th and 6th grades in the school year 2021/22. However, the COVID-19 pandemic caused
considerable shipping problems, accordingly not all Austrian 5th and 6th graders have received
a device yet [15]. Currently there are no devices for teachers available, so educators still have to
(partially) finance their digital devices and other tools (e.g. learning applications and e-books)
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on their own [16].

3.3. Introduction of the Subject “Digital Education”

The subject “Digital Education” was launched in September 2018 in lower secondary education
(grades five to eight), implemented by two to four weekly lessons. There was a high level
of flexibility and autonomy in the operational implementation – the content could be taught
both in specially designed hours or in an integrated manner in existing subjects, whereas the
organization and content distribution over the four school years of secondary level I could be
determined autonomously at each school location [17]. In a survey conducted in Upper-Austria,
26% of the participating schools claimed that they introduced a stand-alone subject, 21% said
they integrate the curriculum in other subjects, 45% picked “mixed”, and 9 (8%) chose “other”
[18]. Furthermore, from 2018 to 2022 students were solely graded with “successfully completed”
or “not successfully completed”.

“Digital Education” covers digital competences, media competences, as well as civic education.
According to the curriculum, those three topics should not be taught separately but must be
connected to other subject-specific fields. The BGBL (Bundesgesetzblatt für die Republik Österreich
— federal law gazette of Austria) states that the main aim is to raise students who deal with
media and technology responsibly and well-briefed [19].

The eight subject-specific topics are described as the following [19]:

1. Social aspects of digitalization: reflecting the usage of digital devices in everyday life as
well as benefits and ethical boundaries

2. Information, data, and media: queries, evaluating sources, sharing information
3. Operating systems & standard software: basic knowledge of operating systems, text

processing, presentation software, calculations
4. Media design: adopting, producing, and adapting media
5. Communication & social media: different communication platforms, creating digital

identities, cloud-sharing
6. Data security & privacy: securing devices as well as private data
7. Technical problem solving: solving basic IT problems
8. Computational thinking: working with algorithms, creative usage of programming lan-

guages

The first topic social aspects of digitalization addresses digital devices and processes of daily
life, as well as the possible impacts on the ongoing digitalization. Furthermore, students should
discuss the merit, standards, and different interests in respect of the usage of digital media
concerning ecological, religious, political, and cultural aspects [20].

Information, data, and media lists topics like searching, finding, comparing, and evaluating
data. Therefore, it is of high importance that students learn how to identify reliable and valuable
sources and how to cite those. Furthermore, students should know how to organize data and
work with different file formats. Of course, they should also know how to cope with cloud-based
file systems and how to share information with others [20].

The third section of the curriculum deals with operating systems and standard software, where
students should learn how different operating systems work and how they vary from area to
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area. Text processing, presentation, and spreadsheets are defined as the three main applications
of standard software [20].

Media design covers the creation of various digital media formats, as well as learning to deal
with information in a conscious way. Henceforth, it is crucial to differ between mass media
and individual media, as well as the discussion of media manipulation, influence of media, and
covert advertising [20].

In the fifth topic of the curriculum students get to know the terms communication & social
media. They get acquainted with different digital communication tools and learn how to behave
when using those (“netiquette”). Moreover, students cope with problematical messages or
situations like “cyber-mobbing”, hate speech on the net, “sexting”, or “cyber-grooming”, and get
to know strategies how to evade and report those. Of course, it is also very important to create
online identities carefully and to be aware of risks or misuse of personal information [20].

Data security and privacy describe the risks and dangers of digital environments, as well
as the protection of digital devices against computer viruses and malware. Furthermore, it is
essential that students learn how to set strong passwords and understand the basics of data
encryption. Concerning privacy, students should be able to draw a distinction between direct,
indirect, and non-personal data, as well as sensitive and non-sensitive data [20].

The seventh chapter of the curriculum of “Digital Education” in Austria covers technical
problem solving. Hence, it is important that students know the basic components of a computer
and a network. They should also be able to define and describe everyday bugs concerning
digital devices, select appropriate solutions, or know how to apply help systems. Furthermore,
students should be competent in the usage of data protection and backup systems [20].

The last section covers the world-wide popular competence of Computational Thinking.
Jeanette Wing [21] defines the term as a fundamental 21st century skill for everyone. It is best
described as a problem-solving process with distinctive problem-solving techniques and general
intellectual practices [21]. Students should learn how to describe their everyday procedures,
as well as postulate and understand well-defined, finite sequences (algorithms). Moreover, the
curriculum states that students should develop simple programs and identify basic programming
structures, like conditional statements, loops, or methods [20].

Concerning Oppl et al. (2021) the eight sub-areas depicted in the curriculum are perceived as
having different levels of importance by both school administrations and teachers. In terms of
budgeting with the available time resources, it can be assumed that the different sub-areas will
also be given different amounts of attention by teachers. It is striking that the topics, which from
the point of view of the learning outcomes can be assigned to the computer science perspective
(“Computational Thinking” and “Technical Problem Solving”), are considered less important
by the majority of teachers and school management than those areas that deal with media
education and application competences [17].

3.4. Compulsory Subject Digital Education in Austria

In November 2021 the Austrian Minister of Education Heinz Faßmann presented the implemen-
tation of the compulsory subject “Digital Education” in the school year 2022/23. Surprisingly,
one week after that Martin Polaschek took his seat – still he went on with the plan of his
predecessor [22].
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Besides, the major difference is that from 2018 to 2021 students were solely graded with “suc-
cessfully completed” or “not successfully completed”, whereas now they will receive traditional
grades in five stages from “very good” to “inadequate” when completing the subject “Digital
Education”.

The revised model for the subject “Digital Education” plans to implement one annual hour
peer week from grades 5 to 7 starting in the school year 2022/23. The new competence-oriented
curriculum will be installed with the beginning of the school year 2023/24 in both primary level
and secondary level I and to that end, “Digital Education” will be compulsory for all students.
In addition, the new curriculum introduces the overarching topics “IT education” and “media
education” starting with the 1st grade and their mandatory implementation in other lessons
[23].

A group of experts from universities and teacher training colleges was entrusted with the
creation of a draft for the new curriculum for “Digital Education”. This draft was created with the
help of national and international competency models [23]. In March 2022 the concepts of the
new curriculum were presented by the Ministry of Education by implementing the 4C’s of the
21st century: Critical Thinking, Creativity, Collaboration, and Communication [24]. Educators
should help students to gain these skills to prepare for successful careers when entering the
workforce [25].

A well established, two dimensional competence model forms the basis of the presented
curriculum of “Digital Education” (see figure 1) [24]:

Figure 1: Competence Model of Austrian Curriculum “Digital Education” (adapted by the authors) [24]

The different areas of competences form the horizontal line: (1) orientation – analyzing and
reflecting about social aspects of media change and digitization, (2) information – responsible
handling of data, information, and information systems, (3) communication – communicating
and cooperating using media systems, (4) production – creating and publishing digital content,
designing algorithms, and creating software programs, (5) interaction – responsible use of offers
and options of a digital world [24].

The vertical classification describes the subject-specific topics that are represented in the
“Frankfurt Dreieck” (see figure 2) [24]. This theory can be seen as an extension of the famous
“Dagstuhl-Dreieck” but concentrates on the aspects of digital education.

The three central concepts are based on the following perspectives: (T) technical-media –
structures and features of digital, IT, and media systems, (G) social-cultural – social interactions
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Figure 2: Frankfurt Dreieck (adapted by the authors) [26]

through the use of digital technologies, and (I) interaction-related – interaction in the form of
usage, action, and subjectification [27].

The general plan of the curriculum of 2022 is very similar to the old one. Still, some differences
in the exact formulation of competences exist that should be analyzed in further studies.

4. Conclusion and Outlook

The present paper displayed an overview of the journey of digital education in the Austrian
school system and wanted to grant insight into the most important topics covered in this subject.
When Austria implemented the mandatory curriculum “Digital Education” in September 2018
for all students in lower secondary education and with the compulsory subject starting in 2022,
digital literacy finally found its official way into additional grades.

With the introduction of the compulsory subject another problem appeared, as currently
no entire “Digital Education” studies in Austrian teacher education exist, as there is for other
traditional subjects. In autumn 2022 postgraduate training for teachers is planned to tackle the
lack of fully trained staff in “Digital Education”. Besides, there still is no schoolbook that covers
the current curriculum available yet.

To help educators dealing with the unfamiliar curriculum of “Digital Education”, it is necessary
to create a large collection of material for the specific topics, especially for the technical oriented
ones. Henceforth, there is still a lot of effort that has to be put into the implementation of the
curriculum to gain further motivation of the teachers.
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Teaching fundamental programming concepts with
the BBC micro:bit
Nina Lobnig, Markus Wieser, Stefan Pasterk and Andreas Bollin
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Abstract
Learning to program is essential for computer science and computer science education. It helps in
structured, at best computational thinking and in understanding how computers and algorithms work.
We view this as a critically important skill these days. Programming can be taught in different ways
using different tools and technology. In this contribution, we present materials for the BBC micro:bit
specially designed for learning and practicing fundamental programming concepts such as sequential
program flow, branching, variables, and loops, as well as event control. The learning materials consist of
several parts and are structured step-by-step with detailed explanations and examples. Furthermore,
they are supplemented by motivating, playful exercises. We describe the learning materials in detail,
why they were structured in this way, and what teaching ideas and thoughts underlie their development.

Keywords
learn programming, micro:bit, block based programming, computer science education, programming
concepts

1. Introduction

With the impact of computer science in society and education, also the interest of people to get
in touch with this area’s concepts rises. Besides related subjects at schools, other institutions
offer workshops or laboratories to get in touch with topics of computer science. The University
of Klagenfurt offers the Informatics Lab [11] (supported by the RFDZ, the regional center for
subject-related didactics) since 2014, which develops teaching materials for computer science
education. These materials are tested in repeatedly offered thematic workshops on a variety
of computer science topics. On the website1, there is also a platform where the developed
materials are available for teachers and all other interested people. The lab does not only search
for good examples, it also tests existing learning materials and continuously develops new ones.

Learning to program is part of most international curricula in different stages of education
starting at early ages. Programming is often connected to computational thinking and to
the understanding how computers and algorithms work. To support the process of learning,
different programming environments and hardware kits have been developed and are used in
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Situation, Evolution, and Perspectives, ISSEP 2022, Vienna, Austria, September 26–28, 2022
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practice. One very popular tool is the BBC micro:bit, a small single board computer developed
for the use in school classes [1].

In the Informatics Lab, workshops with the BBC micro:bit are offered as it is one of the most
popular tools in many (local) schools. This, along with the fun and easy part of block-based
programming, was one of the reasons for choosing the micro:bit. Another reason were the
many possibilities in using the micro:bit later on and the available extensions, from working
with the pins and breadboard to controlling robots (e.g. Bit:Bot).

In a first version, theseworkshops followed an exploratory approach. After a short explanation
of the programming interface and the handling of the micro:bit, the students tried out their
own ideas as well as given broad tasks (such as programming ‘rock-paper-scissors’). These
tasks were broad in the fact that their solution required a combination of several programming
concepts (in the case of the example above: branching, variables and random numbers in
combination with each other). However, these concepts were not explicitly taught, the intuitive
and self-explanatory usage of block-based programming was relied upon. This often led to the
situation that students who had a certain way of structured (computational) thinking managed
the tasks quite well and others (often the majority) needed a lot of help and so solutions were
often worked out together with the teacher.

This contribution presents revised and improved learning materials for the micro:bit which
are currently used in the Informatics Lab and follow a more structured approach with focus on
teaching fundamental programming concepts.

2. Related Work and Development

2.1. Related Work

A first step in the revision process was searching for comparable materials for teaching pro-
gramming with the micro:bit. We could find some promising resources, but they were quite
similar to the first version of materials in the Informatics Lab and inherited the same difficulties.
There are a lot of learning resources that have the same or similar exploratory approach and
focus on the fun part of working with the micro:bit and rely on the easy to use programming
environment. One example is the open educational resource textbook from Bachinger and
Teufel [1] (or the web version [8]), which is mentioned on many websites for using the micro:bit
in school. They already write in the preface that the book is in fact not a pure computer science
nor a programming textbook, but instead ‘a collection of exciting, creative and practical tasks
that help students to develop an awareness of everyday problems, for which they can use their
microcomputer to solve’. They also state that the fun aspect is one of the core goals (‘The joy of
doing is always at the center!’).

The fun and motivating part was one of our goals too, but we also wanted to teach the most
important, fundamental ideas of computer science and programming. The exploratory approach
did not fulfill this like we wanted to. These requirements were also not met by any found
resources (e.g. [1, 9, 7, 6, 13, 5] and many others) and seemed to face the same difficulties like
we had at first.

Therefore, more than four years ago, two of the authors started developing a new concept
for the micro:bit workshops and for learning how to program with it. The goal was to focus on
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programming concepts, combined with the playful approach offered by the micro:bit. Those
are basic materials and provide a good basis for going further. It can be followed by working
with the hardware components of the micro:bit or going deeper into the world of programming.
Furthermore, with the acquired knowledge, it should also be more easy to learn textual pro-
gramming later on, because the concepts are already known and have been practiced. This was
the reason for developing the materials presented here and what goal they pursue.

2.2. Fundamental Programming Concepts

Probably every computer scientist can list the most important, fundamental programming
concepts or program structures as variables, branches and loops (and maybe some more). A look
into different programming books shows these as well, as in ‘Sprechen Sie Java?’ (translated
to ‘Do you speak Java?’) [10], which is frequently used in German-speaking countries (and
especially at universities), and many other: independently whether that is Java or Python as a
programming language, or you program in VBA, and whether it is object-oriented or not (see
[2, 4, 3]).

Now, we look at which fundamental programming concepts can be easily realized with
the micro:bit, all object-oriented elements are discarded and what remains is: writing simple,
sequential programs, working with variables (with the assignment of values to them), perhaps
dealing with input and output, as well as the two fundamental control structures branch and
loop.

In our material, the programming concepts are first learned and understood separately and
used in combination in later tasks. In this way, we hope to improve the understanding of
the concepts and that students do not create code on a guessing approach, but with specific
considerations. For this reason, the materials deal with branches first, followed by variables, and
then the combination of both. We hope to reduce the complexity by covering only one concept
at a time. The loops then complete the material, although they could theoretically also be placed
in between, but since the common textbooks (see references above) deal with them in this
order (first branches, then loops), this was also chosen here. To make branching and arithmetic
comparisons possible without the variable concept (in a meaningful way), random numbers
are necessary. This is one of the reasons why these are taught quite early (in comparison to
other approaches for learning to program). Another reason is that randomization is used quite
often with the micro:bit as well as in programming - it occurs in dice or random games and
similar programs (for example the popular oracle or rock-paper-scissors games), that are often
implemented with the micro:bit.

The concept of subroutines, such as methods and functions can be implemented with the
micro:bit as well, but due to the limited programming possibilities this does not actually make
sense and rather seems to be a forced approach. Working with arrays is indeed possible and
micro:bit offers suitable programming blocks, but this concept is somewhat more complex. In
our opinion it is not one of the basic programming concepts and therefore is not covered in the
(current) basic materials. For working with arrays in a meaningful way, prior knowledge about
variables and especially about branches and loops is necessary. Hence, this can be used for an
extension of the (basic) materials presented in this paper.
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2.3. Didactical Considerations

The reason for the materials to be structured this way is based on educational and didactic
considerations collected in the COOL Informatics approach [12]. It fosters a fun and motivating
way of learning and follows the four principles discovery, cooperation, individuality, and activity.
The fun factor was a basic consideration as the possibly first contact with programming should
be exciting to increase the interest. But this factor is supported by the micro:bit as it is easy to
use and makes a lot of fun.

The material is divided into several parts - each with an input part that explains the particular
concept and its blocks and shows an example, as well as an exercise part with several different
tasks. The explaining parts always contains a practical example, which describes and illustrates
the introduced concept in detail, as it is promoted in the COOL Informatics principle discovery.
Indeed, the materials are also designed for self-study and can be used and understood without
a supervising teacher and can also serve as a reference guide for learners (this is done quite
often, see later in chapter 4). As such, they also offer the possibility of being used in inverted
or flipped classroom settings. Due to this, the materials can be seen as a textbook and allow
flexibility, especially with the students’ heterogeneous backgrounds and interests, following
the principle individuality. The material has been designed to suit the abilities of all learners,
which can vary widely. Furthermore, the tasks for the different topics are mixed in terms of
difficulty and include so-called expert tasks (challenging tasks - for high-achieving students
or those with previous experience or deeper interest). Additionally, according to the principle
activity, learners should be encouraged and given the chance to implement their own ideas and
have room to do so. The principle cooperation is considered within the workshops as students
are encouraged to work together on tasks and to help each other if possible.

In addition, it was a matter of concern to make the materials appealing to all genders and to
ensure that the tasks do not reflect any stereotypes or anything similar. Therefore, the tasks
are kept very neutral (in terms of gender) and also the shown figures and graphics, as well as
the used colors are not gender-specific. In addition, the examples and exercises are not overly
technical or mathematical, as is often the case in programming books and courses. This should
make programming more interesting for everyone, regardless of other (technical) interests and
abilities.

Finally, the materials are Open Educational Resources, short OER, and thus available for use,
free for modification by others (under the CC-BY-NC-SA license), and open for improvements
and revisions.

3. Overview of the Learning Material

The material consists of six parts and every part is a combination of an explanatory and an
exercise part. In total it has more than 30 pages and another nearly 30 pages for solutions to the
exercises. Therefore, we will not present all the material here and instead only take a look what
the material is about and give an overview of the content and the structure as well as the type
of explanations and examples given. The documents are available on the website of the RFDZ2.

2https://www.rfdz-informatik.at/grundlagenmicrobit/ (German only)
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The materials are aimed for children from nine years and above. It was used in workshops
with children from the upper elementary school and lower secondary school. There are no
prerequisite skills, other than text comprehension and reading, the presented learning materials
were designed for the first encounter to programming and programming environments. Al-
though it is not a disadvantage if experience (with Scratch, code.org or other) is already brought
along.

3.1. Introduction of the micro:bit and the Programming Environment

The first part starts with a general explanation of the micro:bit and answers the questions what
the micro:bit is, what features it has and what you can do with it. Also, the advantages of block-
based programming are briefly mentioned. It continues with the overview of the programming
environment, where to find what and how to work with it. After all the introductory bits,
the first blocks - the basic ones - are presented. It starts with the two blocks ‘on start’ and
‘forever’, which are already in the programming environment at the very beginning, and then
the other basic blocks are listed with short explanations. These blocks are output blocks and
display the given output, like text or symbols, with the 25 LEDs at the micro:bit’s front side. It
concludes with a first sample program (displaying a ‘Hello’ on start and then showing a smiley
face forever), followed by a reference to the exercises.

The exercises start with the invitation to try implementing own ideas with the presented
blocks and then give some example exercises for those, who have no idea or prefer predefined
tasks.

3.2. Event control (Working with Input) and Random Numbers

This part consists of two concepts and the first proceeds with simple, easy to understand blocks.
Those are the ones controlling the inputs recognized by the micro:bit. This is considered easy
as the micro:bit was designed for this (in contrast to many other programming environments).

The learning material for this concept again starts with a short introduction and introduces
the involved blocks. The given sample code for working with this type of blocks is an extension
of the first sample program (the one from the part before) and adds the code for showing
an arrow to the left, whenever button A is pressed. The provided exercises (apart from the
suggestion to try out your own ideas) are producing output depending on certain movements
or input via buttons. For example greet the persons next to you, when the button on their side
is pressed and greeting yourself for the A+B input.

The second concept to be taught in this part of the learning material is the concept of
randomization and therefore introduces the block (from the mathematics block category) for
getting a random number within a specified range. This enables to write programs that represent
a dice (sample program) and other fun possibilities, like an oracle that ‘predicts’ how many
presents someone will get for their next birthday, or to challenge your seatmate who is better
at guessing the micro:bits next shown number, or to develop an a instructions generator (with
an extra description list, which activity to do when a certain number pops up). The given
examples already indicate, why we decided to introduce the randomization quite early in the
learning materials. It enables creating fun programs with just a few blocks and a bit of creativity.
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Additionally, it makes it possible to introduce the branching concept in the next step without
the need for variables.

3.3. First Contact with Branching

In this part, a first contact with branching is provided for the students. It again starts with a
short introduction and then goes over to the explanation of the corresponding blocks, which
are the branching block itself as well as the block for conditions (like the comparison of two
numbers). The concept of branching is explained as a distinction of cases and ‘distinguishes
between a special event or not’. We had the event handling before, but now we can define by
ourselves, what a special event should be. And for each of the two cases, special event or no
special event, programming blocks can be provided. The block for the (branching) condition is
introduced as a so called ‘question box’, that can tell yes or no. With it, we can for example
check if two given numbers are the same or one is smaller than the other and so on.

The two blocks are then shown in a sample program. This program is the improved version
of the oracle from the exercises to randomization and displays a tick or cross depending on the
random number given. This sample program is explained in great detail and supported by the
illustration shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Explained sample code for branching

The associated exercises are comprehension questions about branching and conditions in
combination with random numbers. It displays code snippets, but with a changed range for
the random numbers and the students have to assign the possible random numbers to the
corresponding code sections. This type of exercise is a pen and paper task, an excerpt is shown
in Figure 2. But there are exercises for programming too, like implementing drawing lots with
matching output text or randomly showing one of two possible icons when pressing a button
or a rain and sunshine simulator (two sunny days for one rainy day) with matching icons.
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Figure 2: Excerpt of a exercise on branching and conditions with columns to write down: all possible
numbers, the numbers for tick and those for cross

3.4. Start Working with Variables

After a first contact with branching and conditions and understanding and practicing this
concept, the concept of variables is introduced meanwhile without combining it with branching.
It is presented as the way to store values. It is explained as a kind of a cell, into which a
single number can be written. This stored number can be retrieved and also be changed. The
changing of a variable value is, by the way, explained like erase and newly write a value into
the cell. Following this introduction, it is shown how to create a (new) variable and the related
programming blocks - for retrieving the value, changing it to a certain number and changing it
by a certain number.

The given sample code is a implemented counter, that goes up by one or down by two
depending on the pressed button. This program is expanded with a starting value of 5. Then the
question is raised, how to make the program start with a random number and how to expand
the code to show a heart for reaching the target value of ten (instead of the shown number
in any other case). The corresponding solution with explanations is also part of the learning
material.

There are corresponding exercises for programming with variables too. From tasks for
exploring the function and effect of the blocks, to various simple counter programs as well as a
bit more complex tasks with negative variable values and events for reaching the target value.
The task for ‘experts’ is one with counting how many times the micro:bit has been shook, but
with a randomly chosen target value (that can be displayed). For this, two variables are needed.

3.5. Combination of Branching and Variables

In the next-to-last part of the learning material, the concepts of branching and variables are
combined and we show the possibility of having more than two branching cases and how to
handle that. What follows is the usual introduction and short explanation to expanding the
branching block and where which code belongs. In this part, there are no new blocks. The given
sample code together with detailed explanations is from the familiar oracle program, which is
expanded by one more case. The added case represents the neutral oracle answer ‘I don’t know’
and is displayed with a certain smiley icon. The corresponding code is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Explained sample code for a oracle with three cases (branching in combination with variables)

With this knowledge, it is now possible to have even more fun exercises, starting with
expanded oracle games to the implementation of rock-paper-scissors. As noted before, this is
part of many micro:bit materials and is also suggested as one of the most prominent games on
microbit.makecode.org. Here it might become clear, why we take a rather structured approach
with our materials, rather than a solely experimental approach (the problems that arise in doing
so have already been briefly addressed in the mentioned section).

Other exercises in our learning material are the slightly modified game ‘Rock-Paper-Scissors-
Lizard-Spock’ (known from a popular tv series), as well as a version of using the micro:bit as a
dice with the related dice-icons. There is also a task for ‘experts’, which is is about implementing
an instructions generator that even checks if the instructed activity was performed correctly
(like pressing a certain button or moving the micro:bit in a certain way).

3.6. Repeating Code with Loops

The last part is about repeating code with loops (going beyond the already known forever
loop). The three main types of loops - counting, for and while - are introduced. Each of these is
explained with an example, such as repeating code exactly nine times with the counting loop or
using the for loop for the additional output of the current number of repeats. The while loop is
demonstrated with the example of a startup screen, which is displayed till shaking the micro:bit.

For practising the loop concept and the use of the three different loop types, there are
associated exercises too. They are about reproducing a very similar code to the ones explained
before (like repeating code for a specified number of times or adding a startup screen to an
already existing program). Another exercise is about counting backwards and another one about
implementing a counter (like in the exercises related to variables), that flashes an icon depending
on the set number. The next-to-last exercise is implementing an adjustable countdown and has
a follow-up question regarding the use of negative numbers. Expanding the program to work
with these too is then the goal of the last, the ‘expert’ task (requires branching).
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4. Experience with the Material

The presented learning material for the micro:bit has been around since the end of 2018 (first
concept) or mid-2019 (first elaborated version) and therefore, we already worked with it multiple
times as well as teachers did. We are now interested in experiences with the materials and
therefore, we started a first pre-study asking three teachers about their opinions (through free
text answers to questions regarding their perception and experience with the learning material).

Moreover, we wanted to learn more from the students’ point of view, so we did a second
pre-study (n=18) and asked those of our last micro:bit workshop to fill out a survey on their
perception. The findings are very promising and show a trend (students’ interest in computer
science as well as in programming increased quite well), but further research is needed.

4.1. Experiences from the Teacher’s Point of View

In the Informatics Lab, we use the materials in larger workshops when the learners are with
us for several days (e.g. in summer) or the workshop consists of several units (e.g. once a
week over a few weeks). Typically, we introduce and explain the concepts and corresponding
blocks in front of the class and afterwards it is the students’ turn for practicing the concepts
and writing programs by themselves. This teaching setting is also used by the three teachers
- out of one told us, that she does not use the explanatory parts often with students, but for
preparation purposes or for looking things up. This teacher also wrote, she uses the exercise
solutions quite often. She for example cuts them into pieces and has the students reassemble
the correct code or places the solutions on the side of the classroom and the students can go
and take a look when they need help or need a hint how the code should be structured.

There are quite big differences in the knowledge and experience as well as in the performance
of the students, but the materials were designed for handling this heterogeneity. The materials
are often printed for all the students and given to them step-by-step, so low performing students
can reread things and following parts can be given ahead of time - for everyone to do challenging
things and practice newly known concepts. In addition, it is possible for everyone to work at
their own pace. All this (well working with heterogeneity) was also broadly mentioned by all of
the teachers. The large amount of tasks (and its clear separation) was also noted very positively.

Moreover, the asked teachers view the developed materials as a good approach for learning
fundamental programming concepts (using the micro:bit). And students are seemingly pro-
gramming code more purposeful and less chaotic (mentioned by one teacher), but this has to
be investigated further to put this as a general statement. Besides this, it is observed that the
associated exercises encourage students to work with the micro:bit and practice the concepts (in
a playful way), as mentioned by the teachers. Later on, it is also possible to do group projects
with the micro:bit and even interdisciplinary approaches like the multiple examples found on
the internet (for example the cited references from section 2.1).

4.2. Survey Results on the Student Perception

We now know quite well what the experience and opinions look like from the teachers point of
view. But what about the student side? How do they perceive the lessons and the materials?
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And do they - positively or negatively - influence their perception of computer science and
programming? These were our central questions in a short survey the students from our last
workshop filled out. The lessons (referred as ‘workshop’ later on) were held in April/May 2022
as part of the computer science education in a local school and 22 students (lower secondary
school) took part, of which 18 completed the survey (two weeks after the last lesson). The
majority of the students had no prior experience with programming and very few with computer
science. The existing knowledge was only about the basic handling of the computer (turning
it on, navigating, opening programs) and in software for text-editing and creating slideshow
presentations.

The first four questions aimed at the perception of computer science and programming, the
students had before the workshop and now have since the workshop. The precise questions
were Q1: ‘If you can remember, what did you think of computer science before the workshop
(with the micro:bit)?’ and Q2: ‘What do you think of computer science since the workshop with
the micro:bit?’ (both translated from German). And the same for programming too (Q3 and
Q4). The results are promising, although more (also comparative) data has to be collected on
this in the future. But it shows a strong trend, as we can see in Figures 4 and 5. The interest in
both has increased quite a lot, which are very good news (regarding our goals and the promises
of the micro:bit).

Figure 4: Results on the change of students perception to computer science (n=18)

Another part of the survey (Q5) was to tick all the words the students would describe the
workshop with. There were eight predefined words (‘was fun’, interesting, time-consuming,
exciting, motivation, confusing, difficult and boring) as well as room for other words. This was
used a few times, but this can be omitted (as synonym words were used and ticked additionally
to the original ones). All 18 students described the workshop to be fun and nearly all of them
(16) ticked ‘interesting’ too. But learning to program (and programming itself) is also time-
consuming, which was expressed by seven students. ‘Exciting’ and ‘motivating’ were ticked six
times each, confusing four and difficult three times and boring never.

Q6 and Q7 focused on how interesting the workshop was perceived as well as the given
tasks/exercises (overall). We are happy with the result, displayed in Figure 6, as it gives a good
feedback to the workshop. However, the first may include side parameters (e.g. sympathy).
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Figure 5: Results on the change of students perception to programming (n=18)

Figure 6: Interest in the programming course and the provided exercises (n=18)

Q8was on the difficulty of the exercises. Exactly half of the students rated them as appropriate
(9), a few as rather easy (3), a fewmore as somewhat difficult (5) and one as very difficult. Because
of this, we will consider improving the tasks a little bit (for example with reassembling code
snippets and other task types) in the future. The last question (Q10) was an open question
(regarding further feedback), where two students reported they would have enjoyed more time
and lessons with the micro:bit.

So overall, the workshop and the developed learning materials are not only perceived well
by teachers, but also by the students, who seem to have a lot of fun using (and learning with)
the micro:bit. The survey results are promising and we are curious on more data and research
regarding the materials.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

As shown above, the developed learning materials are suitable for learning programming (using
the BBC micro:bit) and at the same time increase the students’ perception on computer science
and programming. Even out of a teachers point of view, the materials are very practical, espe-
cially in heterogeneous classes (regarding performance and pre-knowledge in programming).
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It is planned to produce videos and interactive (H5P) elements for this learning material and
do further research - with more students and teachers and also on other aspects of the material.
In the future, we also want to look at whether the concepts taught are also remembered and
mastered in the long term. Another issue is translating the learning materials into English, but
there is currently limited time and capacity for all of this. We also wish to improve the materials
further in expanding the materials to more concepts (e.g. arrays) as well as the given exercises.
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Analysis of the educational potential of attributes of
physical computing systems for the development of
computational thinking
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Abstract
Physical computing is becoming more and more popular in computer science education. On the one hand,
products like the BBC Micro:Bit or the Calliope Mini are designed to offer students an easy and highly
motivating access to computer science education. On the other hand, aspects of physical computing
systems also become relevant in computer science curricula. Next to the named candidates, there is a
big variety of educational computer systems on the market with very different focuses, concepts and
possibilities. They allow students to do many different activities which summed up can be called “physical
computing”. Physical computing compromises for example programming, technique, sensors and actors,
algorithms, evaluation, bug detection and fixing, software project thinking, design thinking and so forth.
Additionally, the field itself is constantly developing: new physical computing systems appear in an at
least annual cycle. Since the educational potentials of those systems are partly overlapping and partly
disjunct, it is hard to find a clearly arrangeable structure of those systems. In this work, we want to
describe our approach of structuring this field by finding attributes which can specify physical computing
systems for educational use. In the following, we want to observe, of how those attributes effect on the
potential of developing computational thinking in computer science education, using physical computing
systems. We are going to specify our observations by pointing out the relations between the found
attributes and the different components of computational thinking.

Keywords
Physical Computing, Structure, Computational Thinking, STEM

1. Introduction

Over the last years we have observed a growing number of computer systems on the market
which are designed to bring physical computing to class. The variety of those computer systems,
we are going to call them Physical Computing Systems (PhCS) in the following, is big. They
address students starting from elementary school up to 12th grade and in some cases even
university students as well. The number of those systems is still growing and with new and
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improved versions of already available devices (such as the BBC Micro:Bit V2 [1]), the provided
possibilities increased as well which leads to a growing educational potential of physical com-
puting.
The topic also got recognized by curriculum committees so that physical computing got inte-
grated for example in the curriculum of computer science in 8th grade in the German federal
state Mecklenburg Western Pomerania [2].
The variety of available PhCSs on the market is big, and even though they all provide physical
computing for students, they address different groups of students, train different competences
and support different activities. For example, if students get told to bring a robot to follow a line,
students can just get started writing the software if they use an OzoBot [3], while they first need
to physically construct a car, if the teacher hands out a Lego Mindstorms EV3 Educator Box
[4]. The given example illustrates the impact of the choice of a PhCS on the student activities
and the educational setting. The focus of a lecture is also influenced by the way a used PhCS
is given to the students. To continue the example of the Lego Mindstorms EV3 Educator, the
students could already get a completed car out of Lego or at least a preselection of parts, they
are going to need for the given task. So the Lego Mindstorms EV3 Educator provides a range of
activities which are all part of physical computing.
This leads to different use case scenarios of PhCSs in class which can be separated into two
groups:

1. There is a direct need of a use of PhCSs provided by the lectures content.
This can be for example topics like analog-digital-convertion or the development of sensor
based application such as in the curriculum of computer science in 8th grade in the federal
state of Mecklenburg Western Pommerania [2] claimed.

2. There is no direct need of a use of a PhCSs by the lectures content.
However, in some cases it can still be advantageous to use a PhCS in class:

a) The use of PhCSs can increase the motivation of the class by extending the diversity
of methods. Interviews we did with teachers at workshops have shown, that many
of the asked teachers see this as a main reason to use PhCSs in class for topics which
do not directly require the use of PhCSs.

b) We claim in this paper, that the use of PhCSs in class can also have a positive impact
on the development of computational thinking and other competences beyond the
assumption that it just increases the motivation of a class (which itself already would
have a positive impact on the development of those competences).

In conclusion, there is a big variaty of PhCSs availsable which can be used in diverse educational
settings with wide range of focuses and different aims on improvement of lectures. In order to
analyze the educational potential of a concrete PhCS, there is a need for a structure.

2. Creation of a structure for PhCSs

There are already approaches of structuring the field for example by defining categories for
systems [5]. Those categories focus on the end-products which come out of projects which
can be done with specific PhCSs. Our aim is to create a structure for PhCS for educational use.
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Figure 1: Attributes of physical computing systems for an educational setting [6]

Since many of these systems provide a range of projects and fundamental characteristics can
variate through available extensions, it is not possible to find a set of closed classes or categories
where PhCSs can be sorted in. This led us to define attributes of PhCSs, to characterize concrete
devices for an educational setting. We have discussed those attributes in our workgroup and
interviewed computer science teachers as well in order to create a set attributes. This set
still needs to get verified by interviewing a larger number of teachers and by analyzing more
concrete PhCSs and fitting them into our structure. We have put our results into a mindmap
(Fig. 1), showing head- and sub-attributes [6] .

3. Connection of the attributes to computational thinking

3.1. Preselection of the attributes

As mentioned in the introduction, we claim that the use of physical computing systems in
class can have a positive effect on the development of computational thinking. To reduce
the connections to analyze, we are doing a preselection while connecting the attributes to
the disciplines of computational thinking (Decomposition, Pattern Recognition, Abstraction,
Algorithm Design) [7] [8] as shown in table 1. In the table, ”+” stands for ”there is most likely an
impact”, ”0” for ”there might be a little impact” and ”-” for ”there is most likely no impact”.

As a result, there are attributes which can likely have a big impact on the development of
computational thinking, while many attributes, which are also important for the use of PhCSs in
an educational setting, do most likely not relate on the development of those thinking structures.

3.2. Illustration of the impact on a concrete example

The preselection in table 1 shows, that especially the attributes of the processing degree of
actuating and sensor components can have a big impact on the development of computational
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Table 1
Preselection of attributes and disciplines of computational thinking.

Head-Attribute Decomposition Pattern Recognition Abstraction Algorithm design

Hardware focusing 0 - - -
Form of the representation
of supported programming
languages

0 0 0 0

Processing degree of the ac-
tuating components

+ + + +

Processing degree of sensor
components

+ + + +

Supported programming
paradigms

0 0 0 0

Robustness against wrong
handling

0 - - -

Openness of the ecosystem 0 - 0 -
Extensibility 0 - 0 -
Administrational aspects - - - -
Price - - - -
Availability of supporting
systems

- - - -

thinking.
By processing degree of sensor components we mean how much given sensor information is
purged of false measurements. Due physical boarders, it is usual that a sensor generates false
outputs once a while. This can be caused by many reasons and be easily observed by connecting
a display and an ultrasonic sensor to a BBC Micro:Bit for example. Kids would notice that
the distance shown on the display sometimes says 0 cm and just a second later the correct
distance. This is can be a problem in many use cases, like self-driving cars which would break
immediately so it get’s obvious that those values need to be cleared. In computer-networks
connection errors appear frequently as well, so computers use protocols to detect and repair
those errors [9]. A PhCS with a higher processing degree is for example the Lego Mindstorms
EV3 and one with a lower processing degree is the BBC Micro:Bit (at least related to some
sensors, like the ultrasonic sensor). In conclusion this attribute provides a scale starting from
raw value-sensors up to already cleared sensor values.

The processing degree of actuating components is analog to the sensor components. As a
result this attribute provides a fluid scale from ”actuating part is doing likely what it is supposed to
to”, via ”is it likely doing what it is supposed to do and gives a feedback if the action was successful”
until ”it is doing exactly what is supposed to do”.

At this point, it leads to the question: Why and how can this attributes have a big impact
on the development of computational thinking? PhCSs with a higher processing degree of
actuating and sensor components hide those processing algorithms in software modules which
are typically black boxes. On the one hand, this way they allow programmers to focus on higher
located problems and to create more complex software, on the other hand it is not always the
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Figure 2: Simple robot car with DC Motor

goal in computer science education to develop really powerful and complex programs. PhCSs
with a lower processing degree of actuating and sensor components allow a look into those
blackboxes which can lead to a better understanding of the problem itself by the student because
the problems are closer to the technical root and more tangible.

In the following, we are going to sketch an example how the processing degree of actuating
components effects on computational thinking:
Students are getting a BBC Micro:Bit which is placed on a little robot car with DC-Motors (Fig.
2).

The task for the student is to let the car move exactly 100 cm. Even though the task sounds
quite simple, students will notice really soon it is not that easy to solve with this primitive robot
and that the problem consists out of many part-problems:

1. There is no possibility for the car to break other then turning of the motor off, which
does not lead to an immediate stop. The car is most likely going to keep moving for at
least some cm after the motor was turned off.

2. If the robot has moved more than 100 cm, there is no possibility for the robot to move
backwards.

3. The Motor can just run with one speed, there is no way to adjust the speed.
4. There is no possibility for the Micro:Bit to recognize how far the car has driven yet other

than stopping the time.
5. ...

As a result, this tasks leads inevitably to decomposition, which is the first discipline of
computational thinking we are looking at. The starting problem (moving the car exactly 100
cm) turns out to be harder than expected but is still easy to understand. This makes it easier for
students finding part-problems.
Analysing those part problems lead students to pattern recognition: If they find a way to
enable the robot moving backwards, the robot can also stop this way. In conclusion part-
problems 1 and 2 can be solved together:
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Problems 1 and 2 can be solved by building an H-Bridge which switches the poles of the DC-
Motors by using just 2 relays. Problem 3 is used in common by pulse width modulation (PWM),
which can also be solved with a relay which turns the motor on and off in an high frequency.
Since the clicking of the relay is hearable, other than the switching of a transistor (which is
usually used in higher level systems), students directly connect the technical principle to the
noticeable effect. Problem 4 can only be solved by using a sensor, for example an ultrasonic
sensor which can be attached to this car. In order to do design the algorithm (as a last step),
students have to do abstraction and decide which (physical) effects are important for their
solution and which are not. By putting all part solutions together, students are doing algorithm
design, which is the fourth part of computational thinking we have been looking at.
Related work, such as Brandhofer [10] have shown as well, how computational thinking can be
developed by using the BBC Micro:Bit.

4. Discussion

In the stated example we have shown how students have to use thinking-structures of com-
putational thinking by solving a physical computing problem. In this example students use
a PhCS with a very low processing degree of actuating components. So far, we have shown
how such a PhCS can have a positive impact on the development of computation thinking.
However, we have not shown yet, if low level processing degree has a better impact than a
high level degree. At this point we want to mention that a high level processing degree PhCS
can also have a positive impact of the development of computational thinking. However, this
example shows, that the development of computational thinking can take place on really simple
problems which almost seem to be trivial. With a PhCS with higher processing degrees of
actuating parts, there are far more complex problems able to be solved. However, it is always
necessary to use given software and hardware modules which usually appear as black boxes.
This way, students always need to ”trust” given black boxes and most likely need to read their
specifications. With the use of a PhCS which is as simple as possible, problems like the sketched
one get complex enough to disaggregate them into part problems. Because the generated part
problems are so close to the technical root, students get clear, that those problems can not be
disaggregated and do not need to be disaggregated anymore. In conclusion, the usage of low
level processing degree PhCSs can simplify the process solving a given problem by training the
structures of computational thinking because appearing part problems are more tangible for
students, while the single disciplines of computational thinking do not get simplified so that
the training-effect does not suffer by the simplification.
If a PhCS provides actuating components with a wide range of processing degree (like the
BBC Micro:Bit does by supporting simple DC-Motors as well as servo-motors and step-motors),
teachers still have the opportunity to increase the hardware level and generate new possibilies
for class projects this way.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper we sketched our approach of a possible structure of PhCSs and showed how the
educational potential of a concrete PhCS can be discussed by analyzing specific attributes. We
did that on the example of the processing degree of actuating components. Our work is still in
progress, as we still need to interview a bigger group of teachers in order to verify our set of
attributes. We do not claim our preselection of attributes (Table 1) to be final yet and are likely
going to update it in the future. We already did pretests with a group of 20 student from grades
7 to 10 on the sketched example of developing computational thinking by using low level PhCSs.
This fall, we are going to test this and other examples on another group of students.
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Abstract
In order to understand the digital world and the underlying concepts of digital devices and applications,
one of the skills required is algorithmic thinking. Therefore, it is important that not only the students
learn algorithmic thinking in school, but also future informatics teachers. To enable them to experience
this as effectively as possible, factors such as TPACK competencies and self-efficacy are important. This
poster presents a study design on how a teaching-learning lab (TLL) can be integrated into pre-service
informatics teacher education. The goal is, on the one hand, to increase the future teachers TPACK
competencies and self-efficacy, and, on the other hand, to develop two different didactic approaches
that foster pupils’ algorithmic thinking. Considering this, a Robotic workshop with a block-based
programming language was developed integrating these didactic approaches, both of which are designed
to promote pupils’ algorithmic thinking. The students conducted these two workshops in our TLL
and reflected on their didactic activities. Using a mixed-methods approach, we analyzed how students’
TPACK skills and self-efficacy develop over time and how two different didactic approaches differ in terms
of promoting algorithmic thinking in pupils. In the next step further data will be collected, evaluated
and analyzed to achieve more insights to this preliminary results.

Keywords
Algorithmic Thinking, Computational Thinking, Block-based programming

1. Introduction

It is undoubtedly important that today’s students learn to use digital tools and devices in
a self-directed way. Moreover, in our digital-driven world, knowledge of computer science
and digital orientation is required to understand its complexity. Therefore, competencies in
computational thinking (CT) are required. Among various definitions, CT is also the ability
to design algorithms and interact with the digitized world based on computer science skills
[1, 2, 3, 4]. In [5] algorithmic thinking is defined as the ability to create and understand
algorithms. In practice this means to be able to analyze and specify a problem, to know the
rules of solving a problem as well as to design an algorithm and further improve it to be more
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efficient [5]. The instructional learning environment needs to be aligned with the learners’
needs. They need to be supported in such a way through the learning environment that they
can acquire these computational skills. At the same time, pre-service teachers need training in
self-reflection, self-efficacy, and TPACK competencies [6] to teach algorithmic thinking to future
pupils. This poster presents the study design in which, on the one hand, the development of
TPACK competencies (Technological Pedagogical Ccontent Knowledge) [6] and the self-efficacy
of students attending a TLL-seminar are investigated. Students conduct various workshops at
school classes in the TLL during the semester and repeatedly reflect on their didactic activities.
On the other hand, two different didactic approaches (see Figure 1) of a Robotic workshop
with a block-based programming language, both of which are intended to promote algorithmic
thinking of the pupils, are evaluated within the study. The study follows the mixed-method
design.

2. Study Design

2.1. Integration of the Teaching Learning Laboratory in a seminar

N = 4 students of informatics attended a didactics seminar in which they gave Robotic work-
shops with the teaching-learning laboratory (TLL) visiting school classes in which they were
videotaped. During the semester, the students reflected on their teaching skills based on these
video recordings. At the end of the semester, they were surveyed regarding their development
of TPACK competencies [6] as well as self-efficacy using Post-then-Pre-questionnaires.

2.2. Robotic Workshop Design

We developed one workshop with two didactical structures that are intended to promote pupils
algorithmic thinking, see Figure 1:

A: SWAT concept [7]: a guided problem-oriented approach, following a semantic wave [8]
B: CPB concept: a constructionist problem-based approach [9, 10]

In both didactical structures pupils work on problems using Robots and a block-based pro-
gramming language.

Figure 1 shows the almost identical but structured differently in terms of methodology topics
of the workshops: The didactical structure A, which is based on our developed guided problem-
based SWAT concept [7], methodically follows a semantic wave in each module and is described
here in more detail [11]. The order of the topics is also shown in Figure 1 and the problems
are guided in the sense that they are broken down into sub-problems which the pupils then
have to solve independently. The second structure is an constructionist problem-based concept
[9, 10] in which the first module provides the pupils with all the relevant knowledge information
(knowledge base) they need to be able to solve modules 2-4 independently and can chose the
order of the modules freely. The workshop is conducted with pupils who are in 8th or 9th grade
of a secondary school.
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Figure 1: Robotic workshop with two didactical structures in comparison: SWAT concept [7] using a
semantic wave [8] and Constructionist problem-based concept [9, 10].

2.3. Method and Instruments

In order to assess students’ TPACK competences and self-efficacy on the one hand and, on the
other hand pupils’ competence in algorithmic thinking, we investigate the following research
questions (RQ):

RQ1: How can pre-service teacher’s TPACK competencies and self-efficacy be developed?
RQ2: To what extent can pupils’ algorithmic thinking be developed through different workshop

settings?

The research questions are addressed in a mixed-method approach and will be examined with
the following instruments (IRQ): IRQ1: Questionnaire for the TPACK-competencies and the
self-efficacy in a retrospective Post-Then-Pre-questionnaire design and a qualitative descriptive
analysis. IRQ2: Pupils’ worksheets and created programs evaluating with the help of a reductive,
qualitative content analysis according to the interpretative paradigm of [12] using a developed
category system (qualitative analysis); valid Algorithmic Thinking Test [13] (pre-posttest with
control group) analyzing by using the approximate adjusted fractional Bayes factors for testing
informative hypotheses [14] (quantitative analysis).

3. Summary

In this poster, we present our integration of the Informatics TLL into the education of pre-service
teachers. It is a novel concept to integrate a TLL into teaching, where on the one hand pupils
come to learn the core competence algorithmic thinking and, on the other hand, students can
gain didactical hands-on experience already during the studies and not only in the traineeships.
Feedback analyses allow for extensive student self-reflection during the semester. In addition,
the development of TPACK competencies related to informatics teaching as well as students’
self-efficacy are evaluated and assessed through self-assessment. Finally, the two didactical
structures are also investigated in terms of teaching algorithmic thinking to pupils. In a next
step, more data will now be collected, as N = 4 students is a small number of students so far,
and then be evaluated.
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Exploring Pre-service Informatics Teachers’ Ability to
Assess Their Own Performance in Supporting
Learners Through Algorithmic Problem Solving
Processes
Nadine Schlomske-Bodenstein, Bernhard Standl

Karlsruhe University of Education, Bismarckstr. 10, 76133 Karlsruhe, Germany

Abstract
This pilot study explores N = 4 pre-service informatics teachers who were video-recorded when guiding
a group of learners in solving algorithmic problem-solving tasks. Before and after the process, they were
asked to assess their ability to guide the learners in a real, accepting and emphatic way when addressing
and formulating questions or giving feedback. The group of learners also evaluated the competencies of
their learning guides.

Keywords
Video-Vignettes, Empathy, Algorithmic Problem-Solving

1. Introduction

The skill to solve problems of algorithmic tasks depends on the amount and quality of knowledge
in a domain [1] - in this case in informatics/algorithmic thinking. Educating future teachers
in informatics addresses the acquisition of algorithmic skills in a problem-based context. The
teaching methods need to be aligned with intended learning outcomes [2]. In accordance with
the features of instructional quality, classroom management, structuring of the learning context
as well as cognitive activation and student-centeredness impacts learning [3]. In accordance
with the student-centered approach, students acquire their intended learning outcomes in a sup-
portive atmosphere which is influenced by the teacher’s ability to be authenticity, unconditional
positive regard and empathic understanding [4].

1.1. Video Vignettes

Pre-service informatics teachers’ professional vision - the ability to notice and interpret various
classroom settings via video - has been well examined in particular in the educational context
[5, 6, 7, 8]; in particular the following features of instructional quality as 1) making the learning
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goals transparent to the learners, 2) activating the learners, 3) supporting and guiding the learning-
processes as well as 4) evaluating it [8]. Previous studies investigated pre-service informatics
teachers’ perception of empathy in feedback settings where they support learners in their
learning processes [9]. Vignettes enable a standardized assessment using videos in different
classroom settings [10]. It is applied in education research with becoming teacher [11, 12].

The goal of this explorative pilot-study is to further develop a video-vignette instrument as a
professional reflection tool for informatics students to reflect and further develop their ability to
guide learning processes in the context of algorithmic thinking in a student-centered way. The
following research question is driving this study: To what extent can the pre-service informatics
teachers assess their performance to guide learners in a student-centered way?

2. Method

The sample consists of N = 4 (1 female and 3 male at the average age of 25) pre-service computer
science teachers. They participate in a didactics seminar in informatics. During the semester
they run workshops with pupils and are videotaped. During the semester, they reflect their
teaching competencies based on the video recordings from them. For this experiment they
were trained to guide learners in student-centered teaching (authenticity, unconditional positive
regard and empathy) way in accordance with [4]. The pre-service teachers each chose an
algorithmic task they wanted to use in a student-centered way. The task for the learning group
included problem-oriented tasks where they had to work together to find an algorithm to solve a
problem. The tasks were based on algorithms in [13]. Fig. 1 shows an example of an algorithmic
task where students were asked to develop an algorithm to search for an object in a sorted CD
collection and describe it in natural language.

Figure 1: Example of an task on searching a CD in a sorted collection: ”Describe an algorithm in natural
language to find the selected CD” [13]

Before each setting of guiding the group of learners in their algorithmic problem-solving
tasks, they were asked to predict their degree of student-centeredness before guiding the group
of learners and estimating their student-centeredness afterwards on on a 5-point Likert scale (1
= not at all true, 2 = rather not true, 3 = neither false nor true, 4 = rather true, 5 = totally true).
We used an instrument, we developed and piloted before with N = 20 pre-service teachers in
informatics [9].
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2.1. Reliability

The instrument showed a Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.94 [9]. We further shortened it, deleting 6 items
which had an internal consistency of less than 0.62 and reformulating 2 items. Another item
was deleted due to similarity. In this study, the assessment instrument consisted of 18 items.
The scales realness and acceptance consisted of 2 items each and the empathy scale consisted
of 14 items. Empathy included the subscales response behaviour, accuracy of assessment and
atmosphere. The scales are based on instruments which were developed in the therapeutic
context [14, 15, 16], in educational context [17] as well as in computer science education [18, 19].

3. Preliminary Results and Discussion

This section shows the preliminary findings of our empirical study that aimed: (1) to further
develop a vignette-instrument on teacher’s professionalization and (2) to assess pre-service
teachers’ ability and perception of student-centeredness when put into concrete settings where
they guide learning processes in algorithmic thinking. First insights are shown in Table 1.
The pre-service informatics teachers underestimated their ability to guide learners in a real,
accepting and emphatic way. Further results will be discussed in the poster presentation.

Table 1
Description of the self-estimation regarding student-centeredness before and after

Algorithmic Task Realness Acceptance Empathy
AM SD AM SD AM SD

self-estimation before guiding a group of learners 4.13 0.48 4.13 0.75 3.63 0.62
self-estimation after guiduing a group of learners 4.25 0.65 4.38 0.48 3.68 0.24

Therefore, this explorative case study gives first insights into pre-service teachers in in-
formatics have difficulties in accurately predicting their expected performance when guiding
learners in problem-solving tasks of algorithmic thinking. In a next step, further examples will
be videotaped and assessed and N = 30 informatic students will be asked to rate the different
settings with regard to student-centeredness as well.

4. Conclusion

Professionalizing future informatics teachers in guiding learners through the learning processes
of solving algorithmic task in a problem-based context is a central issue in teacher education in
informatics. This vignette-instrument investigates the reflection as well as professionalization.
However, this study is limited in various points which must be addressed in future work. The
sample includes only a very limited amount of pre-service teachers in informatics. In future
work, more learners will be included who will be videotaped when guiding learners in problem
-based algorithmic thinking tasks. Future work needs to include more videos as well as more
students to rate the vignettes and thus use this instrument for reflection.
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Digital exams with Tablets in Computer Science
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Abstract
As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, not only did digital teaching get a massive boost, but also the
delivery of digital exams was the subject of new developments. Although the design of digital exams
offers the potential for new breakthrough opportunities, exam regulations and the need for short-term
adjustments often stand in the way. Consequently, methods are being considered to transfer existing
exam formats into the digital format. In computer science studies, paper-and-pencil exams are used
because they are very suitable for many areas such as theoretical computer science. They often consist
of a mixture of a selection of answer options, making sketches for automata and free text answers. The
question, however, is how to translate this format to digital while still meeting the framework and still
allowing students the same requirements as in the regular not digital approach. In this poster we will
first discuss the requirements for an iPad exam in theoretical computer science and what possibilities
there are to transfer this exam to the digital level. Second, we will describe an empirical approach, how
to investigate the effects of the digital transformation on the examination process itself.

Keywords
Digital Exams, Tablets, Pre-Service Computer Science Teacher

1. Introduction

The Covid-19 pandemic has led to an increased implementation of digital exams at universities.
This also applies to computer science. The focus here was on finding a replacement for paper-
and-pencil exams as quickly as possible. Accordingly, digital exams were aligned with their
analog counterparts. However, digital exams are accompanied by new possibilities as well as
effects of testing, which will be addressed in this poster in the context of pre-service computer
science teacher education and is driven by two questions of interest: 1. What possibilities does
the use of iPads provide in exams on theoretical computer science in pre-service informatics teacher
education? 2. How do these possibilities influence the examination process itself? The aim of this
poster is to show what framework conditions must be in place and what possibilities there
are in terms of implementation. Furthermore we want to shed some light on a future study,
that focusses on the effects of tablet exams from the student’s perspective as well as on the
exam results. Therefore the poster does not describe empirical results but intends to initiate a
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discussion and provide possibilities.

2. Exams in Theoretical Computer Science

In this section we describe tasks, implemented in a paper-and-pencil exam in informatics as
we used it in the subject of theoretical computer science. The given tasks are classical exam
questions from the topics ”Finite Automata” and ”Formal Languages”. They are taken from
an exam on theoretical computer science, which is written as part of the pre-service teacher
training (Undergraduate level) at the Karlsruhe University of Education. The competences
required for the solution refer to central elements of theoretical computer science: automaton
construction and transformation, transformation of transition tables into transition diagrams,
connections between regular grammars and finite automata, and regular expressions as an
alternative form of representation to languages accepted by finite automata. In the examples
shown below in Fig. 1, subtask A1(a) requires a transition diagram as the solution. In subtask
A2, on the other hand, a regular expression is sought. Both tasks make special demands on the
student regarding the input of the solutions. In the first task the solution is sketched as a graph,
in the second task it is given as a mathematical expression.

Figure 1: Example tasks from an exam on theoretical computer science.

3. Implementation of Digital Exams with Tablets

In this section, we briefly present the prerequisites for using tablets from the perspective of
hardware and software.

3.1. Hardware Requirements

Although there is a wide range of manufacturers for tablets, we focus here on the iPad, which
is used at our university. The use of iPads for exams is not new and has been addressed in the
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literature such as in [1, 2]. In addition, numerous references to implementation possibilities
can be found on the websites of universities1. In order to use the iPad for exams, certain
requirements can be considered in advance: (1) The use of a protective film on the tablet to
create the same writing feeling as on paper [3]. (2) The use of an additional keyboard (not the
screen keyboard) to support input [2].

3.2. Software Requirements

With regard to software requirements the following recommendations for the use of iPads in
exams can be made: (1) In our case Moodle can be used. The Safe Exam Browser of Moodle [1]
and the question type of Moodle ”freehand drawing” allow a mixed input via fields or selection
options and additionally the possibility to make sketches in the Moodle exam environment. (2)
For easier administration, a central management of the iPads via MDM/Jamf can be implemented.

4. Options for an iPad Exam in Theoretical Computer Science

Considering this, the following conclusions can be drawn for an iPad exam in theoretical
computer science: (1) The combination of sketches and text input is an important requirement.
For example, a sketch of a finite automate can be made first and then the regular expression
can be written down. (2) Dynamic elements can be included in exams, e.g., finite automata
animated. (3) Applying learning analytics and capturing the solution process in iPad exams can
support a better unterstanding of the examination process itself. (4) It could also be supported
by audio input: students describe ”thinking aloud” their solution path in formative assessments,
but also describe open questions and problems.

5. Further Steps

Paper-and-pencil exams and their digital counterparts have been compared in several studies
in the past decades [4]. Although the conclusions are not consistent, the results indicate at
better student performances with digital formats [4, 5, 6]. Moreover, according to psychological
learning research, the way information is presented, for example as a text, picture or animation,
has an influence on the cognitive representation [7]. Therefore we want to investigate in a
future study, how the way the tasks are illustrated – e.g. in an interactive way on the iPad –
influences the exam results and the understanding of the students. This intention comprises
two perspectives: First, a quantitative analysis of exams with iPads, including learning analytics.
Second, a qualitative access to the students’ experiences in computer science exams.

6. Conclusions

Based on the interest of this poster ”What possibilities does the use of iPads provide in exams
on theoretical computer science?”, the following conclusions can be drawn.

1https://www.uni-rostock.de/universitaet/kommunikation-und-aktuelles/medieninformationen/detailan-
sicht/n/mit-dem-fingertippen-durch-die-klausur
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• With a suitable combination of iPad, keyboard, pen and protective film, an appropriate
basis for the implementation of digital exams can be created.

• However, this also involves additional effort and expense that should not be underesti-
mated.

• Nevertheless, if the integration of iPads into the theoretical computer science exams can
be seen as more than just a substitution for paper-and-pencil exams, the additional effort
may be worthwhile as it also provides new opportunities.

• If this technology is used to enrich a written exam with additional possibilities, iPads
could enable new perspectives.

• In future work, we will compare the differences between traditional paper-and-pencil
exams with the use of iPads in theoretical computer science and how these differences
are interpreted in the students’ perspective.
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Non-Computing Subjects
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Abstract
There is international effort towards integrating Computational Thinking in non-computing subjects,
motivated by the learning outcomes widely prescribed in the literature. However, how should teachers
embed computational thinking practices and concepts in their subjects? Based on a review of the current
state of affairs, we compiled a list of preliminary design principles for the integration of CT in subject
content. In this poster we present the first results of a study in which teachers’ views on those preliminary
design principles are examined. The participants were three K–12 non-computing teachers who developed
a lesson in which they integrated CT into the subject content of their lesson. After teaching their lesson,
they were individually interviewed on their views on our preliminary design principles in light of their
recent experience. Our preliminary findings reveal that certain design principles are viewed as important
by all teachers.

Keywords
Design Principles, Computational Thinking, Non-computing Subjects, CT in context

1. Introduction

The last decade has seen a shift of focus towards Computational Thinking (CT) and its integration
across international curricula. Scientific literature as well as documents to support its practice
in the educational settings have proliferated at fast pace. Particular attention is devoted towards
the integration of CT in subjects other than Computer Science (CS), also defined as CT in context.
CT is regarded as “procedural thinking” [1] for problem-solving, sourcing its approaches from
computer science, and where solutions can be carried out by any information processing agent,
whether human, computer, or a combination of both [2]. CT combines the attitudes and the
skill-sets essential not only for computer scientists, but for any 21st century citizens.

When Papert introduced the concept of CT [1] he believed that by only learning to program,
children were bound to develop computational problem-solving skills that they could directly
apply within other contexts. However, there is no empirical evidence on this transdisciplinary
transfer, also defined as high-road transfer. Voogt and colleagues [3] suggest that to facilitate
transfer attention is needed to ways of incorporating CT skills within existing school subjects,
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so that students can develop creative ways to apply CT within the respective disciplines.
Integrating CT in non-computing subjects provides further potential benefits to the pedagogies
(and pedagogical tools) of both CS and non-CS subjects [4]. For example, non-CS subjects can
deploy concepts (e.g. sequences, loops, conditionals, operators), practices (e.g. abstraction,
decomposition, algorithmic thinking, evaluation and generalization) as pedagogical tools to
strengthen and widen their repertoires [5].

However, integrating CT in non-computing subjects means that non-CS teachers need to
be guided on “how” CT can be embedded, assessed and taught in their subject. In this poster
we present the first results of a study into teachers’ views on preliminary design principles for
computational thinking integration into non-computing subjects. The guiding research question
is: What are the teachers’ ideas about the preliminary design principles for Computational
Thinking integration in non-computing subjects?

2. Method

For this study, we collaborated with three teachers in K–12 education. The teachers, with
support of the researchers, developed a lesson in which they integrated CT into their subject
content. After teaching the lesson, each teacher has been individually interviewed and asked
about the design principles they used during the development of their lesson. Afterwards we
presented them with a list of preliminary design principles and asked for their feedback and
views. This list has been compiled based on prior studies regarding the embedding of CT in
non-computing school subjects [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

An overview of the participating teachers is given in Table 1. A qualitative data analysis
approach was used to analyze the transcripts of the interviews.

Table 1
Participating teachers.

Teacher’s name
(pseudonym)

Class / Students Lesson topic

Robin 9th grade
Most students:
14–15 years old

Biology lesson regarding determination of cell types. [4]
Students were asked to construct a decision tree for this
determination in as few steps as possible.

Simon 6th grade
Most students:
11–12 years old

Primary education. Develop an app for the determina-
tion of flora and fauna. Select a few plants/animals and
construct a decision tree for the determination of your
plant/animal. Make a design for the user interface of your
app.

Tanya 4th, 5th, and 6th
grade
Students aged 9–
12 years old

Primary education, project-based lessons outside regu-
lar curriculum. The lesson was part of a lesson series
about starting your own business. In this specific lesson,
students were asked to determine the price of their own
product/business.
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3. First Findings

Preliminary findings suggest that knowledge regarding design principles might be part of
teachers’ tacit knowledge: teachers know how to design a lesson but it seemed hard for teachers
to describe which design principles they used during the development of their lesson. Only one
of the three teachers (Robin) formulated some design principles, before being presented with
our list. Teacher Robin described how he linked a cognitive and a social goal to his lesson, and
emphasized student collaboration. Robin commented: “The social goal is linked to collaboration
. . . and also to teaching students to persevere” (quotes have been translated from Dutch into
English).

After our initial open question about design principles, the teachers were presented with
our preliminary design principles list and they gave their views and feedback. Our findings
reveal that there is agreement among the teachers regarding certain design principles. All three
teachers think it is important to Support low threshold high ceiling learning activities
[10]; because “it has to be clear to all students what we are talking about . . . no thresholds, they
should all be able to participate” (Robin). Another teacher added that this also concerns the
teacher’s strategy: “how do I approach a group, do I lead them step-by-step or do I let them figure
it out by themselves?” (Tanya). Teachers also agree on the importance of Employ different
active learning strategies [6]; and Provide opportunities for students to collaborate.

The teachers differ in their opinion on Incorporate CT terminology within the subject
content and promote students’ express problems in CT terminology. A teacher stated:
“the integration [of CT into his biology lesson] is very important, and I think you accomplish more
this way than by just teaching them the flat terms . . . these terms are difficult to grasp for students”
(Robin). Another teacher, however, described using the CT terms: “recently, in a lesson I used
these terms [variables] deliberately, because I know that in Scratch, we also use the word ‘variable’
and I hope they will then [when working on a Scratch project] recognize it” (Tanya).

Teachers also had different opinions on Form the content of lesson based on clear,
measurable subject related and CT related learning objectives. One of the teachers
agreed with the need for clear learning objectives but picked up on the word ‘measurable’:
“does everything need to be measurable? For computational thinking, I think creativity is a very
important aspect” (Simon). The other teachers described how they started with subject related
learning objectives and then used CT as a means to accomplish these goals (Robin) or selected
CT goals that can be linked to the lesson (Tanya).

4. Discussion and Future work

This poster presented teachers’ first views and feedback on the preliminary design principles for
computational thinking integration in non-computing subjects. The first preliminary findings
suggest teachers do agree on some design principles, however additional data analysis is needed
to understand reasons for disagreement on the other design principles. Also, only one teacher
was able to describe which design principles he used in developing his lesson, while the other
two were not able to single out any. Therefore, further research should investigate teachers’
tacit knowledge on design principles and ways to make it explicit. Finally, future work should
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also include a wider number of participants, from both primary and secondary schools, and
from a wider spectrum of subjects.
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Easy Programming Tasks and Informatics for Everybody 
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Abstract 
Programming tasks are an important element of informatics education in schools and 

universities. The difficulty to solve such tasks results from several facets, including: the size 

of the search space for finding an algorithmic solution, the number of problem-solving steps 

while developing an algorithm, the size of the code (lines of source code) that must be written 

and the degree of novelty regarding the learners’ knowledge when they try to solve the task. 

The results of a survey with participants of a university course “Python programming for 

everybody” suggest that easy tasks are appreciated by all students including high-performing 

enthusiasts. 

Keywords1 
Programming task, difficulty, Python 

1. The Difficulty of Programming Tasks

Informatics education that aims to be appealing to a wide audience (including less talented and less 

interested students) requires a sufficient reservoir of easy tasks, which every participant can solve. 

1.1. Programming Tasks for Learning 

This contribution focuses on a special type of programming tasks that are supposed to be solved in 

the computer lab during a lesson. They are characterized by these properties: 

Constructive. Programming tasks require writing formal code. They may challenge creativity and 

give opportunity construct a relevant digital product. This is the basic idea of Constructionism [1]. 

Material-related. The tasks are closely related to a limited area of knowledge, which is presented in 

learning material (textbook sections, code examples, illustrations etc.) and motivates to elaborate this 

material. A “starter project” may be in-volved. This is a short runnable program that can be tried out 

and changed [2]. 

Voluntary. The tasks are not part of an exam. Course participants choose for themselves which tasks 

they want to solve, in which order they solve them, in which social constellation (alone or in pairs) they 

solve them and which material they use to solve them. 

Self-assessable. Learners can check solutions themselves. The task has been solved correctly if the 

program works. The IDE provides both assessment and immediate feedback. 

Self-scalable. Learners can expand the goal or discard parts of it and thus change the difficulty of 

the task.  

Quickly solvable. Easy programming tasks can be solved and checked in a few minutes or seconds. 

1.2. Facets of Difficulty 
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Estimating the difficulty of programming tasks is important for classroom teaching, for the design 

of textbooks and for online teaching systems. This section presents some criteria for defining the 

difficulty of a programming task with emphasis on the lower end of the scale. In contrast to other 

approaches to measure difficulty [3, 4], not only the task, but the entire learning situation in which it is 

embedded is considered.  

 Size of Problem Space. Programming is a problem-solving process. An easy programming task has 

a small problem space [5, 6]. There are only a few code elements that are suitable for a solution, and 

which can easily be found in the related learning material. 

Distance to an Algorithmic Solution. An easy programming task requires only a few reasoning steps 

to find the idea of an algorithmic solution. Example: The following task descriptions are all related to 

the same given starter project but induce increasing distances: 

A: Make the font on the button larger. 

B: Make sure that the text is better readable. 

C: Make the application accessible to the visually impaired. 

Familiarity of Problem Representation. An easy programming tasks is not an insight problem that 

requires an unusual representation [7], but a problem that can be solved without going far beyond 

practiced thinking habits. 

Effort. An easy programming task can be solved with little effort in a short time. However, learners 

decide themselves on the effort they want to invest in a task (typing a given example program instead 

of copying it, extending the task, experimenting etc.). 

Diversity and the Degree of Novelty. Programming tasks can be used to practice programming 

concepts that are not yet familiar. In an easy programming task, only a single novel programming 

concept is practiced. It has a low degree of novelty. 

Comprehensibility. In an easy task, the goal is easy to grasp. 

2. Observations in a University Class

This section presents the results of surveys conducted in an introductory course at the University of 

Münster, Germany on programming with Python, which was aimed at students of all faculties and did 

not require any previous knowledge. Each 180-min event was divided into thematic blocks, each 

consisting of a lecture with discussion and a subsequent exercise phase (each about 20 minutes). For 

each of these exercise phases, the students got a set of tasks from which they could choose. The students 

were encouraged to have a look at all tasks and then pick some to work on. Participation was anonymous 

and voluntary. One of the questionnaires in winter semester 2021/22 was on processing easy tasks. It 

was filled by 14 persons. Of these, 6 stated that they would write the final exam, 4 people did not want 

to take part and 4 people had not yet decided.  

Tasks designed as easy tasks were marked as “easy”. However, the students’ subjective perception 

of the difficulty level might have been different. For this reason, the introductory text of the 

questionnaire contained a passage characterizing easy programming tasks like this: “You have a 

solution idea within 5 seconds and are convinced that you can solve the task - even if writing the 

program text may take longer than 5 seconds.” 

The questionnaire asked for self-observations on three aspects: 

• Strategies for selecting tasks (S)

• Strategies for processing easy tasks (P)

• Emotional effects (E)

The participants were asked to tick appropriate statements and had the opportunity to add observations 

in words. Table 1 shows some results. 
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Table 1 
Self-observations on processing easy tasks (n = 14) 

Statement Count 

S1: I skip easy tasks and focus on more difficult tasks. 1 (7%) 
S2: When I read an easy task, I first check whether I have already mastered the 
related content before I solve the task. 

1 (7%) 

S3: I solve easy tasks, even if I feel that I am underchallenged. 3 (21%) 
S4: I start with the easy tasks and then solve the difficult ones. 11 (79%) 
S5: During an exercise, I first solve tasks that interest me. Only then do I deal with 
the easy tasks. 

2 (14%) 

S6: I deal with easy tasks when I can't cope with more difficult tasks. 1 (7%) 
P1: I spend a few seconds thinking about the easy programming task. When I am 
sure that I can solve it correctly, I stop working on the task and do not write any 
code. 

3 (21%) 

P2: Even if I can solve an easy programming task in my mind, I write down program 
text. 

10 (71%) 

P3: Even though I am quite sure that my solution of the easy programming task is 
correct, I run the program and check if it works correctly. 

13 (92%) 

P4: An easy programming task inspires me to explore programming on my own. 
This means: After solving the task, I try out other program constructs 

4 (29%) 

E1: When working on an easy programming task, I get aggressive, for example 
because the task seems trivial or irrelevant to me. 

0 (0%) 

E2: When solving an easy programming task, I realize that I understand 
programming better. 

10 (71%) 

E3: When working on an easy programming task, I realize that I have not yet 
understood one thing correctly. 

10 (71%) 

E4: When solving an easy programming task, I feel satisfaction. 11 (79%) 
E5: When working on an easy programming task, I feel motivated to ask a question 
about the topic addressed in the task. 

5 (36%) 

3. Discussion

The students’ responses suggest that easy programming tasks are highly appreciated. They are rarely 

skipped (S1) and often used to get started with a topic (S3, S4). In contrast to overexplaining (explaining 

things that are already known), easy tasks do not trigger aggressive feelings (E1) which can be the result 

of being bored. They are important for self-diagnosing when the solution is implemented (E2, E3), but 

have no diagnostic value to students if they are only read (S2).  

Easy programming tasks (with a low risk of failure) are highly attractive. Learners run self-written 

programs, even if they are sure that they work and thus do not expect additional cognitive learning (P1, 

P2, P3). Easy tasks cause positive feelings (E1, E4) and sometimes encourage students to ask questions 

(E5) or to explore programming on their own (P4). 

4. Designing Easy Tasks

Here are some patterns for easy tasks: 

• Try. Copy source code and run it.

• Change. Change names or values in a starter project.

• Expand. Add some code to a starter project.
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• Transfer. Use the starter project as a pattern for a project on a different topic.

• Improve. The starter project contains a clear weakness that needs to be improved.

• Experiment. Plan and conduct an experiment on a question regarding semantics or syntax.

(Partly) based on the survey results, I suggest some general design principles for easy tasks: 

• Since most leaners start with easy tasks, these should be solvable very quickly, so there

remains enough time to do more challenging exercises.

• Easy tasks should focus on a narrow area of the learning material and activate it’s

elaboration. The task description should contain explicit references (“Use table 1.2”) or

supply the needed information directly.

• Easy tasks should not be easy variants of difficult tasks. Each task should stand for itself

and cover some interesting aspect. All tasks of a task set should have the same value. Ideally,

when a student explains the solution of an easy task, he or she should make a genuine

contribution that has not already been made by someone else in the context of a more

difficult task.

• Inclusive lessons offer easy programming tasks to all topics, including difficult ones. For a

programming technique that might overwhelm part of the audience, the teacher can create

an easy task that relates to a more fundamental aspect. This “substitute” task may create

awareness of a difficult technique without requiring mastering it.

5. Conclusion

Inclusive computer science lessons are a challenge for computer science teachers to develop simple 

programming tasks. The effort is worth it, as it seems that easy programming tasks are an enrichment 

for all learners – even the talented and interested ones. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a case study of N = 3 seminars in teacher education in informatics, in which the
overall goal is to identify and describe effective teaching patterns for easy reuse. Therefore, this case
study first examines learning and instructional designs and their implications with (N = 9) pre-service
informatics teachers and (N = 3) university teachers as instructional scenarios with associated evaluation
data, and then uses them to identify best practices. It is argued in this poster that best examples of
instructional settings in pre-service informatics teacher education can be assessed and finally reused.
First results show insights in the impact of giving feedback in seminars. We conclude this poster with
some implications for learning and instructional design in informatics.

Keywords
Teaching patterns, Taxonomy, Technology-enhanced learning and instruction

1. Introduction

When designing teaching for pre-service informatics teachers, the choice of digital tools and
teaching methods needs to be aligned with the intended learning outcomes [1]. However,
teachers design their lectures based on their epistemological assumptions on good teaching
and learning [2]. In informatics in particular, the seminars need to address the acquisition
of algorithmic and computational thinking. Computational thinking includes areas such as
abstraction, decomposition, but is also the ability to design algorithms and interpret the world
based on computer science knowledge [3, 4, 5, 6]. To assess instructional quality, several features
of instructional quality have been identified and categorized as distinctive predictors of students’
learning [7, 8]. Considering the pattern approach [9, 10, 11], it is aimed to identify teaching
patterns. Hence, the following research question is driving this study: To what extent can
teaching examples in informatics be conceptualized, and teaching patterns be identified in teacher
education?
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2. Method

In order to identify the patterns, the collected data needs to be empirically analyzed. Therefore,
data is structured according to computer science content, methodological approaches, and key
characteristics of teaching quality. Considering this, to identify initial evidence for patterns,
our research efforts are based on the case study approach as described by [12] in the mixed
methods paradigm [13, 14] and are embedded in the design-based research approach [15] [16].
We quantitatively assess the instructional quality with an instrument which was already piloted
and showed a Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.95 [17]. Both, the teachers and the learners evaluated
the instructional quality. Every item is rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = not at all true, 2
= rather not true, 3 = neither false nor true, 4 = rather true, 5 totally true). Moreover, the
teachers were interviewed afterwards and were asked to fill out the evaluation survey regarding
the digital tools that were used and additional information on their instructional setting into
our databases. Three courses in informatics for teacher education were assessed: two courses
on didactics and one course on database: Didactics of Informatics: students learn how to
apply and integrate different didactic models when designing teaching sessions in informatics.
Seminar on Didactics: Students run workshops with pupils and are videotaped. During the
semester, they reflect their teaching competencies based on these video recordings. Databases:
The course introduces the concept of relational database technology. Students work in groups
to design and implement their own databases. N = 24 students in informatics participated in
three different courses. However, not all of them filled out the evaluation surveys. The sample
consists of N = 9 pre-service teachers in informatics. N = 3 in the didactics of informatics (1
female and 2 males with an average age of 24), N = 4 in the seminar on didactics (1 female and 3
males with an average age of 25), N = 2 in databases (2 males with an average age of 27).

3. Preliminary Results

We analyzed the mean scores (M) and the standard derivations (SD) of each workshop to examine
the instructional quality. Table 1 illustrates a descriptive overview of the means and standard
deviations for all scales. The course where most teachers participated by giving feedback to the
students and prompted them through questions was rated very high in all scales. However, the
course size was very small and not all students filled out the evaluation in the end.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we explored three different courses in informatics, which included feedback on
students’ performances from the teachers, and from the learners. The first assumption which
emerges from these preliminary descriptive results is that, receiving feedback from multiple
teachers’ perspectives positively impacts the student’s learning process. Moreover, it indicates
that becoming teachers need to be trained on how to provide feedback to the learners on their
learning outcomes. In future steps, this assumption needs to be investigated with larger samples
by evaluating whether providing students with multiple feedback and by bringing them to
reflect on their learning outcomes from multiple perspectives impacts their learning process.
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Table 1
Description of the Instructional Quality

Scale Didactics of Informatics Seminar on Didactics Databases
N = 3 N = 4 N = 2

M SD M SD M SD
Self-efficacy 3.67 0.58 3.75 1.50 4.50 0.71
Structuring 3.73 0.70 4.25 0.64 5.00 0.00
Activating 3.75 0.90 4.69 0.63 5.00 0.00
Motivating 4.17 0.29 4.63 0.60 4.50 0.35
Learning strategies 4.00 0.25 4.44 0.72 4.75 0.00
Feedback 4.00 1.00 4.00 0.41 4.25 0.35
Interest 3.92 0.58 4.17 1.44 5.00 0.00
Offer variants 4.67 0.00 3.75 0.96 5.00 0.00
Constructive alignment 4.67 0.00 4.33 0.47 4.67 0.00
Level of difficulty 4.00 0.00 4.75 0.71 4.00 0.00
Teacher 4.42 0.38 4.44 0.38 4.63 0.18
Total 3.82 0.43 4.32 0.73 4.73 0.09

At this stage, our case study is limited to various points that must be addressed in future stages.
Data mining is normally based on a huge set of data [18]. A constraint of our case study is the
limited amount of empirical data used to run the pattern processing. Once these limitations and
future research aims have been addressed, structuring data in a database will offer new data
mining approaches. The identification of best teaching practice patterns then can further result
in innovative changes in teacher education in informatics aimed at easy reuse and transfer of
informatics teaching best practices.
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Learning through Teaching - External Control of
Computer Science Learning Applications
Thiemo Leonhardt1,*,†, Nadine Bergner1,†

1TU Dresden, Nöthnitzer Str. 46, 01187 Dresden, Germany

Abstract
The competence of computer science teachers is crucial for the learning process of the students. To
improve this, a project is presented here in which (prospective) teachers learn to better understand
the learning process of students. To do this, they learn to use digital learning applications and to
accompany the students as learning guides. For this purpose, learning data of the students is collected
in the applications, aggregated and presented on a dashboard. Furthermore the dashboard offers the
possibility for the learning guide to influence the learning application. This procedure is expected to lead
to an increase in competence with regard to the learning content for the students as well as an increase
in competence with regard to the teaching of the learning content for the (prospective) teachers. The
goal is to impart knowledge about misconceptions and difficulties of technical content to (prospective)
computer science teachers and to use this knowledge adequately in learning situations, especially with
digital learning applications.

Keywords
Learning through teaching, teacher training, teacher education, computer science education, competence
development

1. Introduction

Digital learning applications are particularly widespread in computer science education. On
the one hand, this is due to the technical competence of the computer science teachers and on
the other hand to a technical affinity resulting from the school subject itself. Digital learning
applications for computer science education include for example development environments for
programming that have been specially adapted for schools, simulations that make it possible to
understand processes within networks, and learning games and quizzes that present computer
science content [4, 8].

In addition to the pure use of learning applications in the classroom, the learning design
of the applications is an essential topic for student teachers in computer science, as questions
about learning objectives, learning content, and learning taxonomies can be discussed. The
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possibility of data collection through learning analytics techniques creates new insights into
the learning processes of students and design difficulties of learning applications.

In this project, learning data from established computer science learning applications are
modeled, aggregated, and then visualized. It is possible to analyze the data via a dashboard and
then to intervene in the learning process. Our thesis is, that this leads to a better understanding
of learners’ barriers and possible misconceptions which helps to increase the competence of
(prospective) teachers in the creation of learning materials. Furthermore, an optimization of the
learning applications is an additional effect.

2. Related Work

The fact that guided teaching can also lead to an increase in professional competence among
teachers has been known since the 1980s [2, 5]. These results were transferred by Jean-Pol
Martin into the theory learning by teaching and were developed further since then. In addition,
studies such as a meta-analysis of school-based tutoring programs [3] also show positive results.
Reflective knowledge is said to be constructed through interactive processes of knowledge
construction when teaching others [7]. Koh et. al. argue, the teacher’s success depends in part
on building reflective knowledge [6]. This can be stimulated by teachers reflecting on their own
understanding of the material and connecting it to their own prior knowledge as they teach. In
contrast, the learning process of the teachers is less likely to occur if they merely summarize the
material without connecting it to their prior knowledge. Our approach starts at this point and
tries to trigger these effects in (perspective) teachers by presenting learning data and playing an
active role as a learning guide. In a recent study, Aslan shows that learning through teaching
also can be used successfully in the classroom specifically with biology and chemistry content
[1]. However, transfer of her findings to the entire STEM (science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics) field is likely.

3. Project and Research Plan

In our research plan, for the three learning applications (fig. 1) Struktog1, RegEx2, and Inside the
Router3 learning data are modeled and make them accessible in a learning record store. Struktog
is a structure diagram editor, where imperative algorithms can be modeled [anonymized]. This
is primarily designed as a tablet and desktop variant. RegEx is a collaborative matching game
where words have to be matched to the appropriate regular expressions [anonymized]. The
game is optimized for a multi-touch table to allow collaborative learning and simultaneous
input. In the virtual reality (VR) learning application Inside the Router, the player takes on the
role of a home router in allocating network packets. This is optimized for VR glasses. Through
the broad selection of these applications, we hope to gain good insights into the practicality of
our approach to computer science education.

1https://dditools.inf.tu-dresden.de/struktog/
2https://ddigames.inf.tu-dresden.de/zuordnunginf/
3https://ddigames.inf.tu-dresden.de/sites/vr/router/
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Figure 1: learning applications left: Struktog - center: RegEx - right: Inside the Router

The data from each of the applications is aggregated and presented on a application-specific
dashboard. The dashboard is extended in such a way that it is possible to intervene in the
learning process. As a research design, within a specialized didactic seminar, student teachers
in computer science will take partly the role of the learner and partly the role of the teacher.
The increase in competence will then be assessed by an A/B testing.
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A Logic-System Simulator Designed for Teaching
Jean-Philippe Pellet

University of Teacher Education, Lausanne, Switzerland

Abstract
This workshop introduces the participants to an open-source logic simulator the author has been
developing, highlighing where it differs from existing solutions and showing how its features make
pegagogical sense according to a PRIMM approach (Predict-Run-Investigate-Modify-Make [1]). Building
on this, we show hands-on activities and exercises that enrich the traditional pedagogical approach to
logic gates and logic systems.

Keywords
computer science education, logic-system simulator, PRIMM

1. Workshop Contents

One of the benefits of teaching of computer science is that the teachers can get students to build
small computer systems that can be interacted with. Examples include programming a graphical
interface, a small robot, or an electronic board system like a Microbit or Arduino. In this
workshop, we want to go down one step in the hardware layers while staying in the same state
of mind: we demonstrate a tool for simulating logic gates and other basic computer components.
This tool is free, open source, mostly serverless, and available at https://logic.modulo-info.ch).

We show during the workshop how this simulator differs from other solutions (quickly
showing them and how they are used [2, 3]). We highlight its pedagogical possibilities well suited
to a PRIMM approach [1], an extension of the well known Use-Modify-Create model [4]. We show
and discuss how the proposed tool makes it easy not only to design and simulate circuits (which
all such simulators do), but also to distribute and share circuits, to tune simulation parameters,
to hide parts of the circuits, to create investigation tasks, to include faulty components, and
so on. All these features enrich the pedagocial possibilities of the simulator and make it more
useful for teachers.

In the workshop, we propose some pedagogical scenarios adapted to early high school
students (full adder, ALU and flip-flops, but also a completely math-free scenario). We also show
how teachers can create their own exercises and demonstrate the teacher settings.

Informatics in Schools. A step beyond digital education. 15th International Conference on Informatics in Schools:
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Maker-Education: Interdisciplinary Computer Science
Activities
Bernadette Spieler1,*,†, Tobias M. Schifferle1,*,†
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Abstract
Typical characteristics of Making are creative and novel solutions and open, problem-based learning envi-
ronments. Thereby, Making facilitates interdisciplinary connections and cross-cutting competences, for
example, technical understanding, creativity, craft skills, or concepts of sustainability and entrepreneur-
ship. Traditional crafts can be combined with modern technologies such as programmable embroidery
machines, 3D printers, laser cutters, or microcomputers. In this way, Making can be an inspiration to
further develop a mutual understanding of teaching in tandem with the promotion of creative project
activities, simultaneously combining analog and digital tools across disciplines. However, Making is still
in its early stages in schools and education. Therefore, much is still undefined and open.

Keywords
Maker-Education, Making, Open Learning Spaces, Interdisciplinary, Teacher Training, STEAM

1. Making, Makerspaces & Maker-Education

In recent years, the Maker movement has surged in popularity and has become attractive for
didactic research [1]. With the introduction of the Swiss Curriculum 21 (https://lehrplan.ch/)
in German-speaking Switzerland in 2014, a strong focus on general competencies and future
skills such as creativity can be observed in schools. In connection with Making, familiar
characteristics from the constructionism theory, such as "learning-by-doing", "objects-to-think-
with" or principles such as student-centered, project-oriented, individualised, and self-organised
learning are emphasised. Making has many dimensions, and especially in informatics, it can
cover topics such as programming, robotics, virtual reality, or data literacy (e.g., building
measuring instruments). It also allows for interdisciplinary projects, e.g., explaining biological
phenomena or creating musical instruments.
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2. Making & Informatics

In informatics, students should develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills, especially
in the context of Computational Thinking (CT) [2]. CT is generally understood as processes
that strengthen logical, algorithmic and abstract thinking. Thus, Making can be an anchor
to creatively introduce students to informatics principles, e.g., in programming or design
projects [3]. However, the purpose of Making is not just to reproduce projects, but to encourage
active participation, knowledge sharing and collaboration through open exploration and creative
use of technology. Making can thus be seen not only as an opportunity to experiment with new
forms of teaching informatics, but also as a driving force for a new learning culture that opens
up broader perspectives for school development.

3. The Making at School project

Makerspaces can be publicly accessible creative spaces at fixed locations, temporary "popup"
makerspaces [4], or mobile versions such as experimental kits ("Workshop in a Box") or in-
tegrated into classrooms as Maker-Education [5]. To permanently establish Making and the
corresponding "Maker Mindset" in schools, exchange and further teacher training formats are
needed in addition to the supply of infrastructure and high-quality interdisciplinary teaching
materials. During the project "Making at School" as part of the digitisation initiative of the
Zurich Universities of Applied Sciences (DIZH), modules for Making are collaboratively de-
signed by the Zurich University of Teacher Education (PHZH), together with the University of
Zurich, as well as in cooperation with the School Authority of the City of Zurich [6].
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Promoting Algorithmic Thinking: Students Using
mBots and Block-Based Programming
Practical Insights into Two Different Problem-Based
Approaches
Frauke Ritter, Anette Bentz and Bernhard Standl

Karlsruhe University of Education, Bismarckstr. 10, 76133 Karlsruhe, Germany

Abstract
In our Teaching-Learning-Laboratory for Informatics (TLL), students from the Karlsruhe University
of Education develop workshops and try them out on school classes. The workshops aim to teach the
pupils algorithmic thinking - here mBot-Robots are used, which are programmed with a block-based
programming language in 4 modules (disco animation, rescue scenario, Formula 1 - race and maze).
Methodologically, two different problem-based approaches are evaluated: a guided problem-oriented
approach, which didactically follows a semantic wave, and a constructivist problem-based approach. We
will test both approaches in the workshop and then discuss them.

Keywords
Algorithmic Thinking, block-based programming, Robotics, Semantic Wave

Description of the Workshop

In our digitized world, it is important that students learn the core competency of computational
thinking at school in a sustainable way in order to understand the technologies and processes
behind the tools and end devices they use every day. This is achieved on the one hand with the
help of motivating tasks or gadgets (computational action [1]) and on the other hand with the
help of suitable didactic approaches that go beyond a mere programming course. To promote
school students’ algorithmic thinking competencies, we elaborated two teaching approaches: a
guided problem-based [2, 3] and a constructionist problem-based one [4, 5]. In this workshop, we
will show how we implement these two approaches with mBots in workshops at our computer
science teaching-learning lab. The workshop will also provide the opportunity to experiment
directly with the mBot robots. mBot robots are easy-to-build robots with light and ultrasonic
sensors as input options and an LED display as a further output option in addition to driving
the robot itself. This simple handling with basic robot functions and the option of block-based
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programming using the software mBlock make the mBot robot a motivating gadget for students.
Therefore, the aim of the workshop is to get to know, carry out and discuss the two different
teaching approaches (a guided problem-based and a constructionist problem-based) in one
workshop with the same content (see Figure 1): first a disco animation is programmed, then
a rescue scenario in a crisis area, a Formula 1 race and finally a labyrinth. After trying both
approaches, the advantages and disadvantages of each will be discussed in order to further
develop our concepts.

Figure 1: mBot workshop with two didactical approaches in comparison: SWAT concept using a
semantic wave and a constructionist problem-based concept.
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Creating Personalized Online Courses based on
Competencies and Open Educational Resources
Stefan Pasterk, Nina Lobnig, Lukas Pagitz and Kevin Wiltschnig

University of Klagenfurt, Department of Informatics Didactics, Universitaetsstrasse 65-67, 9020 Klagenfurt, Austria

Abstract
Digital technologies take over a central role in today’s society and with that also in education. They
enable new hybrid teaching and learning formats such as blended learning, full online environments such
as massive open online courses (MOOCs), or even personalized open online courses (POOCs). The project
DigiFit4All aims to generate individualized online courses in computer science and digital education based
on competency models together with pre-testing the learners. For this purpose, a platform supporting
the creation of online courses and enabling the automatic import into a learning management system is
developed. In this workshop, the teachers’ and learners’ workflows are presented and can be tested on
the platform by the participants.

Keywords
personalized learning, online course, open educational resources, competencies.

1. Introduction

Digital technologies have a deep impact on today’s society and with that also on education.
Over the last years, the number of online teaching materials in the form of massive open online
courses (MOOCs), which offer courses on various topics, arose. Personalized open online courses
(POOCs) are the next step to individual learning in online settings with customized content. The
Austrian project DigiFit4All aims to generate POOCs for computer science and digital education
for pupils, university students, teachers, and administrative staff, to support educators and
lecturers. It is a four-year cooperative project of the University of Klagenfurt, the Johannes
Kepler University Linz, the University for Continuing Education Krems, and the Vienna University
of Technology, which started in May 2020.

For the purposes of the project, an online platform is developed, which is based on sev-
eral components [1]. It supports the organization of competencies and competency models,
the collection of learning resources in the form of open educational resources (OER), pre- and
post-tests for individualization and assessment, and the direct export to a learning manage-
ment system. The GECKO (Graph-based Environment for Competency and Knowledge-Item
Organization - https:// gecko.aau.at) platform enables the organization of competencies and the
connection to learning resources and test questions, which are also stored on the platform.
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Assessment and pre-tests are performed via KAUA (Košice and Alpen-Adria University Assessment
- https:// kaua.aau.at) [2], and a plugin regulates the import of learning material into a Moodle
(https://moodle.org/ ) course.

After two years of development, the platform and the materials are prepared to start a pilot
study in autumn 2022. In the workshop, the participants will be able to test the functionality of
the platform and take a look at created resources. They learn how to operate the system, how it
supports the creation of online courses, and how it can be used for their own purposes.

2. Creating Courses by Competency Selection

In the role of teachers or lecturers, the workshop participants can use the GECKO platform
to follow the workflow for a course creation. After they defined a course, teachers select the
first competency they want to reach in their course from a predefined pool of international
competencies. As the system stores dependencies of the competencies as well [3], it suggests
necessary foreknowledge in the form of competencies which should be reached before. Teachers
decide if they want to add these suggestions to the course or not. Each of the competencies is
connected to one or more learning resources prepared to reach the competency. So, as the next
step, the teachers select the learning materials for their course. They repeat the steps until they
have integrated all the competencies for their course. After that, the course can be imported
into Moodle. Overall, the participants learn about a platform that can help them create their
online courses.

3. Testing the Learning Resources

After the participants created their own courses, they change their role and become learners.
They can enrol in their own courses and participate in a pre-test to find out which competencies
they already have acquired. The test items are also connected to competencies and with that
to the learning resources of the course. Following the results of the pre-test, the course only
shows the material of those competencies the learner has not yet reached. In this role, the
participants can take a look at the developed materials, which are mainly in German but will
include translations or subtitles, and provide feedback.
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Abstract 
Databases in general and relational database queries in particular are increasingly a topic in 

schools. However, teachers often lack suitable, open, high-quality, modular, interactive, and 

reusable database learning materials and data. Also, existing SQL editors are often too complex 

for students and do not provide enough helpful feedback for solving specific queries. In this 

workshop, we present an approach to teaching and learning SQL in an interactive and engaging 

way. Our approach is based on our experience from two projects in which we developed a 

database MOOC and the responsive web tool 'aDBenture' that allows students to solve 

adventures with SQL game based in different domains. 

Keywords  2 
Relational Databases, SQL, MOOC, Active Learning, Gamification 

1. Introduction

The subject area of databases and thus the handling of relational databases is anchored in some 

curricula, at least in Austria [1]. However, teachers often find a lack of suitable, high-quality and 

available learning materials and sample data. For students, existing SQL editors are also often too 

complex and do not provide enough feedback when solving concrete tasks.  We are currently working 

on two projects that focus on training students in databases: In the eInformatics@Austria project [2], 

we are developing an interactive and engaging MOOC on the topic of "databases". In the aDBenture 

project we are working on a web-based and responsive tool that allows learners to work with SQL in a 

game-based way.  

The goal of the workshop is to learn in the discussion with workshop participants how databases in 

general and SQL in particular are currently taught in schools, and to get feedback on our interactive 

SQL learning environment aDBenture as well as our learning materials under development.  

Participants will be able to play a prepared adventure with aDBenture and provide us with feedback 

on the design and their own user experiences. In the role of teacher, participants will view analyses of 

the game results. They can also create a small adventure themselves and test each other's adventures. 

The motivation of the workshop is to support the teaching and learning of relational databases in an 

interactive and engaging way. We would also like to find some beta testers for aDBenture. 

2. aDBenture – A game-based approach to learn SQL

aDBenture can help teachers motivate their students to learn SQL - anytime, anywhere. In 

aDBenture, adventures can be solved by writing SQL queries.  An adventure consists of several tasks 

that need to be solved using SQL. Each task has predefined sample queries that are used to evaluate the 
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correctness of the applied queries and to give intelligent feedback in case of errors. There are some 

predefined adventures in aDBenture, which are set in different domains. For example, there is a database 

of criminal cases to make adventures interesting for students as players. In addition, teachers can 

flexibly create their own adventures in the role of the author, they can reuse and adapt existing 

adventures and also upload their own database on which their adventures are based. Multiple relational 

databases are supported. In addition, teachers can also analyze the learning progress of their students. 

In the role of a player, students have the opportunity to solve adventures in a browser responsible 

and without any installation effort. As there are stored sample queries defined behind the tasks, learners 

can immediately recognize the correctness of their solutions and differences from the expected result. 

They can choose to play 'anonymously' or make their results analyzable for their teacher as logged-in 

users. Two master theses are currently focusing intelligent error messages and solution 

recommendations for players and using aDBenture for exams. 

3. A Database MOOC meets aDBenture

In the project eInformatics@Austria [2] we are working on the development of a German database-

MOOC. The aim in this project is to develop reusable open and motivating learning resources on various 

levels of Bloom’s taxonomy [3]. The special feature of our database-MOOC are animated learning 

videos that embed database knowledge in the context of a police station where criminal cases are solved 

using a database (for a Bloom level 2 example see [4]; for a Bloom level 1 example see [6]). The videos 

are also supplemented in the MOOC with interactive H5P elements [7]. So, the design of the database-

MOOC considers proven didactic methods. Interactivity, multimodality and the opportunity to become 

active as a learner, play an important part in the MOOC. This is where aDBenture is used also in the 

database-MOOC context.  

But aDBenture can be also used completely independent of the MOOC. Sometime it makes sense to 

use it together with learning materials available on the web via a URI. Thus, lessons from the database 

MOOC (made available via iMooX [5] in summer 2023) can also be integrated and used in topic-

specific adventures of aDBenture. These database MOOC videos will also be available on Youtube 

(with English subtitles) and can then be embedded via links in aDBenture as well. In this way, SQL 

fundamentals can be consumed by students in the context of solving adventures. 
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Abstract 
Using of simple materials such as cards, strings, foam cubes, crayons, and a lot of moving 

around we can educate students about computer science fundamentals. This kind of 

popularization is called Computer science unplugged. Through well-designed activities and 

suitable questions, we can visualize even the abstract concepts of the main principles of the 

computer. The activities introduce students to underlying concepts in a way that is suitable to 

their age and level of comprehension, without technical details. The main purpose of the 

workshop is to describe a set of learning activities that are connected to each other’s focused 

on how the data are going through the monitor, computer, and converter to the Internet. 

Activities were found suit-able for non-formal learning environments, but we use them even 

as a part of classes in formal education. Activities that look more like games than education 

motivate students actively create self-knowledge. Computer science unplugged is a good 

solution to reveal the computer science abstract even to the public. Most of our activities are 

new developed, one of them is taken from other source and updated to new concept of gaining 

the important information.  

Keywords  1 
Computer Science Unplugged. Constructivism. Engaged games. 

1. Introduction

The visualization of abstract concepts through experiential teaching is an issue that could change the 

view on the not very popular parts of computer science. It has been shown that the elements of non-

formal education are helpful [1]. Learning by playing the games is suitable for kids, students and even 

for adults, especially in STEM education [2]. Activities that look more like games than educating 

motivate students actively create a self-knowledge. Computer Science Un-plugged (CSU) is a collection 

of free experiential learning activities that teach Computer Science through engaging games and puzzles 

that use cards, string, crayons, and lots of running around. These activities rely on kinesthetic principles 

and involving teamwork [3]. Learning becomes more informal that is a vital part of instructional 

practice [4].  Manipulation with physical objects is typical for CSU. 

2. Tangible activities

The workshop aims to present an interactive popularization constructivist activity, with a focus on 

computer science. The main purpose of our workshop is to describe a set of learning activities that 

connected to each other’s focused on how the data are going through the monitor, computer, and 

converter to the Internet. The activities introduce underlying concepts in a way that is suitable to their 

age and level of comprehension, without technical details. The concepts are presented only using LEGO 

bricks, paper cards, foam cubes, wooden boxes strings, crayons, and lot of moving around (Figure 1.). 
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Activities are effective as the first information about how computers see (store) different type of 

information, such as numbers or text. After that abstraction is more comprehended. 

Fig. 1. Teachers aids for computer science unplugged activities 

2.1. Set of learning activities 

Through the well-designed activities and suitable questions, we can visualize even the abstract concepts 

of the main principles of the computer. We prepare activities focused on:  

Communication – Activity aids: LEGO bricks. Activity is focused on communication rules. There are 

three players, the watcher, the builder, and the informer. Using LEGO bricks students need to build the 

construction. There are special rules for communication between the players. 

• Binary digit - Activity is focused on explanation of binary coding of numbers. Understanding

binary can lift a lot of the mystery from computers. By regrouping the foam blocks according to the

paper cards with the predefined dots students create the knowledge how to convert the number from

decimal to binary form.

• Binary counting - At a fundamental level the computers are just machines for flipping binary

digits on and off.

• Encoding of characters – Understanding the representation of characters using coding

standards. By using own coding table students need to encode the message for the next group. The

receiver needs to be able to decode sender message.

• Converting from digital to analog form and vice versa – Using seven cards with number one

on one side and zero on the other and tailor rubber (elastic string) we explain the transformation of

the digital signal into the analog (pulse) signal.

• Furthermore, we have activities focused on searching in sorted and unsorted data.
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Abstract
Learning programming is becoming increasingly important in schools, especially due to the steady
advance of digitalization. However, teachers often lack motivating and interesting learning material. For
students, learning to program is often associated with learning complicated syntax and getting a simple
text output. But programming could be pretty fun and motivating, straight from the beginning. In this
workshop we present an approach to teaching and learning programming in an interactive, motivating
and playful way. Our approach is based on our experience in teaching programming skills to children of
all ages at the Informatics Lab at the University of Klagenfurt.

Keywords
programming concepts, gamification, block-based programming, Sphero Bolt, Informatics Lab.

1. Introduction and Motivation

Teaching programming, or at least teaching the core concepts of programming, is anchored
in the curriculum of the subject basic digital education in Austria[1], which is designed for
students between 10 and 14. Especially in this age group, it is pretty hard to motivate the
students to learn programming. For students, learning to program is often associated with
learning complicated syntax and getting a simple text output. But programming could be
pretty fun and motivating, straight from the beginning. The motivation could be achieved by
using interesting equipment and motivating tasks. In our Informatics Lab at the University
of Klagenfurt, we are teaching informatics and its key concepts to children. There we
learned that it is not enough to teach things like programming correctly. It should also be
motivating. And for children it is the most motivating if the first steps are easy to understand
and they are getting results as soon as possible. The goal of our workshop is to support the
learning and understanding of programming concepts like branches, variables, loops and func-
tions through gamification, using the sphero bolt and its block-based programming environment.
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2. Learning programming concepts using the Sphero Bolt

Teaching Programming is a pretty complex matter, especially if you are using a text-based
programming language. The students are focussing on syntax problems and the results are not
really exciting at the beginning. In our Informatics Lab we are following a different approach on
teaching programming, we use block-based programming at the beginnig. If you use languages
like scratch, the novices could focus on the key concepts of programming, like branches,
variables or loops and don’t need to consider the syntax. These languages are also designed
for quick results, so a program of three or four blocks could already have a visible result. The
second part is the gamification. Gamification in programming courses has been recognized as
a prospective technique that could improve student participation as well as impact learning
in a positive way[2]. We use it in a way, so the result of the programming task is a playable
game. Some of these could be programmed with a few lines of code and the students are highly
motivated at the end for two reasons. First they can play a game they programmed on their own
and second, they want to learn more techniques for writing new games. We found the Sphero
Bolt[3] pretty useful for teaching programming concepts. Its environment is using block-based
programming with optional switch to JavaScript and there are many possibilities developing
motivating mini games.
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Abstract
In this workshop, the participants discuss how to introduce the learning objectives of digital literacy
into the K-12 curriculum. The integration of basic ICT skills, information literacy, media literacy, and
computational thinking into various school subjects is of particular interest.

Keywords
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1. Extended Abstract

The introduction of digital literacy (DL) into national curricula is gaining attention worldwide
[1][2]. Specifically, in the Netherlands, the entire K-12 curriculum. (i.e., standards) is about to
be revised from November 2022 on and will include DL-related learning objectives.

Although there will always be room for debate, there seems to be a growing consensus about
what is ’digital literacy’. In Europe, for instance, the DigComp frame-work [3] is gaining mo-
mentum [2]. So, the question arises: how do we introduce DL into the whole of the curriculum?
One of the major questions in this respect is the following: is DL considered to be a separate
knowledge domain or is it to be integrated into other disciplines? Or is this issue more subtle
and does it require both a separate subject in its own right, as well as being integrated into
existing subjects? The answer to this question will, of course, raise new questions: what parts
(i.e., what learning goals) of the intended DL curriculum are to be integrated into what parts of
the existing curriculum? In the current framework which is used in the Netherlands [4], there
are three domains to be addressed: basic ICT skills, information literacy and media literacy.

In this workshop we will exchange ideas on how to introduce DL into a national curriculum,
grades K-12, i.e., decide about the relevant learning objectives. We will present the ideas proposed
in the Netherlands, and ask the workshop participants to critique them and present their ideas
and good practices. By using a format for inter-national comparison, we will make differences
and similarities in the way participating countries deal with the curricular challenges of the
integration of DL explicit and comparable. We hope to be able to formulate several scenarios,
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based on different strategies in different contexts, describing various sets of learning objectives.
The results of the workshop will be shared with the committees responsible for the development
of the new Dutch curricula. Besides this, we will share them with the ISSEP-community by
utilizing appropriate online tools.
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Abstract 
One of the goals of computer science teaching is to develop students’ computational thinking 

(CT) skills.  However, proper assessment of CT skills still remains a challenge, as stated in 

various studies and observed in teaching practice. There are some tests created and tools 

developed for CT assessment, but all of them focus on one or two concepts of CT. There is still 

no unified system that could address all the main aspects of CT in CT assessment, especially 

when talking about automated CT assessment. The main aim of this thesis is to model a system 

for automated assessment of computation-al thinking skills based on learning analytics. So far, 

a literature review on the topic of computational thinking has been carried out and the main 

instruments for assessing computational thinking have been identified. Further work is being 

done on the analysis of the literature on learning analytics.  

Keywords  1 
Computational Thinking Assessment, Learning Analytics, Automatic Assessment, Assessment 

Instruments.  

1. Problem and Planned Objectives

There are some tests created and tools developed for CT assessment, but all of them focus on one or 

two concepts of CT. There is still no unified system that could address all the main aspects of CT in CT 

assessment, especially when talking about automated CT assessment. The system of CT assessment 

will focus on the high school students, also it could be later on used in higher education or in IT sector 

to test computational thinking level of the employees. Because now in IT sector there is quite a problem 

to find skillful employees, and some companies are using IQ test or some other tests to test the logical 

thinking skills of future employees. 

Planned objectives: 

1. To analyze the existing methodologies and issues in the assessment of computational thinking;

2. To analyze and systematize learning analytics methods suitable for assessing computational thinking in

e-learning systems;

3. To develop a model for an automated assessment system for computational thinking based on the

analytics of learning data in problem solving;

4. Empirically evaluate the modelled assessment system for computational thinking.

2. Achieved results
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Literature review on Computational Thinking assessment tools have been done. As the results of the 

review the most popular method of assessing computational thinking still remain the various versions 

of tests. One of the most commonly used tools for assessing computational thinking without linking 

teaching and assessment to programming is the CTt [2] or Bebras Tasks. CT assessment review results 

also indicate that: more CT assessment tools are needed for high school, college students, and teacher 

professional development programs, more reliability and validity evidence needs to be collected and 

reported in future studies [4].   

3. Related work

The most relevant to my research work is the in Zoombinis game developed assessment system for 

computational thinking. Zoombinis [1] is an award-winning learning game that was designed in the 

1990s and re-released for current platforms. It is not only used for learning CT but also in recent years 

for CT assessment. In Zoombinis all the players actions are logged and then analyzed for the purpose 

of learning or the assessment. CT concepts that are assessed in Zoombinis [3]: problem decomposition, 

pattern recognition, abstraction, algorithm design. 
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Integrated Digital Education: Computational
Thinking for Everyone
Corinna Hörmann1

1Johannes Kepler University Linz, Altenbergerstraße 69, 4040 Linz, Austria

Abstract
As long ago as 1988, Austria introduced the subject “Computer Science” in grade 9. Quite a long time there
was solely this one year of mandatory IT-education during school career. When Austria implemented
the new mandatory subject “Digital Education” in September 2018 for all students in lower secondary
education, computer science education finally found its way into additional grades. The curriculum
covers digital competences, media competences, as well as civic education. Schools could decide if they
offer stand-alone subjects or if they implement the curriculum in an integrative way in several other
subjects. Finally, in the school year 2022/23, “Digital Education” will be installed as compulsory subject
in regular Austrian timetables. Due to this change the main goal of the whole PhD thesis has to be
rethought.

Keywords
Digital Education, 21st Century Skills, Computational Thinking, STEM

1. Research Questions

(1) Are there any advantages in the integrative implementation of “Digital Education” and if so
which?
(2) What teaching materials do teachers at lower secondary schools need to better integrate
“Digital Education” in their lessons?

2. Methodology

This PhD thesis is designed as mixed-methods approach, so both quantitative and qualitative
data will be analyzed. The start formed a pilot study in order to gain better understanding
if the initial implementation of the subject “Digital Education” caused any problems (n = 27).
The next step formed a survey answered by 117 teachers approximately two years after the
implementation of the subject. Both, the quantitative and qualitative data was investigated.
The collected qualitative data was interpreted using the software MAXQDA by implementing a
content analysis. During the emergency remote teaching phase in the course of the pandemic a
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survey was conducted that was sent to all 133 local Upper-Austrian public schools, whereas 121
teachers were willing to complete the questionnaire.

3. Results

For the pilot study we designed a survey concerning experiences and challenges in the imple-
mentation of the subject. The majority of the sample group supported the idea of teaching
“Digital Education” in an integrated way in their own subject. Moreover, the part that worried
teachers most when new structures were introduced, is if they still have enough time to fulfill
their own curriculum. In a survey in 2020 it was investigated how schools implement the new
curriculum – stand-alone or integrated in other subjects. 26% claimed that they introduced
a stand-alone subject, 21% said they integrate the curriculum in other subjects, 45% picked
“mixed”, and 9 (8%) chose “other”. The qualitative data suggested that there are still people who
fight with the new subject and that there are various problems that have to be tackled. Still,
the attitude towards the curriculum was very positive. During the SARS-COVID-19 pandemic
another survey was conducted. The following research questions lay out the basis for the
evaluation of the data: (1) Is “Digital Education” still taught during emergency remote teaching?
(2) If so, did students solely “automatically” or incidentally gather knowledge, as they had to use
digital devices or were specific topics of the curriculum implemented? The results suggested
that nearly every school continued with the lessons of “Digital Education” and teachers tried to
impart numerous 21st century skills.

4. Related Work

Since the implementation of the new subject “Digital Education” in Austrian lower secondary
schools was only four years ago with the COVID-19 pandemic hitting hard, it is difficult to
find substantial research concerning the topic. Nevertheless, Christian Swertz (2018) from the
university of Vienna conducted a survey concerning the pilot testing phase in 2017/2018. Results
show that major challenges were the missing content and the lack of competences for teaching
“Digital Education”. This affected cross-subject integration as well as stand-alone lessons [1].
Currently, there are no long-term studies concerning digital literacy skills of students in Austria.
In the Netherlands, on the other hand, Lazonder et al. [2] report on a three-year study that
investigated the development of children’s digital literacy skills. The study suggested that there
is a linear increase in all skills, but nonetheless natural development of digital literacy skills is
slow [2].
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Enhancing Robotics in Early Secondary School
Alexandra Maximova1
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Abstract
Computational thinking is a set of skills and processes that enable students to tackle complex problems,
and which should therefore be fostered in school. Educational robotics initiatives are emerging all
over the world as one motivating way develop these skills in classrooms. We would like to investigate
whether educational robotics improve computational thinking skills in 12 years old students and how a
corresponding curriculum and framework should be designed.

Keywords
educational robotics, computational thinking, novice programmers

1. Introduction

There are many efforts around the world to introduce robotics into classrooms, e.g., the First Lego
League, the World Robot Olympiad, or the Roberta, Robbo, or Robofest initiatives and platforms.
The corresponding hardware varies from moving robots like Lego models, Edison, or Thymio
to programmable boards such as Calliope, Microbit, or the Oxocard.

Over the last 15 years our group developed a K-12 spiral curriculum to teach CS and
programming. The curriculum starts with the Bluebot in Kindergarten and continues with
Logo and Turtle Graphics at primary school. In secondary school students use the program-
ming language Python and the TigerJython IDE (https://tigerjython.ch) or WebTigerJython
(https://webtigerjython.ethz.ch) for advanced Turtle Graphics and robotics. Python was chosen
due to its simple syntax and the possibility not to use or even mention advanced features (for
example, object-oriented code) until the students feel confident with basic concepts. For this
reason, we will stick with Python to nicely integrate our robotics course into this curriculum.
We believe that teaching concepts is more important than teaching one concrete technology
stack, which may become obsolete in 5–10 years. The TigerJython IDE was developed to have a
sleek design without any features that could confuse novice programmers rather than help them.
It offers improved error messages compared to standard Python, and the ‘repeat’ loop construct
that allows to teach loops before students need to know about variables or conditionals.

We want to focus on supporting cheap hardware such as the educational boards Calliope Mini
and Microbit that can be easily transformed in car-like robots. Thus the focus is on programming
pre-built robots – not on engineering the robots themselves.
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2. Research Questions and Methodology

The overall research question is whether and how robotics can be used to foster computational
thinking skills and competences in early secondary school – leading to several subquestions
and subtasks that will be tackled along the way.

1. Develop a robotics curriculum for early secondary school combining programming con-
cepts such as loops and modular design with a motivating application domain, i.e., robotics.

2. Design a framework to individually support novice programmers while they are practicing
programming and robotics skills.

3. Adapt a computational thinking test for our needs. This step is crucial in order to be able
to measure computational thinking gains in quantitative experiments on the field.

The main research question requires a quantitative study measuring the computational
thinking skills before and after our intervention. The necessary teaching material will be
developed using educational design research [1]. The curriculum will be thus refined during
several pilot studies, allowing us to gain insights from practitioners and discover new knowledge.

3. Initial Results

At the time of writing, we developed a first version of a robotics curriculum for 12 years old
students. During 6 lessons of 2.5 hours each, students program the Calliope Mini board and
its car-like extension Calli:bot in Python in the Tiger Jython IDE. No previous programming
knowledge is required, since the students learn basic programming concepts (loops, functions,
variables, and conditionals) during the curriculum using motivating robotics tasks. Students
learn how to program songs, how RGB colors work, what pixels are, how 2D-coordinates work,
how to use sensors and buttons, and how to move the robot.

The first pilot study with two groups of 12 students each is running at the time of writing. At
the end of the pilot study, student motivation will be collected using anonymous questionnaires.
This curriculum will be refined and tested with another group of students during summer.

4. Related Work

Conducting educational research [1] defines the methodology we are following to develop
the curriculum. We follow a constructionist approach as introduced by Papert [2]. Students
have the possibility to experiment and get things to work. We also let us inspire by similar past
projects, such as the hardware and software robotics framework developed by Assaf [3].
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Pre-service Teachers’ Experiences in Learning
Programming for Basic Education
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Abstract
Many countries have started introducing programming in the basic education. In the basic education,
goal is not mastering the programming language but develop thinking skills and practices to understand
the world where computing is embedded, such as computational thinking. Educating teachers is a key
factor to enhance integration of programming and computational thinking into education. This thesis
consisting of three sub-studies aims to explore pre-service teachers learning experience of programming.
By applying theoretical frameworks of integrating digital technology into education, the first sub-study
focuses on pre-service teachers’ experience of designing learning materials for micro:bit programming
in an introductory programming course. The second sub-study adds a scope of connecting learning
programming with work contexts by investigating engineers’ experience in using the learning materials.
Based on these findings, the third sub-study aims to design learning activities in the introductory
programming course.

Keywords
Teacher education, computational thinking, pedagogy,

1. Description

In Finland and many other countries, programming has been introduced in the basic education.
In many cases, the purpose of programming in the basic education contexts is not mastering
programming languages, but developing fundamental thinking skills and practice for program-
ming, which are rooted in computing. Computational thinking (CT) is defined as “the thought
processes involved in formulating problems and their solutions so that the solutions are repre-
sented in a form that can be effectively carried out by an information-processing agent” [Cuny,
Snyder, and Wing, 2010, as cited in [1]]. Previous studies have identified needs to develop
teacher education to enhance integration of programming and CT in education [2].

My doctoral thesis aims to explore learning experience of pre-service teachers (PSTs) who
are novice in programming. Three sub-studies are conducted to understand the current practice
of teacher education for integrating programming into basic education. In the first sub-study,
I investigate PSTs’ experience in a collaborative problem-solving project in an introductory
programming course where they design the learning materials for micro:bit programming.
I focus on their understanding of CT, as well as experiences in learning programming and
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practices of integrating programming into education. In the second sub-study I include a scope
of learning programming associated with work. The Finnish National Core Curriculum for basic
education instructs that education should be organized to allow the pupils to understand the
significance of competence acquired in school for their future careers (Finnish National Board
of Education, 2014). I explore how employees at a relevant company see the learning materials
designed by the PSTs. In the third sub-study, I develop learning activities in the introductory
programming course in teacher education based on the findings from the two sub-studies and
examine how the learning activities enhance PSTs’ learning of programming.

To investigate programming in education, the previous study [3] applies the frameworks for
integration of digital technologies into education. Technology, pedagogy and content knowledge
(TPACK) by [4] is one of the widely-used frameworks to demonstrate teacher’s competence to
integrate technologies into education.

My doctoral thesis is conducted as a case study. An introductory programming course for
PSTs is the main context of the thesis. The first data collection took place in the course from
March to May 2021. The data collected are 1) the recordings of the PSTs work in the remote
sessions, and 2) the survey about the PSTs’ experience collected after the course. The second
data collection was conducted at the workshop at a multinational telecommunication company
in December 2021. Participants are eight employees at the company. The data collected are 1)
the observations during the workshop with the employees, and 2) the focus group interview
after the workshop. Third data collection will take place in the spring 2023.

Preliminary results from the first data include: 1) PSTs’ understanding on CT differs. 2)
Technological and pedagogical knowledge is practiced in the project. 3) The PSTs demonstrate
the challenges during the studies, such as lack of knowledge and experience, and unfamiliar
ways of working (tinkering) in the ill-structured problem solving. 4) To overcome the challenges,
different approaches are used, such as starting with suitable levels, utilize resources and working
with others.
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Designing a Computational Thinking education
framework
Martina Landman1
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Abstract
The term computational thinking has already made it into many curricula, including the 2019 curriculum
of Digital Basic Education in Austria. However, the importance of teaching computer science content
and Computational Thinking (CT) in school classrooms is not reserved for the classroom alone, but
can happen in many areas. The thesis will focus on how to design and develop CT tasks for use both
in a school context as classroom tasks and as an outreach activity from universities to schools in form
of workshops. With the help of Design Based Research, existing workshops for school classes of the
TU Wien Informatics eduLAB will be evaluated and perfected, in order to find patterns in the later
course, which provide effective tasks for school classes of lower secondary education level. From the
patterns found, a model will be generated and tested that can be used to create CT and CS tasks from
different contexts to include them into school classes and university outreach activities. Evaluation
forms and qualitative interview analysis provide important insights into the needs of the teachers and
students involved in the activities to fulfill the curriculum. The competencies that students fulfill as well
as the skills that teachers need are examined. The results should also provide more teaching material for
school teachers and a reusable template and framework for developing outreach activities in the area of
computer science (CS) education and computational thinking for universities.

Keywords
computational thinking, secondary school, teaching computer science, designing tasks, education model.

1. Introduction

The importance of bringing computational thinking into people’s minds has been undisputed
since Janette Wing’s [1] famous and often quoted article in 2006, where she said “Computational
thinking is a fundamental skill for everyone, not just for computer scientists.” In the last decade
there where many definitions and descriptions on CT, for example the definition of Selby and
Woollard [2] in 2013 that give us five thought processes: abstraction, algorithmic thinking,
generalization, decomposition and evaluation.

Teachers and also lecturers can get confused on what to focus when they are trying to develop
CT tasks for their students. Frameworks and models on how to create CT and CS tasks can
help. For that, a deep research of existing frameworks, models and tasks is needed as well as an
analysis and evaluation of existing workshops of TU Wien Informatics eduLAB, based on the
empirical data.
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2. Research Questions

One of the main research questions could be ”How to create good Computational Thinking
tasks?”. This question is followed by a lot more: ”What competencies do students and teachers
need?”, ”What frameworks, that exist, are effective?”, ”How to create a model for the creation of
CT tasks?”, ”How can the future model be implemented in outreach activities of university as
well as in school classes?”

3. Methodology in each step of the thesis

1. Literature study: Analyze existing definitions, frameworks, models and teaching material
of CT to find a consent and an idea, how to build it together to a template.

2. Design Based Research, Observation: Analyze, evaluate and improve the existing work-
shops and tasks of TU Wien Informatics eduLAB with the things learned above.

3. Qualitative interviews and Evaluation forms: Get an idea what students and teachers
need with evaluation forms after workshops and interviews.

4. Practical work: NewCT tasks are createdwith newly gained knowledge. Also a framework
for how to create those tasks is built.

5. Repeat steps 2-4 until the result is satisfying.
6. Testing the results with teachers in schools.

4. Related Works

There are people who already tried to formulate frameworks and models for developing CT.
Romero and Lepage [3] describe how to develop CT through creative programming tasks.
Another article that is linked to the topic of this work is the article from Palts and Pedaste [4] in
2020. They describe a Model in 3 stages with 10 competencies of CT. In 2014 Curzon et al. [5]
did a 4 stage framework how to design CT lessons and an overview of which actions of students
can be assigned to which of the five abilities to think according to Selby and Woollard [2].
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Research plan: A Recommender System for 
Autonomous Programming at Schools
Kevin Tang and Jacqueline Staub

University of Trier, Universitätsring 15, 54296 Trier, Germany

Abstract
Online learning environments for programming typically report only syntactic errors and not errors
at the logical or semantic level. Incorrectly solved exercises can be caused by a number of reasons,
ranging from misunderstanding its description to mistakes made due to misconceptions. The latter
could prove detrimental to learning more advanced concepts and therefore should be corrected as early
as possible. For this reason, we propose an extension of an existing learning environment for schools
that places a special emphasis on providing students with meaningful feedback on their mistakes. This
extension is intended to be implemented as a recommender system that offers learning opportunities
(e.g., exercises) to students based on their current level of understanding as well as allowing them to
progress independently without needing direct assistance from a teacher.

Keywords
Programming education, K-6 computer science education, recommender system, Turtle graphics, Logo,

1. Basic Information

Date of PhD start: 1st March 2022 at the University of Trier under the supervision of Jun.-Prof.
Dr. Jacqueline Staub in the field of educational computer science.

2. Research Question

The overall research question consists of two parts. (1) Whether and how we can measure a
student’s misconception of a topic and (2) how we can use the data collected from students
to improve their learning. To this end, we will implement a recommender system that allows
us to analyze the collected data, including the mistakes they made, and suggest an adequate
follow-up that matches their current level of understanding.

3. Methodologies

XlogoOnline is a block-based online programming environment for K-6 education developed at
ETH Zurich and the University of Trier. This environment is currently used worldwide, which
allows us to collect a large amount of data (anonymously) to conduct a quantitative study. We
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also plan to conduct on-site studies in German and Swiss schools to observe, on the one hand,
what misconceptions students might have regarding a predefined set of topics, and whether our
recommender system impacts student learning.

4. Achieved Results

We haven’t started yet, so no results so far.

5. Related works

A literature review is still ongoing. To our current knowledge, there are several works in
the research community on recommender systems in education. We have identified a few of
them that take an approach similar to the one we could use in our research, namely, making
recommenders based on the students learning progress [1, 2, 3]. We have also identified some
literature on novice programmers’ misconceptions [4, 5, 6].
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Development of Informatics Competencies among
(prospective) Primary School Teachers
Christin Nenner
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Abstract
The aim of the dissertation is to investigate the impact of developed teaching-learning courses for
building up informatics-specific professional and teaching competencies among (prospective) primary
school teachers. For this purpose, instruments will be developed to measure these competencies as well
as the participants’ self-assessment.

Keywords
Informatics education, Informatics competencies, Primary school, Teacher education

1. Related work

The 2017 CECE report called for consistent informatics education for all students, preferably
from primary school, and outlined the state of integration [1]. In 2022, Germany’s state was
updated [2]. Primary school teachers’ beliefs about informatics were investigated by Best [3].

Thematically based on the competency recommendations for the primary level of the German
Informatics Society [4], informatics-specific introductory and in-depth courses were developed.
Introductory courses [5] (half a day) have been offered since the summer semester of 2020
with the aim of providing a basic introduction to informatics content, so that the diversity
of informatics is demonstrated. The in-depth course (one semester) has been offered since
the summer semester of 2021, with a focus on teaching informatics content to primary school
children. Participants develop their first informatics-specific lessons [6] and test them together
with their fellow students to gain initial experience in teaching informatics-specific skills.

2. Research questions and methodology

How can (prospective) primary school teachers acquire informatics expertise within the frame-
work of teaching-learning courses, so that:

• RQ 1: they can master them?
• RQ 2: they can teach them to children?
• RQ 3: they perceive themselves as having informatics-specific self-efficacy?

In order to investigate the courses, instruments are developed.
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• Self-assessment of informatics-specific professional and teaching competencies
(RQ 3): The courses are examined using a pre-post test design for self-assessment of basic
informatics competencies as well as teaching competencies on a 5-point Likert scale [5].

• Informatics-specific teaching competencies (RQ 2): Within the in-depth course, the
informatics-specific lessons developed by the participants themselves and tested with
their fellow students are assessed by all participants and the lecturer using reflection
sheets (version 1). The focus is on the didactic reduction, the fit to the target group and
the action orientation. After the joint reflection, the participants revise their lesson plans
(version 2). Versions 1 and 2 are compared in order to examine the teaching competencies.

• Informatics-specific professional competencies (RQ 1): At the end of the in-depth
course, the acquired informatics competencies are assessed by individually solving
informatics-specific tasks (automatically evaluable test items) [7] closely related to the
competencies facilitated in the course.

3. Results

Intermediate states of the instruments currently being developed are already being used to
examine the courses [5, 7]. The application (pre and post) of the informatics-specific self-
assessment items on competencies and teaching, in the context of an introductory course for
primary school teacher education students in the summer semester of 2020, showed a significant
increase in comparison to their self-assessment before their participation in the course [5].
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Computational Thinking in Mathematics Education 
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Abstract  
Computational thinking (CT) is a fast-expanding area of educational research since 2006. 
Although it is described as a mandatory part of future school curriculum in many countries, 
there is a list of challenges to overcome when implementing CT in schools. The aim of this 
PhD research is to design and validate a prototype of a pedagogical design model that can be 
used to integrate teaching and learning of CT in mathematics curricula in lower and upper 
secondary education.  

Keywords  1 
Computational thinking, mathematics education, STEAM education, design science, 
pedagogical design model.  

1. Background

Computational Thinking has been an important part of educational innovation over the last years
and already more than 20 countries in Europe integrate programming or computational thinking in their 
curricula [1]. The main motive to include CT into mathematics and science education is the growth of 
computational counterparts in related scientific. Including CT ideas to those subjects brings school 
education more in line with current professional practices in those fields [8]. CT and mathematical 
thinking are closely related, sharing similar traits like problem solving, modeling, analysing and 
interpreting data [6]. On the other hand, linking CT and mathematics could also have a more practical 
reason. A study concentrating on ICT education in Estonia [4] asserted that teaching digital skills is 
inconsistent all over the country, depending too much on the convenience of the teachers. It is alarming 
that only less than half of the Estonian basic schools have informatics or other similar courses held as 
a separate course to teach computing. For example, Bocconi, Chioccariello and Earp [2] argued that CT 
and programming have to be a compulsory part of the curriculum because teaching them as elective 
courses can result in limited local uptake and actual student participation. Finland and Sweden have 
already implemented teaching and learning programming and other CT related skills in their school 
curricula, mostly integrating it into mathematics courses, but also in crafts, technology, science and 
other subjects. Therefore, implementing teaching CT skills in mathematics is on the one hand a logical 
solution based on the similarities of these two fields. On the other hand, one may argue that it can be 
also driven by practical causes, including innovation and increase of relevance in mathematics as one 
of the most conservative subject areas in school. 

2. Aims and Objectives

The aim of this research is to explore the possibilities of integrating CT ideas into mathematics
education to design and validate a prototype of a pedagogical design model that can be used to integrate 
teaching and learning of CT in mathematics curricula and pedagogical strategies in lower and upper 
secondary education. To achieve this goal, three research questions were formulated. RQ1: What are 
the main barriers for integrating computational thinking into mathematics education and how to reduce 
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them? RQ2: What are the effective pedagogical design principles and techniques for integrating 
computational thinking with mathematics education and how to prove the effectiveness of such 
intervention? RQ3: How to model the pedagogical design and implementation of embedded and 
evidence-centered assessment of CT in integrated STEAM learning projects?  

The whole study will be divided into three consecutive cycles. First cycle (2021-2022) of the study 
is set up to understand the environment and context of the study, second cycle (2022-2023) will focus 
on the initial research-based design of the pedagogical design and the third cycle (2023-2024) of the 
study will focus on improvement and validation of the pedagogical design model.  

3. Research Design and Methods

The study will combine a Design-Based Research approach that is common among educational
researchers, and Design Science research methodology that has originated from the field of information 
systems research. Design-Based Research was introduced as a way of extending existing methods and 
linking theory and practice in educational research [5]. Its aim is to make educational research more 
relevant for classroom practices [5] through its iterative research [7]. Design Science, on the other hand, 
is a research paradigm that is meant to improve information systems [3]. It is seen as a process where 
'designer answers questions relevant to human problems via the creation of innovative artifacts, thereby 
contributing new knowledge to the body of scientific evidence' [3].  

4. Achievements

The first conference paper called 'Symbiotic approach to Mathematical and Computational Thinking' 
has been accepted and presented in IFIP World Conference of Computers in Education in Hiroshima 
(August 23, 2022). 
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Training Computational Thinking: exploring
approaches supported by Neuroscience
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Abstract
Students present deficits in problem solving skills, reduced abstraction and logical reasoning skills. Several studies
claim that Computational Thinking (CT) can help mitigate this problem, if acquired and trained from an early age.
For training to be more effective, it is necessary to understand how the brain learns and the best way to promote
learning. This Ph.D. work aims to use Neuroscience approaches and techniques to create Learning Resources that
promote the training of CT. A web platform that will allow teachers to train their students in CT – Computational
Thinking 4 All – is the final output of this Ph.D. project. This Ph.D. work is expected to contribute to the education of
the 21st Century Citizen with a clearer understanding of the process of training the mind to reason logically and
strategically, leading to the acquisition of CT.

Keywords
Computational Thinking, Computer Programming Education, Neuroscience

1. Research Questions
It is known that Higher Education Students, even in graduation programs where programming is an
essential skill (such as Computer Science and Engineering) have a hard time learning to program [1, 2].
The support for this thesis is the belief that the key to overcome the computer programming education
difficulties is to train Computational Thinking from an early age. To be able to train Computational
Thinking (CT) and to teach Computer Programming effectively, it is important to research the cognitive
neuroscience field to learn how the human brain works in terms of reasoning and to identify factors like
motivation, attention, emotions that will impact on the knowledge acquisition process. Focusing in the
K0-K12 universe of students, this Ph.D. work aims to help solving the problem of students’ failure in
learning Computer Programming, believing that learning to think computationally is one of the keys.
The main research questions are:

RQ1. How to help students acquiring Computational Thinking, taking into account their background
and profile?

RQ2. How to design Neuroscience-informed strategies to foster Computational Thinking training?

To answer these research questions the methodology adopted in this Ph.D. project is the Design
Science Research Methodology (DSR) [3], composed of six steps: Identification of Problem and Motivation,
Definition objectives of a solution, Design and Development, Demonstration, Evaluation, Communication.
The answer to RQ1 will bring light on pedagogical approaches and on Learning Resources (LR) that are
effective to train CT skills with different students of different ages and different socio-cultural profiles.
To achieve that a theoretical and an experimental work will be done. The outcomes of this first step
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will be upgraded and improved taking into consideration the knowledge captured from deeper readings
of the Neuroscience literature. And again more experimental work will be conducted to support the
proposals.

2. State of the Art
Within the scope of this Ph.D. a research work was carried out based on a literature review in three areas:
Teaching/Learning Difficulties and Failure Rates in Computer Programming, Computational Thinking,
and Neuroscience. In each of them, the most influential related works were identified. In the area of
Teaching/Learning Difficulties I studied [1, 4, 5, 6] and Failure Rates in Computer Programming, the works
read were: [7, 8, 9, 10]. The relevant work identified in the Computational Thinking are was: [11, 12, 13, 14].
In the area of Neuroscience, I have looked for the basics in following references: [15, 16]. Concerning
the related work the next references standed out: [17, 18, 19]. This study originated 2 chapters of the
pre-thesis document Training Computational Thinking: exploring approaches supported by Neuroscience,
Univ. of Minho, 2022. PhD - prethesis.

3. Achieved Results
After the research and analysis that led to the writing of the SotA, an approach was designed that aims
to fulfill the main objective: to train Computational Thinking (CT), using techniques supported on
Neuroscience, to improve the teaching and learning of Computer Programming and also the skills for
general problem-solving. Thus, the proposal is the creation of a web platform – Computational Thinking
4 All, that will be the workbench of any teacher who wants to prepare his students to acquire CT skills.
The web platform will be built up from 3 modules.

Module 1: CT Learning Space. In this component the different concepts, approaches, techniques
and instruments that describe and characterize CT and related matters are presented. Module 2:
OntoCnE is composed of Ontology for Computing at School (this component describes OntoCnE –
an ontology for Computing at School, structured in 3 layers, developed in context of this work – that
aims at providing a detailed and rigorous description of two knowledge domains and their interception:
Computational Thinking, and Computer Programming; OntoCnE is intended to support the design
of education programs syllabus on CT as well as learning material) and Computational Thinking
Training Program (curricula for the training of CT in K0-K12 formal education). Module 3: Resources
is composed of Learning Resource Repository (providing created or reused Learning Resources (LR)
to train CT), Repository of Tests & Surveys (a set of created or reused Tests that aim to measure
the effectiveness of CT training) and Guide for Assessing the Quality of Learning Resources
(containing a set of requirements to assess the quality of LR, mainly in the approaches suggested by
Neuroscience). For more detailed information about the Computational Thinking 4 All platform see:
https://computationalthinking4all.epl.di.uminho.pt/about.html.
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Abstract
In the French-speaking part of Switzerland, Computer Science (CS) is being introduced as a topic in
obligatory school after a curriculum reform that happened in 2021. Teachers’ education is key for such a
reform to succeed, as most of the primary teachers have no prior CS knowledge. What knowledge do
they need to properly teach CS? Using lexical data analysis of classroom recordings and interviews with
teachers, we explore their vocabulary about programming. Along with analysis of activity and didactics,
we investigate the relations between their way of using different representations of a program, their
personal knowledge in informatics and professional experience.

Keywords
Computer science education, programming, primary teacher education, lexical analysis

1. Research Questions

In different contexts, we observe that representation of notions is a key concept for learning.
In mathematics, the role of semiotic representation of notions has been investigated. It was
observed that transformation of one register of representation to another is a source of cognitive
complexity for pupils [1].

In CS education, researchers have shown the importance that the representation of a program
had in terms of cognitive load for pupils [2]. The concept of notional machine as a pedagogical
device that teachers employ to draw attention to some aspects of programming is also related
to the question of representation, as notional machines adopt a specific representation for this
purpose [3]. However, these questions are rarely discussed explicitly during teacher education.

One objective of the thesis is to address this problem by exploring the role of representation in
relation with learning in the field of computer science at primary level. The focus is on teachers
and on the way they use, understand and make their pupils use different representations of a
program. It brings us to our research questions:

1. How do primary teachers use representations of a program? What do they say about
those representations and about the way they use them?

2. Is there a relation we can observe between primary teachers’ use of representations, their
personal knowledge in informatics and professional experience? If there is, which one?
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2. Main research methodologies

The thesis articulates several approaches: activity analysis — in-class observations followed
by self-confrontation interviews, didactics — misconceptions, notional machines, program
representation and lexical data analysis — cluster analysis, correspondence analysis.

In a perspective of analysis of activity [4], we observe pre-service and experienced teachers
involved in a project to experiment CS activities in primary classes. We collect their discourse
as a corpus of data that we analyze using textual data analysis.

3. Already achieved results

We published two articles: one about knowledge of primary school teachers in France and
Switzerland [5] and one about exploring resources using lexical analysis [6].

4. Most influential related works

Apart from the already mentioned articles, we want to mention this good example of the way
textual data analysis can be applied to the field of teacher education [7].
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